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Summary
Many missions are now being proposed that make use of formations of satellites rather than 
just single platforms. While a small number of missions require no fixed formation geometry, 
the majority of missions use a well defined configuration of satellites.
In this thesis I present a technique for modelling the motion of satellite formations in Low 
Earth Orbit (LEO). The relative motion model is based on an epicycle absolute orbit model, 
and avoids the linearisation problem by not relying on solution of the relative equations of 
motion. I present expressions for the relative motion and then show how they may be split 
up to describe the motion as a combination of the uniform motion of a formation origin, the 
motion of the formation as a whole about this origin and the motion of the individual satellites 
within the formation. I then show how this model may be used to determine properties of the 
formation such as its lifetime, and also to set properties of the formation, such as introducing 
a condition of no relative secular drift.
I then invert the process of modelling the relative motion based on a given set of orbital
parameters, and define a process for determining the orbital parameters required to produce 
a required relative motion. I consider a straightforward set of designs that rely on simple 
assumptions about the formation shape when planning the formation motion, and then more 
complex designs that consider the dynamics and configuration when determining the required 
orbital parameters.
Finally, I present techniques for collision risk identification and mitigation, deriving the con­
dition under which collisions occur in terms of the relative orbital parameters, and then 
showing how the risk may be mitigated with minimal change to the geometric properties of 
the formation.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
Chapter 1
Introduction
^The whole is more than the sum of its parts. ’
A r is t o t l e  (3 8 4 -3 2 2 b c )
This remark from Aristotle, although dating from more than 2000 years before the first 
satellite was even launched, sums up the most powerful reason for the development of satellite 
formation fiying; that a group of satellites acting together can achieve more than those same 
satellites would achieve acting independently.
Much research has been carried out in the area of formation flying although very little of it 
has ever been put to use in real missions. However, as formation fiying is starting to become 
more of a reality, for reasons explained further in the next chapter, more research is required 
to refine some of the techniques needed for this new class of missions to be planned and 
executed successfully.
The research I present here falls largely into the mission planning side of formation flying 
development and I have two principle aims for this thesis. The first is to present a analytical 
dynamical model of satellite formation motion that is able to fully describe the satellites’ 
motions, both relative and absolute. The second is to demonstrate a formation design process, 
based on the relative motion model, that will allow designers to find the required sets of orbital 
parameters for satellites in a formation from a straightforward geometric description of the 
formation configuration.
Chapter 2 begins with a discussion of published work on the area of relative motion modelling 
and satellite formation design. In chapter 3 ,1 present some of the background of the epicycle
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orbit model, the absolute orbit model used as the basis for the relative motion model. Chapter 
3 outlines the development of the epicycle model and places it into the context of this work.
The development of the relative orbit model presented in this thesis begins in chapter 4 with 
the presentation of a set of relative epicycle coordinates. These relative coordinates will 
provide a convenient way of describing the orbit of each satellite in the formation relative 
to a reference orbit when a formation has been designed. A curvilinear coordinate system 
is introduced that will be the basis for the relative motion model. This is then followed 
by the determination of a set of expressions for the relative satellite position in terms of 
relative epicycle coordinates. The chapter continues by using an ordering scheme to take 
an approximation of these expressions, allowing them to be written in an explicitly time 
dependent form. The final section of chapter 4 considers the accuracy of the model by 
comparison with an analytic orbit propagator, already tested against a numerical integrator. 
I then draw on the useful form of the relative motion model to determine useful properties 
such as formation lifetime, and to set formation properties such as minimal relative secular 
drift between satellites.
Having presented the relative motion model developed, I move on to the formation design 
section of this thesis. This section begins in chapter 5 by asserting that the relative motion 
of each satellite takes the form of an ellipse and that the formations may therefore be de­
signed by considering groups of ellipses. This chapter then goes on to discuss some of the 
formations that may be achieved by combining elliptic motions. Chapter 6  then details the 
inversion process, the process by which parameters describing these relative motion ellipses 
are converted into the relative epicycle coordinates of each satellite. This chapter presents 
a piece of software to carry out this design process. Having made the link between relative 
motion dynamics and the elliptic motion geometry in chapter 6 , chapter 7 then takes the 
design of formations a step further than in chapter 5, presenting more complex formations 
that require the dynamics of the satellites at all times to be considered.
W ith the formation design process complete, chapter 8  uses the model developed to determine 
sets of conditions under which collision may occur within a formation. Some techniques are 
then presented for mitigation of collision risk.
Conclusions from the presented work are then drawn in chapter 9, followed by suggestions of 
future work that may be undertaken in this area.
Chapter 2. Literature Review
Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 W hat constitutes a satellite formation?
To begin this section, I first consider the question of what is meant by a satellite formation. 
Although the term is used by different authors to mean different things, in this brief section 
I shall define my meaning of the term that will be used throughout this thesis.
Missions using multiple satellite platforms fall into two main groups. The first group use a 
number of satellites spread approximately evenly over an orbit or orbits in order to achieve 
global coverage. I shall refer to these as satellite constellations. Some of the best known 
examples of these constellations are the global navigation satellite systems [33]; GPS [40], 
GLONASS and Galileo [5, 1]. The Iridium communications constellation [38, 12], the world’s 
largest commercial satellite constellation with 72 satellites in orbit, also falls into this category. 
A number of constellations have also been launched more recently. These include the Earth 
imaging Disaster Monitoring Constellation [16, 6 8 ], an internationally owned small satellite 
initiative designed to provide 24-hour revisit to any point on the Earth surface, and the 
Rapideye constellation [72], a commercial multi-spectral remote sensing mission. The second 
group are those multiple satellite missions which use several spacecraft grouped together in 
space to achieve the mission objective. These groups of satellites may exist on dramatically 
varying scales, from formations in LEO spread over a few kilometres to formations around 
the L2 point, millions of kilometres across. I shall refer to this group as satellite formations 
and in the next section go on to look at these formation fiying missions in more detail.
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2.2 Advantages of formations
While it may be a slight over-generalisation, this type of formation may be considered as a 
formation that is taking the place of a single platform mission, in order to achieve more or 
to achieve the same as with a single platform but gaining other benefits elsewhere. Before 
going on to look at those space missions that plan to use or that have already used satellite 
formations to achieve their goal, I first present a general overview of the advantages of using 
satellite formations over using a single satellite platform.
R econfigurability  Clearly one of the greatest advantages of using a satellite formation is 
the ability to reconfigure the formation at any point during the mission. This may be to 
alter the distance between satellites for a mission that requires an intersatellite baseline or 
to change the orientation of the satellites in space such that a field may be investigated in 
an extra dimension or so that observation may be carried out along a different line of sight. 
This ability to reconfigure the formation also leads to another advantage of formations.
R edundancy  If a given number of satellites are required to carry out a mission then loss 
of a spacecraft could lead to a partial or total mission failure. If extra satellites are launched 
then should a platform fail, the spare may be moved into the correct orbital position to take 
the place of the failed satellite and so provide mission continuity. While there will clearly 
be an increase in mission cost to provide an extra satellite, this cost is still likely to be 
outweighed by the increased chance of mission success. This system of having spare satellites 
in orbit ready for use is already used in the GPS constellation.
C ost It is always difficult to determine which of two space missions is the most cost-effective. 
In order to have a true comparison, the two missions must achieve exactly the same things. 
However, considering the situation where a formation is used to replace a single spacecraft, 
then under a simple set of assumptions, some conclusions may be drawn. Firstly, we must 
make the assumption that the satellites making up the formation are smaller than the single 
large satellite. Smaller satellites are generally cheaper to design and build since they are 
usually less complex and so take less time to develop from concept to launch-readiness. 
Perhaps more importantly, smaller satellites are also cheaper to launch. This is especially 
the case if there is an opportunity to carry out a ’piggy-back’ launch - the small satellites are
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launched at the same time as a larger satellite, the larger satellite owner paying a substantial 
part of the launch fee.
G re a te r  o p p o rtu n ities  Perhaps one of the biggest advantages of satellite formations is 
simply the increased number of opportunities that arise. It is at this point that I begin to stray 
slightly away from the idea of missions where the formation is replacing a single spacecraft; 
missions that are not possible with a single spacecraft will now become achievable. Examples 
of some of these missions are detailed in the next section.
2.3 M ultiple platform missions: planned and actual
Formations flying missions that have so far made it to realisation are relatively thin on the 
ground, however a small number of missions have been executed successfully and many more 
missions using multiple platforms have been suggested and designed.
I shall begin by briefly discussing some of the larger scale missions that have been planned 
before moving on to the smaller scale mission types that are more the focus of this thesis.
Some of the best known missions using satellite formations in their executions are the LISA 
[46], Darwin [19] and Terrestrial Planet Finder [48] missions. These missions are all very large 
scale, with the distance between satellites reaching up to several millions of kilometres. LISA 
is the Laser Interferometer Space Antenna, a three satellite mission not expected to launch 
until at least 2018. The laser interferometer will be designed to measure displacements 
between satellite of as little as 2 0  picometres, using this highly accurate capability in an 
attempt to detect gravitational waves. Darwin is an ESA mission, which again uses three 
satellites, again acting as an interferometer, but this time observing in the infrared with 
the aim of detecting Earth-like planets. The Terrestrial Planet Finder (TPF) is a NASA 
proposed mission which, as the name implies, has a very similar objective to Darwin. The 
TPF would have used a group of satellites acting as an interferometer as well as a single 
platform coronagraph to detect Earth-like planets. Unfortunately, this project has been 
postponed indefinitely due to budget cuts.
The Magnetospheric Multiscale Mission [15, 34] (MMS) partly bridges the gap between these 
large scale formation missions and the smaller size formations that are primarily of interest 
here. The mission, currently scheduled for launch in 2014, will attempt to provide information
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on how small-scale processes can control large-scale phenomena in the magnetosphere. It will 
use four identical satellites laid out in a tetrahedral formations, varying in size from 1 km to 
several Earth radii across. This varying formation scale gives an early pointer to one of the 
advantages of formations over single platforms - the ability to reconfigure satellite positions 
mid-mission.
A formation with a scale that sits within the size range covered by MMS is the GRACE 
mission [70] - the Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment. GRACE uses two satellites in 
a leader-follower formation (satellite separated in the along-track direction), with a nominal 
separation of 220km, to map the Earth’s gravitational field to a high accuracy. GRACE 
differs from most of the formation fiying missions discussed here as it was launched in 2 0 0 2 , 
and so is one of the small number of formation fiying missions that has fiown to date. GRACE 
again demonstrated the value of formation reconfiguration by switching the two satellites’ 
positions during the mission. Since the mission required instruments on the two platforms 
to face each other, it was inevitable that on the follower satellite the sensors would have to 
face the direction of travel, subjecting the instruments to impacts with particles and debris. 
The swap of the satellites was therefore done to allow the previously rear-facing instruments 
on the leader satellite to take the place of the more degraded instruments on the follower 
satellite.
Another formation mission currently in orbit is the Auroral Lites mission [27]. Auroral Lites 
uses four satellites in a tetrahedral formation to explore the Earth’s magnetic field. Again, 
formation reconfiguration is used, this time to provide three distinct phases to the mission. 
In phase 1 the satellites are separated by a range of approximately 10km. In phase 2 this is 
brought down to approximately 500m, while in phase 3 the satellites are moved much further 
apart, with the tetrahedron reaching 1 0 0 km in size.
The first two phases of the Auroral Lites, 500m - 10km, mission are indicative of the size range 
of formations that are the focus of this thesis. The reasons behind the size range selected are 
presented in detail in a later chapter, but I now consider those formation missions that fall 
into this size bracket.
One mission that featured heavily in the literature, despite finally being cancelled, was 
TechSat-21 [50]. The US Air Force Research Laboratory TechSat-21 mission was originally 
designed as a technology demonstration mission, designed to prove some of the technology 
and techniques that will be required for formation fiying missions. The original mission de­
sign used three 150kg satellites fiying in formation to act as a virtual satellite. Two of the
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key mission objectives were to demonstrate autonomous formation maintenance and recon­
figuration and to demonstrate radio frequency sparse aperture imaging. The mission was 
later cancelled [44] when it was found that the technical challenges faced were much greater 
than first anticipated. One of the spacecraft buses was later adapted and flew as the satellite 
TacSat-2 [18].
A more successful mission was the Goddard Space Flight Center’s Space Technology 5 (ST5) 
mission [6 6 , 9], which was launched in March 2006 and flew for three months. The ST5 
mission used three 25kg satellites, launched on the same vehicle into a 4500km altitude 
polar orbit. The satellites were configured in a ‘string of pearls’ formation and were used 
to make measurements of the direction and intensity of the Earth’s magnetic field [65]. The 
mission included a week long period where the satellites flew autonomously, demonstrating 
that satellites could operate without the constant need for ground-based intervention.
European formation missions include the ESSAIM [10] mission, a mission using microsatellites 
jointly developed by the French national space agency ONES and EADS Astrium. The 
ESSAIM mission is officially a demonstration mission since it aims to test the use of a system 
of satellites for analysis of the electro-magnetic environment of the Earth’s surface, science 
and technology being developed for the French Ministry of Defence’s procurement agency, 
DGA. The system aims to test the operational capability of such a mission, making way for 
future missions.
NASA’s ‘Morning’ and ‘Afternoon’ constellations [2] demonstrate another approach to for­
mation flying. Rather than being made up of similar platforms, all launched together with 
the specific intention of being operated as a formation, these constellations consist of satel­
lites launched at different times and with partly independent mission objectives. Informally 
known as ’A-train’ constellations due to their multiple satellite leader follower configuration, 
this pair of formations are known as the morning and afternoon constellations due to their 
respective times of crossing the equator on a daily basis. The satellites making up the af­
ternoon constellation are all gathering data on the Earth’s environment and climate on an 
individual basis, however data from some of the spacecraft may be combined to increase the 
value of the output from the mission, returning us to the idea that the whole is greater than 
the sum of the parts.
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2.3.1 Techniques requiring satellite formations
Having considered some of the formation missions that have been executed and some that are 
in planning, I now aim to take a more general look at some of the techniques that may make 
use of satellite formations. Quite importantly, I then consider the configuration of satellites 
that would be required in order to realise these techniques.
Stereoscopic im aging Earth-based stereoscopic techniques have been evolving since the 
invention of the stereoscope by Sir Charles Wheatstone in 1838. The concept behind the 
stereoscope was that by presenting the two eyes with slightly different two-dimensional images 
of the same scene (the two images appearing to be captured from slightly different angles), 
the viewer could get some perception of depth and see the scene with a three-dimensional 
quality. In stereoscopic imaging, two images of the same scene are taken from different points, 
and by then comparing the two images, depth data may be inferred for the scene. In a space 
application, this method would be used with ground-pointing cameras to calculate the height 
of objects in the image, whether this be land altitude or cloud height. For two imagers a 
fixed distance apart, then clearly the greater the range to the object, the less pronounced the 
stereoscopic effect will be. For this reason, for two imagers on the same satellite platform, 
the difference in images taken of the same scene will be minimal. However, if the imagers can 
be separated further by placing them on different spacecraft, the stereoscopic effect will be 
greatly enhanced. The STEREO mission [17] uses cameras on two spacecraft placed either 
side of the Earth (one leading and one trailing the Earth in orbit) to capture stereoscopic 
images of the sun. While the baseline of this formation is very large compared to a formation 
whose imaging target was just the Earth, scaling down the formation would indicate that a 
pair of satellites in LEO would need to be a few tens of kilometres apart for stereoscopy to 
be achieved. The Three Corner Sat mission [1 1 , 49] intended to demonstrate this technique 
using four cameras mounted on each of three nano-satellites so that one camera from each 
spacecraft would always have the Earth in view. It was planned that the three satellite would 
fly in a leader-follower formation with a nominal separation on the order of tens of kilometres. 
Unfortunately, only two of the three intended spacecraft were actually launched, (under the 
name Nanosat-2), and the satellites did not reach the intended altitude. This meant that the 
mission lifetime was cut from a few months to less than two days.
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S ynthetic  A p e rtu re  R ad ar Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) is an observation technique 
that uses sophisticated post-processing of radar data to produce observation data at very 
high resolution [20, 54]. SAR instruments collect data for an extended period of time as the 
instrument moves over the target, therefore mimicking the use of a much larger instrument. 
Since resolution increases with detector size, this leads to high resolution data being produced. 
This reliance on the movement of the SAR instrument during the observation means that SAR 
observations may only be taken from a moving platform (such as an aircraft or satellite). An 
option for replacing the extended observation of a single SAR instrument is to use instruments 
on multiple satellites. These satellites would take snapshot images from slightly different 
locations, thereby imitating the effect of a single satellite taking multiple images over time. 
The advantage of using multiple platforms in this way over a single satellite is that it removes 
the restriction of collecting data along only one orbital path.
The TanDEM-X [45] mission provides an excellent example of SAR and how formation fly­
ing may be used to enhance an existing mission. After the launch planned for June 2010, 
TanDEM-X will fly in close formation with the already-launched TerraSAR-X satellite to 
provide elevation measurements of the Earth’s surface.
An extension of SAR is Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR). Most SAR ap­
plications use the amplitude of the returned signal for analysis. In InSAR, the phase of the 
returning signal is also used, providing another data source and allowing a further piece of 
information to be calculated. This further information may be used for one of a few different 
purposes. It may be used to determine ground height or type, or by combining the informa­
tion with known data, short term variations in ground height, such as those found on the 
surface of the oceans.
SAR is an example of ‘active’ remote sensing. Active means that the satellites transmit 
their own radiation which they then detect the reflection of, rather than simply recording 
natural illumination. Therefore, all SAR missions require at least one ‘active’ platform, rather 
than entirely ‘passive’ systems. InSAR missions have been suggested that make use of SAR 
satellites already in orbit. By launching two satellites such that they will orbit in the vicinity 
of the active satellite, InSAR may be carried out using relatively simple instruments. One of 
the formation types suggested for these missions is the interferometric cartwheel.
In te rfero m etric  cartw heel The interferometric cartwheel uses three satellites in forma­
tion to maintain a near uniform radial baseline. In a frame that rotates with the satellites.
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the satellites appear to rotate around an ellipse, however when the absolute orbital paths 
are viewed, it can be seen that at any time, two of the satellites will provide a near uniform 
radial separation. Zink [80] et al. predict the interferometric performance of the constella­
tion formed by adding three passive receiver satellites in an interferometric cartwheel to the 
active SAR satellite TerraSAR-L [71], however the TerraSAR-L satellite never reached the 
production phase and so this mission was never executed.
2.3.2 U se o f sm all satellites
I have already mentioned that one of the vital assumptions when looking at the financial 
viability of a formation fiying mission is that the satellites that make up the formation must 
be cheaper to develop and build than the larger satellite that the formation would replace. 
The increased capability of small satellites therefore has a big part to play as an enabling 
technology for formation fiying missions. The Disaster Monitoring Constellation mentioned 
earlier consists of micro-satellites with a mass of between 70 and 120 kilograms, and yet can 
provide 32m resolution in three frequency bands across a 600km swath. Other small satellites 
have also been developed that use fast attitude slewing to increase image resolution to just a 
few metres.
One of the largest drawbacks of small satellites is that due to the inevitable mass and volume 
constraints, propulsion ability tends to be relatively limited. This limits both the ability to 
reposition satellites after launch and also the amount the formation maintenance and station 
keeping that may be carried out. While the initial configuration of formations following 
launch is beyond the area of this thesis, it has been covered by others. Palmer [55] presents a 
technique for finding optimal trajectories when reconfiguring groups of satellites using variable 
thrust while Imre [35] describes how the satellites of the Disaster Monitoring Constellation 
were phased in the desired orbit following launch. However, producing the closest estimate 
to desired motion using natural dynamics in order to minimise formation maintenance and 
station keeping is a key part of what I achieve in this work.
In line with the two main objectives of this thesis announced in the previous chapter, this 
thesis has two main sections. The first section covers the development of an analytical 
model of the motion of a satellite within a formation. However, the model developed here is 
also designed with the second objective in mind and is therefore appropriate for use in the 
development of a formation design process. This design process then makes up the second
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section of this thesis.
2.4 Formation dynamics and design
2.4.1 N atural dynam ics
Clearly with an endless supply of propellant, any configuration of satellites is achievable 
and may be maintained indefinitely. However, with the more realistic constraints of a real 
spacecraft, any manoeuvre that requires use of propellant must be carefully considered.
With no control applied, satellites will move under what I shall refer to as natural dynamics. 
It is difficult to list all the forces that contribute towards the natural dynamics of a satellite, 
however the principle factors are:
•  Earth’s gravitational forces;
• Atmospheric drag;
• Lunisolar gravitational forces;
•  Solar radiation pressure.
With an understanding of these natural dynamics, useful dynamic properties can be taken 
advantage of and dynamical properties in conflict with the aim of the formation may as 
far as possible be suppressed. By using natural dynamics and hence minimising the control 
needed to maintain the formation, propellant usage can be reduced, ideally to the point where 
propellant supply is not a mission limiting factor. Consequently, an understanding of these 
natural dynamics is vital to planning a formation fiying mission.
2.4.2 Predicting formation m otion
To accurately model the motion of all the satellites in a formation from each satellite’s initial 
conditions is a relatively straightforward task. Much work has been done on the development 
of numerical absolute orbit propagators [52, 13] and it is possible to predict the motion of 
satellites down to a very high degree of accuracy for long periods. Some work has already 
been carried out in the development of numerical relative orbit propagators. Since the relative
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distances between satellites are many times smaller than the absolute distances between the 
satellites and the centre of the earth, then if a similar percentage error may be achieved to 
that in absolute propagators, then intersatellite distances will be found far more accurately. 
In work carried out by Imre and Palmer [36], a symplectic relative orbit propagator was 
developed which achieved relative position accuracies between centimetre and metre level over 
a period of days for satellite separations of several kilometres. However, although numerical 
propagators provide a good technique for predicting the behaviour of a formation over a 
long period, they may be thought of very much as black boxes - initial conditions for each 
satellite are input at one end, and relative motion is output from the other. The drawback of 
this method is seen from the formation designer’s point of view. While moving through the 
black box is simple in one direction, reversing the process is not a trivial task. Ideally the 
formation designer would like to be able to transform an accurate description of their desired 
formation motion into a set of required initial conditions. However, due to the complex 
nature of numerical propagation methods and the number of variables involved in defining 
the absolute orbits of multiple satellites, a simple inversion is not possible. Once these 
initial conditions have been determined, the numerical propagators have their role to play in 
allowing mission planners to study long term formation behaviour. In order to understand 
the relationship between initial conditions and formation motion, more insightful methods 
are needed for modelling formation dynamics than the use of numerical propagators. This 
fairly invariably means a move towards analytical methods.
When considering formation dynamics, we must consider our dynamics from two distinct 
points of view; absolute and relative motions. Understanding the absolute motion of each 
satellite in a formation is vital, since this determines the orbit that the satellite must be 
inserted into following launch and the control that must be applied to maintain the satellite 
orbital motion. However, apart from a few very simple cases, the relative motion between 
satellites cannot be determined simply by observation of the satellites’ absolute orbital pa­
rameters. For this reason, describing the relative motion between satellites is also important 
since it is this relative motion that will primarily be considered when designing the formation.
2.4.3 A nalytic relative m otion m ethods
The simplest analytic relative orbit models are those that are based on Keplerian dynamics. 
As a result, this is where most relative motion modelling started, and is the model still 
employed in much research today. Relative motion between spacecraft was first studied in
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detail in the context of rendezvous and docking. The motion between bodies during these 
short range and short time scale manoeuvres was generally described using Hill’s equations 
[32]. Hill’s equations, often referred to as Clohessy-Wiltshire equations [14] as the authors 
who presented them in their generally currently accepted form, describe the relative motion 
between two orbiting bodies. The relative motion is described on cartesian axes, where the 
origin is on one of the satellites, moving on a circular orbit. In their original form, the 
equations describe relative motion between two similar Keplerian orbits. The expressions are 
found by linearising the relative equations of motion such that they may then be solved for 
an analytical solution. The Clohessy-Wiltshire equations have the great advantage that they 
describe the relative motion using very simple expressions, and with a decoupling between 
the in plane and out of plane motions. It should be noted here that even for a relative motion 
model that uses Keplerian dynamics, linearisation of the relative equations of motion is still 
necessary in order to solve the equations for an analytical solution. This gives an implication 
already of one of the main issues involved in the development of an analytic relative motion 
model; that some degree of approximation or manipulation is almost always necessary to find 
an analytical solution to relative equations of motion.
However as already mentioned, there are several factors that contribute to the natural dy­
namics of satellites, all causing deviations from Keplerian dynamics. As we progress from the 
short ranges and timescales of rendezvous and docking manoeuvres to the potentially longer 
ranges and much extended timescales of formation fiying missions, these other factors start 
to have a greater effect and it is no longer reasonable to discard these terms when modelling 
relation dynamics. Several authors have therefore extended the Clohessy-Wiltshire equations 
to include further terms, and hence increase their applicability to the non-ideal orbits that 
must be considered in the world of formation fiying.
An important step was made by Inalhan and How [37], who adapted the linearised dynamics 
to allow for an eccentric reference orbit. This extension was important since even real satellite 
orbits that are considered to be circular or near-circular may have eccentricities of 10“'^  or 
10~^. Schweighart and Sedwick [63] include linearised Jg terms in the equations of motion, 
and are able to manipulate the equations of motion such that they may still be solved for an 
analytic solution. In [64], the authors extend their work to also consider cross-track motion.
Inclusion of additional geopotential terms in the gravitational model has a big effect on the 
accuracy of the relative motion model, since in most cases, along with eccentricity, they are 
the^^cause of the largest deviations from Keplerian dynamics. Inclusion of the J 2 te rm  is
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particularly important since as a zonal harmonic it causes both periodic and secular varia­
tions and has an effect about a thousand times greater than the next most dominant zonal 
harmonic, J 4 .
The formulation of the Clohessy-Wiltshire equations relies on linearising the relative equations 
of motion in order to determine an analytical solution. An error is therefore introduced by 
the exclusion of the non-linearities. Vaddi et al [74] counter this by deriving corrections to 
the initial conditions to account for second order non-linearities in the gravitational terms. 
They then present a technique to correct for the along-track bias that results from having 
an eccentric reference orbit. Karlgaard and Lutze [42, 41] present a set of second-order 
equations of motion, although whereas second order terms are included, the model includes 
no geopotential perturbation terms and again the restriction is placed that the reference orbit 
is circular.
Since there is a limit to the additional terms that may be added to the relative equations 
of motion while still allowing them to be solved for an analytical solution, other techniques 
have been presented to improve upon the accuracy achieved using modified Clohessy-Wiltshire 
equations.
Melton [51] presents a state transition matrix approach to relative motion modelling, which 
although it does not include gravitational perturbations, does include higher order eccentric­
ity terms. The results show a decrease in error when compared to the Clohessy-Wiltshire 
equations, however the matrices are lengthy and complex, meaning that some of the insight 
into the dynamics that we hope to gain by using an analytical solution is lost.
Gim and Alfriend [21] present a further state transition matrix method such that the differ­
ential equations of motion need not be solved directly, but take a geometric approach. This 
model permits an eccentric reference orbit and includes the J 2 perturbation. The authors 
extend their result in [2 2 ] by using equinoctial variables to remove the singularity at zero 
inclination. However, the solutions presented in these papers, as in the other state transition 
matrix approaches, are lengthy and have little transparency in terms of the resulting dynam­
ics. Much of the complexity in many relative motion models stems from trying to model 
orbital motion, which consists inherently of curves, on cartesian axes. Schaub [60] avoids this 
problem by presenting a technique for determining relative orbit geometry using classical 
orbit element differences. He then provides expressions for the mean relative orbit motion 
under the influence of the J2 gravitational perturbation, taking into account the secular ef­
fect of the dominant zonal harmonic. Vadali [73] also presents a geometric approach to the
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problem, describing motion projected onto a unit sphere. The effects of J2 are incorporated, 
and examples with eccentric reference orbits are presented.
Bond [7, 8 ] takes a similar approach in developing a relative motion model to that which I will 
present in this thesis. He begins with the absolute motions of the two satellites and differences 
them to get the relative motion, therefore making the key step of avoiding linearisation of 
the relative motion expressions. Again, a curvilinear coordinate system is used and so the 
errors of coordinate linearisation are avoided.
Once relative motion models have been developed, we are able to start building insight into 
formation dynamics and are able to start attributing dynamical properties to their underlying 
causes. One of the most noticeable properties when zonal harmonic terms, particularly J 2 , 
are included in the model, is the differential secular drift that occurs between satellites, 
even those with the same orbital semi-major axis (provided they have different inclinations). 
This drift is obviously important when considering multiple spacecraft since it will cause a 
formation to break up over time. To combat this problem of differential secular drift within 
a formation due to J 25 Schaub and Alffiend [61] develop a set of conditions under which 
there is no relative secular drift between members of a formation. Mishne [53] presents 
the alternative solution to the differential secular drift problem by describing a technique 
for calculating velocity corrections for satellites in a formation in order to compensate for 
the secular effects caused by Earth oblateness and drag. Other works have then looked at 
the comparative effects of including different terms in the relative motion models. Wnuk 
and Golebiewska [78, 79] present expressions for differential perturbations written in terms of 
orbital elements and satellite positions as well as in component form. They then use this with 
a series of numerical propagations to demonstrate the effect on the differential perturbations 
of including geopotential terms of varying degree, and to determine which terms should be 
included when targeting different levels of accuracy. They then also consider the effect of 
lunisolar perturbations on modelling relative motion, again noting the importance of these 
terms in differing scenarios.
My aim in this thesis is to present a relative motion model that draws together the advantages 
of many existing models, and hopefully leaves behind some of the drawbacks that exist 
elsewhere. The basis of this model will be the epicycle orbit model developed by Rashida and 
Palmer [28, 30, 29, 31] and described further in chapter 3. Some work on formation flying 
based on the epicycle model has already been undertaken by Kormos [43]. This relative 
motion model includes the effect of J 2 but describes the relative motion in the same frame as
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is used in the Clohessy-Wiltshire equations and so again suffers from errors due to coordinate 
linearisation, errors that increase with intersatellite range.
Although I shall not dwell on the details of the model presented in this thesis at this point, 
leaving it to a fuller explanation in chapter 4, its prominent features that place it in context 
within other work are:
•  based on the epicycle orbit model;
• uses a geometric approach;
• uses a curvilinear relative coordinate system to avoid coordinate linearisation;
• permits both satellites to be in eccentric orbits;
•  includes the J2 and J 3  gravitational perturbations;
• gives insight to the origin of motion properties;
•  describes absolute and relative motions.
By presenting a model of this form, I aim to give a full description of the motion of a satellite 
formation. However, although providing a complete description, I aim to present this in such 
a way that the motion is easy to understand. In this model, the complex motion of a satellite 
within a formation moving across the sky will be separated into three distinct parts: the 
motion of a formation guiding centre that drifts under the effect of the even zonal harmonics, 
the motion of the formation relative to this guiding centre and the relative motion of the 
satellites within the formation.
I summarise this model in [25], then extending it in [26] to show its use in determining 
formation properties such as formation lifetime, setting formation properties such as the 
no secular drift condition, and demonstrating the impact on accuracy of non-inclusion of 
atmospheric drag.
One of the principle motivations for developing this model was so that it could be used in 
a formation design capability. The intention was that this capability would provide mission 
planners with a guide to the formations that could be achieved using only natural dynamics, 
and for these formations, how the orbital parameters should be selected for each satellite to 
set up the formation desired.
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2.4.4 Formation design
There are several factors that can limit the useful life of a satellite. Aside from early critical 
failure of a subsystem, the limiting factor is often battery lifetime or propellant supply. 
For a LEO satellite, the repetitive charging and discharging of batteries as the satellite cycles 
between sunlight and eclipse is almost unavoidable and so the issue of limited battery lifetime 
will only be solved by improvement in battery technology, or the introduction of alternative 
power storage systems. However, the problem of propellant exhaustion may be minimised by 
careful mission planning to ensure the most efficient use of propellant possible.
Manoeuvres requiring propellant fall into two main groups; significant orbit changes, whether 
this be initial location of the satellite in its desired orbit following launch or a change in orbit 
at some point during the mission, and station keeping manoeuvres - much smaller orbital 
changes needed to keep the satellite close to its desired orbital position. These manoeuvres 
may be described for a single satellite, or for satellites within a formation [55]. When consid­
ering formations, station keeping manoeuvres must be used to not only maintain the satellites 
in their correct orbits but also in correct position relative to each other.
This thesis focusses on the design of satellite formations that move only under natural dynam­
ics, i.e. satellites moving only under the influence of the Earth’s gravitational potential. And 
so, rather than attempting to demonstrate a propellant optimal station keeping technique 
to maintain a required formation configuration, the aim is to find the closest orbit to that 
desired that may be achieved with only natural dynamics. By doing this, station-keeping ma­
noeuvres that oppose natural dynamics will be kept to a minimum. At this point, it should 
be borne in mind that a natural formation may also be just a starting point for a highly 
controlled and accurately configured formation. Clearly not all satellite configurations will 
be achievable using only natural dynamics, but this thesis aims to achieve two main things in 
formation design. Firstly, it will demonstrate what formations are achievable using natural 
dynamics. Secondly, once the relative motion for a satellite has been chosen, it will provide 
a technique for selecting the orbital parameters required to achieve that relative motion.
Previous work on formation design falls into two principle groups: firstly that research where 
the intention is to produce a formation with a fixed or periodically changing (with orbital 
frequency) configuration; and secondly, where the intention is not to produce a formation 
over an extended period of time but to bring the satellites to a desired configuration at a 
given time.
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For the first group of research, much of the work presented on the subject of formation design 
uses the Clohessy-Wiltshire equations [14] as its basis. These equations appear well suited 
to the task since they are simple in form and have the added advantage that in-plane and 
out-of-plane motion are decoupled. The motion is normally expressed on a set of standard 
cartesian axes and so an error occurs due to coordinate linearity, although, as was discussed 
in terms of relative motion modelling, this coordinate error can be eliminated by the use 
of a curvilinear coordinate system. For this reason, the Clohessy-Wiltshire expressions are 
valid for only short ranges where these errors remain small (separations of a few kilometres). 
Since the expressions take no account of the gravitational perturbations introduced by the 
non-spherical Earth they are also only valid for short timescales since the secular effects 
due to the even zonal-harmonics are omitted. These conditions make the Clohessy-Wiltshire 
equations ideal when considering rendezvous and docking operations but makes them slightly 
less useful when considering the potentially larger intersatellite ranges and almost certainly 
longer timescales of a formation fiying mission. However, the Clohessy-Wiltshire equations 
do make a good starting point when considering formation design since their simple form 
makes design straightforward for some formation types. Sabol et al. [58] present a technique 
for designing satellite formations in the Hill frame and use it to design a set of formations, 
all geometrically simple, and determine the sets of intial conditions required to produce these 
formations. These initial conditions are given as relative cartesian coordinates and so their 
meaning in absolute terms is less clear, the differences in the absolute orbits of the satellites 
making up the formation is not intuitive. This paper includes derivation of initial conditions 
for the projected circle formation, a formation that appears frequently in the literature, and 
one that I will also use as an example later in this thesis. The initial conditions determined 
by the model are then propagated in the presence of realistic dynamics and so the ability 
of the Clohessy-Wiltshire equations to represent the true motion is quantified. The work by 
Sabol concludes with a section covering formation and station keeping, an area beyond the 
scope of this work.
Lane and Axelrad [47] take the area of formation design beyond the Clohessy-Wiltshire 
domain by presenting a method for designing formations in elliptic orbits. Their method 
uses orbital element differences to express relative orbits instead of cartesian conditions and 
the authors note that by expressing the relative motion equations as simple functions of a 
set of constant orbital element differences with time as the independent variable, a great deal 
of insight may be gained into the formation motion. The work I present in this thesis very
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much echoes this sentiment. By being able to link different relative motions to the differences 
in absolute orbits, the formation designer begins to get far more insight into how absolute 
orbits interact to produce relative motions, and therefore what other relative motions may 
be achieved.
Design work based on the relative motion model presented in this thesis is described by 
Palmer and Halsall in [56], where a method for determining the required orbital parameters 
to achieve a desired formation configuration is published.
The second type of formation design is well represented in a paper by Guibout and Scheeres 
[24]. They present the task of formation design as a boundary value problem - the aim of this 
work is that satellites should be in a given configuration at a given time, rather than being 
in a given configuration for an extended period. The authors are able to include all major 
gravitational effects in their model, including the J 3  term of the geopotential. Although the 
inclusion of the J 3  term in the relative motion model is a key step I make in this thesis, 
my aim of producing fixed configurations for extended periods is substantially different from 
Guibout and Scheeres’ and little comparison may be drawn.
2.5 Collision avoidance
As formation flying missions become more common, so formation fiying techniques and tech­
nologies will improve, leading to more complex and challenging missions. Many of the cur­
rently planned formations are of fairly simple design, some using just two satellites in a linear 
leader-follower configuration at large separations. As designs become more complex, some 
formation configurations will inevitably call for satellites to be flown in close proximity and 
hence the risk of collisions between satellites increases.
The collision of satellites with other orbiting objects has already been the subject of much 
research, however this is usually in the context of satellites colliding with space debris. Bérend 
[6 ] presents a method for estimating the probability of collision for a single close approach 
between two catalogued orbiting objects. The approach is verified with simulations based on 
the collision between the CERISE satellite and a piece of space debris, the first verified case of 
a collision between two objects in space. Alarcon-Rodriguez et al [3] present their work on the 
development of a collision risk assessment tool. This tool is designed to predict close proximity 
passes of satellites with over 8000 objects from the US Satellite Catalog. Walker et al [76]
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used the DERA IDES model to look at the long term evolution of the debris environment. 
They consider this evolution specifically in the presence of satellite constellations, looking at 
the effects of space debris on specific constellations and at the effects of constellations on the 
debris environment. This work was updated three years later to take into account changes 
in the planned constellations [77].
An important consideration in the collision risk analysis for satellite constellations is presented 
by Barrows at al. [4]. Their paper provides a method of determining the probability of collision 
for a satellite when a member satellite of the same constellation has fragmented. The authors 
state that the spatial density of space debris at some altitudes is already close to critical, and 
therefore that the breakup of further spacecraft could cause a cascade of collisions, rendering 
parts of space unusable. Although the effects of a collision are beyond the scope of the 
work I present here, this publication does demonstrate the value and necessity of collision 
risk analysis and planning missions to minimise risk. Valsecchi et al. [75] calculate that the 
probability of collision following breakup of a satellite in a constellation will be above the 
background debris level for many years, the effect being amplified when satellites moving in 
the opposite sense to the fragmented satellite encounter the fragments. The cascading effect 
is also presented by Su [67], who also considers the effect of satellite cross-sectional area on 
collision on probability, and Swinerd et al. [69], who make the very valid point that many 
planned constellations will have altitudes that coincide with the already denser parts of the 
debris spatial distribution.
Glickman [23] moves away from the collision of satellites with space debris to consider col­
lisions between satellites in different constellations. He notes the importance of formation 
keeping to prevent satellites within a formation drifting into collision proximities over the 
formation lifetime, and also notes that along-track formation keeping should be applied for 
the whole formation to prevent collision with other constellations.
Being able to determine the probability of a collision is clearly only half the story; just as 
important is being able to mitigate that risk once it has been detected. Numerous works have 
been published that present techniques for the reconfiguration of satellite formations, action 
that may be carried out to mitigate collision risk. Several works present propellant-optimal 
reconfigurations, either with impulsive manoeuvres [62] or with constant or variable thrust. 
Penin et al. [57] present a work on the reconfiguration of a formation based interferometer, 
designed to optimise fuel use at the formation level, rather than on an individual satellite 
basis. The authors test their process using a simulation of the ESA Darwin mission [19],
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a planned seven satellite formation. Sanchez-Ortiz et al [59] present a paper on collision 
avoidance manoeuvres. They describe two types of avoidance strategies, long-term strategies 
where a manoeuvre is carried out to separate the satellites in the along-track direction at the 
predicted collision time, and short-term strategies where the satellites are separated radially. 
The term length refers to the time between the collision being predicted and the time the 
collision is predicted to occur, and the authors record that the long-term strategy always has 
a lower propellant cost. Jenkin and Peterson [39] present a method for measuring the cost of 
a collision risk reduction strategy in terms of the frequency of required action, whether the 
action is a request for more data or an evasion manoeuvre. They find that risk management 
becomes costly when data accuracy is lower since accounting for possible data errors causes 
the action frequency to be unnecessarily high.
The work presented here considers collisions between satellites within a formation, and so 
satellites over which mission planners have control. I will derive a set of conditions on the 
absolute orbital parameters under which there is a risk of collision and then present techniques 
for mitigating this collision risk. This risk mitigation involves making small changes to the 
satellites’ orbits such that the collision is averted but while attempting to retain the desired 
relative motion as far as possible. The primary aim of this paper is to demonstrate how 
formations may be initialised such that they do not suffer from collision risk, although I do 
then go on to consider whether differential secular terms acting on the formation will cause 
it to move towards a collision.
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Chapter 3
Background
3.1 Introduction
This chapter is designed to provide an introduction to the epicycle orbit model used in the 
development of the relative motion model presented in this thesis. Clearly it will not be 
possible to provide full detail of this model, however this may be found in already published 
works on this subject [28, 30, 29, 31]. Here I will present the principle behind the model and 
show how the expressions that are used later in this thesis are developed.
3.2 Keplerian m otion
The starting point of most orbital motion models is Keplerian motion. Keplerian motion 
assumes that a satellite moves under the influence of a single point source of gravity, and 
no non-conservative forces act on the satellite. As a result, orbital paths are always conic 
sections and so may always be exactly described. The equations describing a conic section 
are always relatively straightforward, and so as well as being fully described mathematically, 
the equations may be considered empirically to give an understanding of the orbital motion. 
However, as described in the literature review in chapter 2, Keplerian models begin to break 
down where other factors affecting the motion become significant. While a discussion of 
the many absolute orbit models is not something I have space for here, I will consider some 
background of perturbation models, this leading into a description of the epicycle model.
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3.3 Perturbation models
The concept behind a perturbation model is that the model begins with an ‘unperturbed’ 
motion. This unperturbed motion is simple and may be defined exactly. In the simplest 
case, the unperturbed motion would be a circular orbit, centred on the centre of the Earth, 
such that the satellite moves at constant angular velocity. The motion is then developed by 
adding in perturbations, small corrections to allow for other factors affecting the motion.
While Keplerian motion is not an ideal representation of reality, it provides a good basis 
for more advanced models. Therefore rather than defining a model essentially from scratch, 
many models have been defined by defining ‘corrections’ to Keplerian motion.
3.4 Accounting for the Earth’s true gravitational potential
One of the principal effects on orbital motion that is excluded from Keplerian models is 
the effect of higher geopotential terms. By this, I mean effects originating from the Earth’s 
gravitational field, but beyond the single point mass term that is the basis for Keplerian 
motion.
In the literature review in chapter 2 ,1 have already stated that many authors have presented 
relative motion models that include the effect of the principal zonal harmonic J 2 . This 
harmonic is just one of a much larger group that between them are intended to model the 
irregular mass distribution of the Earth.
The Earth’s gravitational potential may be modelled as a sum of gravitational harmonics. 
These gravitational harmonics are defined by combining spherical harmonics with a set of 
gravitational coefficients. In this way, this model may be used to describe the gravitational 
potential of any approximately spherical body, provided the gravitational coefficients may 
be determined. These coefficients are found by on-orbit measurement and for the Earth 
are constantly being refined and measured to higher degrees of accuracy. However, for the 
harmonics relevant to this work and to the degree needed here, these values are well-defined.
The harmonics fall into three types; zonal, meridional and tesseral. Zonal harmonics run 
parallel to the equator, meridional harmonics run perpendicular to this, and tesseral har­
monics may be viewed as a cross between the two, such that they form a tiled pattern over 
the Earth’s surface (see figure 3.1). The different types of harmonics differ in their effect on
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(b)
Figure 3.1: Geopotential harmonics (a) Zonal (b) Meridional (c) Tesseral
an orbiting body. Of principal interest interest are the zonal harmonics since they may cause 
short-periodic effects (shorter or equal to orbital period), long-periodic effects (longer than 
orbital period) and secular effects, although not all harmonics cause all three types. Tesseral 
harmonics have a more complex effect, causing variations with a daily frequency equal to the 
order of the harmonic.
The full mathematical expression for the geopotential may be written as:
C/ =  - 1 — ^ 2  ^  ^ Jnm COS m{(p — i^nm)
1=2 \  /  n=2m=0 \   ^ /
.1)
where p is the gravitational parameter (the product of the gravitational constant G and the 
mass of the Earth), {r^6^(p) are the spherical polar coordinates of the point of interest, R(^ 
is the equatorial radius of the central body. Pi and are Legendre polynomials of degree 
I and of degree n and order m respectively. J/ is the zonal harmonic coefficient of order I 
and Jnm and ipnm are the tesseral harmonics coefficient and phase of degree n and order m  
respectively. It is the values of the J  and 'ijj coefficients that define the mass distribution of 
the body in question.
It may be seen that this expression contains sums of two types of terms, not three as may 
be expected for the three harmonic types. This is because the meridional harmonics may
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be considered as a subset of the tesseral harmonics where the order m  is zero and therefore 
where the final cosine term always takes the value one.
3.5 Further perturbation term s
As well as additional gravitational terms, there are other effects that must also be considered 
when modelling satellite motion. The three principal effects, and those considered here, are:
•  Atmospheric drag;
• Solar radiation pressure;
•  Third body gravitational interactions.
3.5.1 A tm ospheric drag
This effect is particularly important for satellites in LEO and is one of the largest causes of 
secular orbital change for these satellites. Drag causes the satellite to lose energy and hence 
lose altitude. As the atmospheric density increases with decreasing altitude, the satellite’s 
drop in altitude therefore causes the drag effect to increase and the rate at which the satellite 
is dropping to increase further. The drag force acting on the satellite may be described by:
F  = ^ pCd A^.V^ (3.2)
where p is the atmospheric density, Cd and Ax the drag coefficient and cross-sectional area 
of the satellite respectively and V  is the velocity of the satellite relative to the atmosphere. 
Although this expression for the drag force appears to be relatively simple, the satellite 
dependent terms are usually attitude dependent and hence time-varying, and the atmospheric 
density is dependent on external factors such as changes in solar flux and geomagnetic activity. 
These factors make exact prediction of the drag effect very difficult, despite the general effects 
being well understood.
3.5.2 Solar radiation pressure
Solar radiation pressure is a force exerted on a satellite due to light from the sun being 
incident upon it. It is therefore dependent on the surface area and surface material of the
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satellite, the satellite’s attitude at any given time, and the magnitude and direction of the 
solar flux in the region of the satellite’s orbit.
Since this force always acts in the same direction it is non-conservative and varies in magnitude 
through the orbit, including disappearing when the satellite goes into eclipse.
The force acting on the satellite due to solar radiation may be described by:
^SR = Ps r Cr A oTq  (3.3)
where psR is the radiation pressure, Cr  and A q are the surface reflectivity and the exposed 
surface area of the satellite, and r@ is the unit vector in the sun-satellite direction giving the 
direction of the force.
For many of the same reasons as the drag force, accurate prediction of this force is very 
difficult. This force causes oscillations in satellites’ orbital elements over very long periods, 
however it is generally accepted that for satellites with altitudes less than approximately 
800km, such as those considered in this thesis, drag will be a more significant effect. Below 
this altitude, it is only satellites with a high surface area to mass ratio that may begin to be 
significantly affected by solar radiation pressure.
3.5.3 Third body gravitational interactions
Most orbit models are based on a two body scenario, i.e. where the only two massive bodies 
are the central body and the satellite. In reality, there are other bodies that will also have an 
effect on the satellite’s motion, however there is no general analytical solution to the ‘three- 
body problem’. For a satellite orbiting the Earth, the moon and the sun will both exert their 
gravitational forces, and to successfully model this ‘four-body problem’ requires numerical 
methods. However, since in this case I am considering satellites in LEO, these lunisolar 
attractions will be very insignificant compared to the perturbing effects of the non-spherical 
geopotential and when compared to atmospheric drag.
Table 3.1 shows the likely magnitude of these terms, although it should be noted that the 
effect of solar radiation pressure and atmospheric drag are heavily dependent on the physical 
properties of the individual spacecraft. Table 3.1 also shows that at LEO altitude, the effect of 
drag is usually considered to be greater than the perturbing effect of third body gravitational 
forces or solar radiation pressure.
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Table 3.1: Relative perturbation effects at varying altitudes (for typical spacecraft), ms  ^
Disturbance 150km 750km 1500km 36000km (GEO)
Central gravity 9.35 7.85 6.42 0 . 2 2
J2 (Earth oblateness) 30 x 1Q-3 2 0  xlO-3 14 x l0 “3 160 xlO-^
J3 0.09 xl0"3 0.06 xlO " 2 0.04 xlO-3 0.08 xlO-^
Ja 0.07 xlO-3 0.04 xlO-2 0 . 0 2  xlO - 2 0 . 0 1  xlO-^
J 2 ,2  (equatorial ellipticity) 0.09 xlO-3 0.07 xlO-3 0.04 xlO-3 0.05 xlO-"^
Atmospheric drag 3 xlO“3 1  xlO-^ - -
Luni-solar attraction 1  xlO-G 1  xlO-G 1  xlO-G 1  XlO-G
Solar radiation pressure 1  xlO-^ 1  xlO"^ 1  xlO""^ 1  xlO"^
3.6 The Epicycle Orbit M odel
The relative motion model presented in this thesis is based on the epicycle orbit model, an 
analytical orbit model based on a set of epicycle coordinates. Although it will not be possible 
to describe all the details of the model here, this section provides some background such that 
the relative motion model may be built upon it.
I begin by considering a description of the motion of a single satellite in LEO. Due to the 
oblateness of the Earth, there can be no perfectly circular orbits in LEO, but the small 
eccentricity of a near-circular satellite orbit will be comparable in magnitude to the principal 
geopotential term associated with the oblateness, i.e. J 2 . If we consider the amplitude of the 
periodic disturbance due to the gravitational harmonics on an otherwise perfectly circular 
orbit, the effect of J 3  on the absolute motion of a satellite is of a similar amplitude to that 
of J 2  (since it relies on a ^  term), and so J 3  terms are also included here. The epicycle 
model uses a system of four coordinates to describe the position of the satellite: I  and ft 
being the inclination and right ascension of ascending node (RAAN) of the instantaneous 
orbital plane; and r  and A being the radius and argument of latitude of the satellite on 
that orbital plane (shown in figure 3.2). The epicycle model describes the orbital motion by 
solving the linearised absolute equations of motion, taking account of the perturbing terms 
in the geopotential. To lowest order, the satellite moves on a circular orbit of radius a. The 
plane of this orbit is defined by the constant angles Iq and Qq*
The solutions of these linearised equations of motion can be expressed in the simple form:
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Satellite
Satellite Plane
Equatorial Plane
Figure 3.2: Absolute epicycle coordinates
r — a (l +  p) — aecos(o! — ap) +  axsin(l +  k)o! +  A r2 cos [2 ( 1  +  k)q!]
A =  (1 +  K)a +  2e [sin(a — ap) +  sin ap] -  2% [1 — cos(l +  K)a] +  AA2 sin [2(1 +  /t)a]
I  =  Jq “t“ A/^ (1 ~ cos [2(1 +  Acjo;]) (3.4)
il = rig -f- 6Où A ( ^2 sin [2 ( 1  +  c^)q;]
where a  is the epicycle phase given by a  =  n{t — te), n is the epicycle frequency (being the 
mean motion associated with the circular orbit of radius a) and te is the time at which the 
satellite crosses the equator at the ascending node, ap = n{tp — te), where tp  is the time of 
pericentre passage. Comparing these values to standard orbital elements, (tp is the equivalent 
of the argument of perigee, while a is the equivalent of the mean anomaly plus the argument 
of perigee.
This description of the motion is very convenient, not only for its simple geometric interpre­
tation, but also because it separates out the secular and periodic motions, something that 
will be important later when I consider relative motion. Iq and Ho are the initial orbital in­
clination and RAAN, similar to their Keplerian equivalents. The Keplerian semi-major axis 
a is corrected to a mean radius by the J 2 correction term p. Secular changes to the argument 
of latitude and RAAN as a result of J2 are expressed through the quantities k  and d. p, k 
and 6 are defined in equations (A.l). Short periodic terms (twice orbital frequency) resulting 
from J 2 are represented by the A | terms defined in equations (A.2 ), while the long-periodic
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variations (orbital frequency) resulting from J 3  are defined by the % terms (% is defined in 
equation (A.3)).
The full set of epicycle expressions may be found in [28]. More details of this description of 
the motion can be found in [30] and [31] where extensions to include atmospheric drag and 
external bodies are discussed.
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Chapter 4
Relative Motion Model
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the application of the epicycle orbit model to the relative dynamics of for­
mation flying is developed. A formation origin will be defined and expressions for the motion 
of a satellite relative to this origin in terms of absolute epicycle coordinates will be derived.
In the definition of a formation origin, this work follows that of Kormos [43], before then 
diverging as I begin to define the relative coordinate expressions.
4.2 Defining the m otion of the origin
As described in the introduction to this thesis, the definition of a satellite formation used 
here is a group of satellites moving along orbits which have very similar orbital parameters. 
As has also been discussed, when considering the uses and design of a satellite formation, it is 
usually more informative to look at the relative motion of the satellite in the formation rather 
than absolute motions. However, understanding the absolute motion of the formation as a 
whole is still important, since its location above the Earth will nearly always be important 
to the application. Therefore, before embarking upon the main topic of this thesis - the 
description of formation relative dynamics - a reference origin must be defined, which will 
give the absolute position of the formation. The usual choice when considering formation 
dynamics is to place the origin on one of the satellites, this is then often referred to as the 
‘leader’ or ‘chief’ satellite. However, as can be seen from the epicycle description of orbital
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motion in the previous chapter, if placed on a satellite, the coordinate system origin would 
have a very complex motion about the Earth. This means that to understand the complete 
motion of a satellite other than the origin satellite, the complex absolute motion of the origin 
satellite and the complex relative motion must both be accounted for. When considering 
anything other than an idealised Keplerian model of orbital motion, it will nearly always be 
impossible to find a satellite to act as the formation origin whose motion is simply described 
and yet which still obeys the equations of motion.
To get away from this problem, I will define a virtual satellite origin. This has several 
advantages. The main benefit is that if no real satellite is being placed on the origin then 
the motion of the origin need not obey the equations of motion. Consequently, there is a lot 
more freedom when selecting the required motion of the origin. Also, if a  virtual satellite is 
used, then no satellite need be singled out as the leader or chief satellite, an idea that fits 
well with current research on distributed control.
Using the same terminology as Kormos, I will refer to this virtual origin as a guiding centre. 
Since the origin is defined such that it may have any path, I have chosen the guiding centre 
to have the simplest orbit possible. It will therefore follow a perfectly circular path, moving 
always at constant angular velocity. Since this model is limited to near circular orbits, we 
do not need to worry about highly eccentric satellite orbits taking the satellites a long way 
from the origin. To ensure that the guiding centre represents the approximate path of the 
formation as a whole across the sky, and does so for an extended period, its motion must 
have the same secular properties as the satellites’. The motion of the guiding centre therefore 
includes the secular terms due to the even zonal harmonics in the Earth’s geopotential. These 
secular terms cause a drift of the orbit around the equator and a drift of the guiding centre 
along the orbital path. I must also make the assumption that, while the satellites in the 
formation will be on different trajectories, they will have almost identical secular drift rates, 
and therefore that the satellites will remain localised over a significant period of time. Using 
the same principle, then if the guiding centre is defined with the same set of secular drift 
rates, the formation will remain close to the guiding centre for an extended period. I will 
discuss in more detail later how the selection of orbital parameters to minimise relative secular 
drift rates is achieved, but by choosing the guiding centre in this way the secular drift of the 
formation can be removed from the relative dynamics. It should be re-emphasised at this 
point that the motion of this guiding centre does not satisfy the equations of motion, and it 
is therefore not possible to place a satellite on the guiding centre for any length of time.
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Figure 4.1: Guiding centre epicycle coordinates
A further advantage of using a perfectly circular reference orbit is that it may be defined by 
a smaller parameter set, the values of e and ap becoming irrelevant. The epicycle description 
of motion then lends itself well to defining a set of expressions for the motion of the guiding 
centre (figure 4.1). The form of the epicycle coordinate expressions as a sum of components 
allows for easily removing the periodic terms to leave constant and secular terms only in the 
motion. From equations (3.4) the guiding centre motion is therefore described by:
f'c — ®c(l 4" Pc)
Ac =  Oic{l +  Kc) =  T
I q — -fcO
ilc ~  4“
Oic — n,c{t tec)
(4.1)
where the subscript c signifies guiding centre values. In order to simplify expressions later 
on and to make the time dependence more explicit, I have elected to introduce the symbol r. 
In order that the equations end up in the simplest form, I have chosen r  to be the epicycle 
phase, corrected to allow for the secular drift in the argument of latitude.
The expressions in (4.1) consist of Keplerian terms with corrections to account for the effects 
of the even zonal harmonics. The secular terms k, and B in the argument of latitude and the 
right ascension of ascending node (RAAN) may be clearly seen. A similar term p can be seen
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in the radial expression, although it should be noted that this is a constant correction for 
the even zonal harmonic terms and has no secular effect. The quantities p, 9 and k can be 
expressed as a sum over the even zonal harmonics
°° /D  \ 2£
p =  V ( 2 ^ - l ) J 2 d —  P2<(0)P2£(cos/ o) (4.2)
e= i
oo /  j j  \ 2 i
e  =  J^2e(0)Pie(cos l o )  (4.3)
e= i /
and K can be found from the other terms through the relation:
oo / D  \2£
K +  9cosIq +  ^  — 1 )«/2£ I —"  I ( 0 ) (cosTo) =  0 (4.4)
^ = 1
Here the quantities are associated Legendre polynomials from the expansion of the geopo­
tential. In a later section, the number of terms required in these summations to achieve a 
desired level of accuracy is determined.
4.2.1 Summary
G uiding cen tre  m otion
f'c — ûc(l “1“ Pc)
Ac =  «c(l + Kc) = r
Ic — l(cO (4.5)
fîc “  f^ cO 4” BqOLq,
OLc — Tlc{t tec)
4.3 Describing relative motions
Having defined the formation guiding centre, I now consider the description of formations 
of satellites in relation to this guiding centre. I will start by considering the size of the 
formation I am interested in in this work such that I can define an ordering scheme for the 
effects on the formation motion. The principal relative effect on the formation is an along
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track drift between satellites due to variation in orbital semi-major axes among the satellites. 
If this variation is Sa, then using the standard orbital equation p  =  there will be a
drift between satellites of 6n ~  3n/{2a)Sa. If the dimensions of the formation are £ then the 
satellites will therefore drift across the whole formation in a time £/{3irSa) orbital periods. 
We will see later that if the formation is very tight so that separations are very small then 
the relative periodic effects of J2 become negligible, leaving only the relative secular effects. 
The effects of J 2  on the dynamics occur on a timescale of I / J 2 orbital periods and hence 
these become comparable with the differential semi-major axis effect when Sa ~  J 2 .^
The principal disturbance to Keplerian orbits in LEO is the Earth’s oblateness, which has 
magnitude J 2  ~  10“ .^ I will therefore define a first order formation as a formation where 
the separation between satellites is comparable to this disturbance, £ ~  J 2 0  ~  10km in LEO. 
Many suggested formation flying scenarios have separations smaller than this, so we may 
reasonably consider an ordering scheme where the separations between satellites is of the 
same order as in the epicycle expansion. The only exception to this is the difference in semi­
major axes between satellites. As described above, these must be of second order (0(c^)). 
This is because of the zeroth order drift along the orbit that would occur for satellites having 
different orbital energies, even in the absence of Earth oblateness. These separations are 
of a similar scale to those in the examples presented by Wnuk and Golebiewska [78], and I 
will therefore later be able to draw some comparisons with this work. These authors note 
that when considering satellites with a separation of hundreds of metres or kilometres, only 
the main perturbations, therefore usually J 2 , need be included, although in this work I shall 
extend this to also include the J 3  perturbation.
As the first step in developing a set of relative motion expressions, I introduce a set of 
relative epicycle coordinates to express the position of one of the satellites in the formation, 
with respect to the guiding centre. I envisage that the formation comprises of a number of 
satellites and focus upon the location of the satellite by using subscript k. The relative 
epicycle coordinates for this satellite are then:
h =  T k-f 'c (4.6)
Afc — A/k — Ac (4.7)
Tk =  h - h (4.8)
% =  ü k - ü c (4.9)
The epicycle description of the motion can also be characterised by six constant quantities
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along the orbit, which are referred to as the epicycle elements: (a,e,Io,Qo,te,tp). In order 
for the satellites to remain in close proximity over time, it is important that the differences 
in these orbital elements are also first order, apart from a and tp. The need for the difference 
in a to be second order has already been discussed, and since the guiding centre moves on a 
circular orbit, there is no relative eccentricity and no relative pericentre passage time (and 
hence no restriction need be placed on the size of tp). The time at which satellite k  crosses 
the equator will be tek and ak =  nk(t — tek), where Uk is the mean motion for satellite k. 
Kepler’s third law states that: = n\a \,  and hence:
OLk — Ole = —fT'citek — tec) ~  g  ^ (4.10)
where
ak=CLk — O-c (4.11)
which is accurate to second order. It will be convenient to let ae = ric(tek — tec), which is 
a first order quantity, representing the separation in time along the orbit of satellite k from 
the guiding centre. It can be seen that the other term in (4.10) is a second order secularly 
growing term. This term represents the differential along-track drift between satellites and 
so must be retained.
The expressions for rk and Afc contain the epicycle phase at pericentre passage, apk = rik(tpk— 
tek)- Since the terms containing apk are always multiplied by e, which is first order, then the 
difference between Uk and Uc and tek and tec can be ignored. Hence:
Oipk — n,c{tpk tec) (4.12)
Similarly, the difference between ak and r  can be ignored in these terms. The difference in 
inclination is introduced, based on equation (4.8):
ho  =  ho — h  (4.13)
The difference in RAAN is not such a simple expression however, since it needs to take 
account of the secular drift of the orbital plane over the time interval tek ~  he- Hence it is 
defined by:
fi/ ;0  =  ^cO 9cOle (4.14)
I next consider the quantities p, k, and 6 in the epicycle description. These quantities are all 
functions of a and Iq. As I am now considering relative values and hence variations in these
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quantities, then since the change in semi-major axis is second order, only the variation with 
inclination need to be considered. So for k, for example, the relative value is found from:
%  — (4.15)
Since k is already a first order quantity then these differences are clearly second order. 
Therefore when written as a sum of terms, the relative epicycle coordinates are then:
rk = a/c + acPk — acOk cos [(1 -  k)t  -  apk] +  OcX sin r  + ArJ cos 2r (4.16)
Afc =  - 0 !e(l +  Kc) +  T +  2ck [sin [ ( 1  -  k)t  -  apk] +  sin o;pfe]
— 2 % [ 1  — cos r] -f A A2  sin 2 r
(4.17)
4  =  ho  +  A / 2  (1 -  cos 2 r)  (4.18)
^k  =  ^ko +  +  Afl2  sin 2r (4.19)
The first term in each expression represents the difference in Keplerian terms between the 
satellite and guiding centre. The p, k. and 6 terms are the corrections to these terms resulting 
from the effect of J 2 (either constant or secular), % terms are long periodic terms caused by 
J 3  and A 2  terms are J2 short periodic terms.
It should be noted that in these expressions, all the terms are first order quantities apart 
from the constant terms in (4.16) and the secularly growing terms in (4.17) and (4.19), which 
are second order.
4.3.1 Summ ary
Relative epicycle coordinates may be summarised as follows:
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Relative epicycle coordinates
4 = r k - -Tc (4.20)
Afc — Afc --Ac (4.21)
4 =  4  -- 4 (4.22)
=  ^k  ■-H e (4.23)
In explicit time dependent form:
=  ak + ücPk -  cLcOk cos [(1 -  k)t  -  apjfc] +  acX sin r  +  ArJ cos 2r (4.24)
Afc =  —O e ( l  +  Kc) +  T ^Kfc — 2  (4.25)
+ 2 efc [sin [ ( 1  — k) t  — apk] +  sin apk] — 2 % [ 1  — cos r] +  AA2 sin 2 r
4  =  4o  +  A /2 ( 1  -  cos2r) (4.26)
^ k  =  +  4 ^  +  AQ2  sin2r (4.27)
4.4 Curvilinear coordinate system
With a set of expressions for the relative epicycle coordinates now derived (equations (4.24) 
to (4.27)), I consider expressing the relative motion in terms of a relative coordinate system 
whose origin is located on the guiding centre. As has been noted by a number of authors 
[22, 51], when the separations between satellites becomes more significant, then the difference 
in curvature of the similar orbits causes non-linear relative motions. These errors are purely 
a consequence of using linear coordinate directions.
Figure 4.2 shows how the true position of the satellite, St, in reality differs from the predicted 
position of the satellite, Sp, if the axes are assumed to be linear. Table 4.1 gives the error in the 
X and y coordinates {xe and ye in figure 4.2) as a function of curvilinear along-track range. The 
figures in this table show that an error of several metres is introduced in the radial direction by 
assuming that the axes are linear. It will be seen as the relative coordinate system is developed 
that the epicycle model actually lends itself more to a curvilinear coordinate system than to
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Figure 4.2: Error incurred when using linear axes
a linear system and so in this case, as well as eliminating errors due to coordinate linearity, 
the introduction of the curvilinear system is also the more natural choice.
Since I wish to produce a simple and accurate model, it is therefore sensible to retain the 
curvilinear system so that no unnecessary error, however small, is introduced. The curvilinear 
coordinate system has been used by other authors [8 , 73], however it is better suited to those 
using orbital element type notations rather than cartesian notation, since the correction is 
complex in cartesian form. It should be noted however, that when trying to envision the 
shape of a relative motion described by this model, it is not unreasonable (for the formation 
scales described here) to consider the three axes to be linear.
Figure 4.3 depicts the motion of the guiding centre and the satellite in the formation. 
To describe the motion of this satellite with respect to the guiding centre, I firstly introduce 
the inclination variation I  between the two orbital planes. This inclination variation can be 
computed from the inclinations of the two orbital planes using spherical trigonometry:
cos I  =  cos Ic cos Ik +  sin Ic sin Ik cos Qk (4.28)
I am then able to define the angles along the guiding centre and satellite orbits from the 
points where they cross the equator to the intersection point of the two orbital planes as Oc
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Table 4.1: Errors when using linear axes compared to curvilinear
Along-track range, km Xc, rn 2/e, rn
1 0.0714 0 . 0 0 0 0
3 0.6429 0 . 0 0 0 1
5 1.7857 0.0004
7 3.5000 0 . 0 0 1 2
9 5.7857 0.0025
1 1 8.6429 0.0045
13 12.0714 0.0075
15 16.0714 0.0115
and Ok respectively. These angles are given by:
and
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ c o s J c o s i ç - c o ^  (4.29)
sin 7 sin 7c
co^ cosTe^^cœ^cosA (4.30)
sin 7 sin 7k
It should be noted that these expressions have first order denominators, and hence need not 
necessarily be small. The angles along the orbits from the point of intersection of the planes
to the guiding centre and to the satellite are £c and £k respectively. These are given by:
£c = ^c — Oc and £k = Xk~  Ok (4.31)
These quantities may also be zeroth order rather than first order.
Using these expressions, I am now in a position to define a set of curvilinear relative coordi­
nates that locate the position of the satellite with respect to the guiding centre. These 
coordinates are {zu, v, ^), where w  = rk is just the radial separation, and {v, C) are angles on 
the celestial sphere, as shown in figure 4.4. These two angles can be expressed by:
cos 7 tan 4  -  tan 4  .tant» = --------- =--------------- (4.32)
1 +  cos 7 tan 4  tan 4
and
sin C =  sin 7 sin 4  (4.33)
By introducing the angles u (marked on figure 4.4) and S then I can express v  more simply 
by:
V = £k — £c — S (4.34)
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Satellite P lane
Guiding Centre P lane
/X
Equatorial P lane
Figure 4.3: Defining position of new origin
Satellite Plane
SAT
Guiding Centre 
OrbitGC
Figure 4,4: Relative coordinates
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where
6 = £k~  ly and tanz/ =  cos 7 tan (4.35)
This completes the description of the location of the satellite with respect to the guiding 
centre. These expressions are exact, but provide a complex description of the motion which is 
unsuited to developing planning tools for formation flying missions. In the next section I will 
look at simplifying these relative positions and developing explicit time dependent relations.
4.5 Angular position in relative epicycle coordinates
To comply with the ordering scheme I shall expand the relative curvilinear coordinate ex­
pressions in (4.33) and (4.34) to first order, but retain second order terms in the constant 
and secular terms. I shall consider first the along-track relative position described by v.
A long-track  m otion  The starting point in finding an explicitly time dependent expression 
for V is equation (4.34), from where I use equations (4.31) to obtain:
V = Xfc — Xc~ {Ok — Oc + S) (4.36)
Taking the tangent gives:
tan(Afc — Ac) -  tan(Ofc -Oc~\-S) , .
1 +  tan(Afc -  Ac) ta n ( % - O c  +  f) ^
To second order, it may be approximated that:
tan{Ok -O c-\-S ) = tan{Ok — Oc) +  tan 5 (4.38)
and hence:
tan V = tan(Afc — Ac) — tan(0^ — Oc) — tan 5 (4.39)
Expressions are now required for the second and third terms on the right hand side of equation 
(4.39).
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I first seek an expression for tan(Ok — Oc) and to the order with which I am calculating these 
expressions, this is the same as sin(Ofe — Oc). In order to express this sine in terms of relative 
epicycle coordinates, I am able to use the following identity from the spherical triangle in 
figure 4.3.
s in /  sin/c sin 4
s in %  sin Ok sinO, 
Using (4.28) and (4.29) then gives:
tan(Ofe -  Oc) = sin(Ofc -  Oc) = — cos Ic sin ^ sin Ic sin Qk sin 4  (4.41)
In order to find an expression for tan 6 , by introducing 7 =  1  —  cos I  then from (4.35):
t a n 5 = 1 2 E ^ i ^  (4.42)
1  - 7 s m ^ 4
Using equation (4.28), 7  can be rewritten as
7  =  ( 1  -  cos 7k) +  sin Ic sin(7k -  7c) (1 -  cos % ) (4.43)
This may be expressed in terms of half angles, but it is more convenient to use the first order 
approximation:
1 -  cos 7k =  i  sin^ 4  (4.44)
which then gives:
7  =  i  sin^ 7k +  ^ sin^ 7c sin^ Uk +  ^ sin 7c cos Ic sin h  sin^ ilk -  ^ sin^ 7c sin^ 7k sin^ ilk (4.45)
The largest terms in this expression are second order and therefore 7  must be a second order 
quantity. As the final expression for tant; is only required to second order then all higher 
order terms in the above can be discarded, leaving:
7  =  i  (sin^ 4  +  sin^ 4  sin^ Ok) (4.46)
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Using the fact that 7  is second order in (4.42) gives:
tan  ^  =  7  sin 4  cos 4  (4.47)
To be able to express this explicitly as a function of time, 4  uiust be expressed in terms of 
the relative epicycle coordinates. This is achieved using (4.31) and (4.7):
sin 4  cos 4  =  sin(Ac 4- Ajt) cos(Ac +  A )^ [ 2  cos^ Ok -  l]
+  |^ sin^ (Ac +  Afc) -  cos^(Ac +  Afc)j sin Ok cos Ok
(4.48)
Expressions for [ 2  cos^ Ok — l] and sin Ok cos Ok are now required. Substituting from (4.30) 
and noting that to second order, cos^ /  =  1 — 2 7  and sin^ I  = 2j, it may be determined that:
2  cos^ O t - l  = (4.49)
7
and
=  (4,50)
2 7
It is the existence of these second order denominators that has led to this detailed discussion 
of the expansion of these relative coordinates. When (4.49) and (4.50) are substituted into 
(4.47) and (4.48) this factor cancels out. I am now finally able to arrive at the expression for 
tan^:
2  tan 6 — sin Ac cos Ac(sin^ 4  — sin^ 4  sin^ % )
2 X -  (451)
+  ( 1  — 2  cos Ac) sin Ic sin ftk sin 4
Having now found expressions for all terms in equation (4.39), they may be substituted in,
and noting that to second order tan v  == v  and tan Afc =  Xk then:
v  = Xk-\- cos Ic sin ^ sin 4  sin ük  sin 4
— i  l^ sin Ac cos Ac ^sin^ 4  — sin^ 4  sin^ +  (1 -  2 cos^ Ac) sin 4  sin Qfe sin 4]
(4.52)
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This completes the description of the along track separation between the satellite and the
guiding centre, now expressed in terms of relative epicycle coordinates.
C ross-track  m otion  I now consider the cross-track motion. From the definition of the 
cross-track coordinate (4.33) and substituting from (4.30) and (4.31) it is simply determined 
that:
sin (  = sin Xk cos 4  sin 4  — sin Xk sin 4  cos 4  cos %  — cos Xk sin Ic sin %  (4.53)
To second order, s in ( can be replaced by (. Then replacing Xk and Ik by the relative 
epicycle coordinates and keeping terms only up to second order, and employing the first 
order approximation in (4.44) yields:
C =  sin Ac sin Ik — cos Ac sin 4  sin ^  (sin Ac sin 4  cos 4  sin^ ük^ (4.54)
R ad ial m otion  The radial motion needs no further derivation since the radial coordinate 
is already defined by the simple expression:
ru = 9k (4.55)
4.5.1 Inclusion o f explicit tim e dependence
The relative coordinate expressions have now been derived in a simple form and in terms 
of the already defined relative epicycle coordinates. However, in order to give insight to the 
relative dynamics and become useful in formation planning and design, the expressions need 
to be written in an explicitly time dependent form. In chapter 3, a set of time-dependent 
expressions for the absolute epicycle coordinates were given. I will now use these and the 
relative epicycle coordinate expressions in equations (4.20) to (4.23) to write the relative 
coordinate expressions in (4.52), (4.54) and (4.55) in their time-dependent form. From this 
section on I shall drop the subscript c, the guiding centre values being assumed implicitly. 
These expressions therefore become:
w  = a k -9 apk — a [ck cos [(1 -  k)t -  apk] +  X sin r  +  A rl  cos 2r] (4.56)
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V =  —oce{l +  k) — 2% +  2efc sin(û;pk — û!e) +  flfco cos I  — —Iko^ko sin I
+2efc sin [(1 -  k ) t  -  a p k ]  +  2% cos r  +  ( A A 2  +  cos l A ü l )  sin 2 r (4.57)
+  +  Kk +  c o s i e ^  T
and
C =  [ifco +  ^ ^ 2  (1 “  cos 2r) j sin r  — sin I  sin 2r j cos r  (4.58)
In these expressions I have ignored the time separation ae in the periodic terms. As a 
reminder, «e is the difference in orbital phase between a satellite and the guiding centre at 
equator crossing. Omission of this first order term quantity from the periodic terms leads 
to only a second order periodic error. In the expressions for w  and v  I have separated out 
constant, periodic and the differential secular drift terms.
W ith the relative motion expressions now written in their time-dependent form, I am able 
to begin the analysis of the formation motion. From this point I am able to begin drawing 
on the properties of the expressions in this form to extract those parts valuable in formation 
design.
4.5.2 Summ ary
The location of the satellite in the curvilinear coordinate system with the guiding centre at 
the origin may be summarised as follows:
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Satellite position relative to guiding centre
w  = Tk (4.59)
V — Xk + cos Ic sin Ok — ^ sin 4  sin Qk sin 4  (4.60)
—i  sin Ac cos Ac (sin^ 4  — sin^ 4  sin^ Qk) +  ( 1  -  2  cos^ Ac) sin 4  sin Qk sin 4  
(  =  sin Ac sin 4  “  cos Ac sin 4  sin Dk +  -  (^ sin Ac sin 4  cos 4  sin Hk j  (4.61)
In explicit time dependent form:
zu = Ok + apk — a [ck cos [(1 — k)t — apk] +  % sin r +  Ar  ^cos 2r] (4.62)
V = —ae(l +  /«) — 2% +  2ck sin(o:pk ~  ^e) +  I^ ko cos I  — —Iko^ko sin I  (4.63) 
+2ek sin [(1 — k)t  — opk] +  2xcosr +  (AA2  +  cos/AH^) sin2r 
+  +  % +  cos 16]^ T
C =  [ifco +  A / 2  (1 — cos 2r)j sin r — sin /  j^ fiko +  ^kT +  A ü l  sin 2rj cos r (4.64)
4.6 Analysing the tim e dependent expressions
4.6.1 Removal o f differential secular drift
One of the greatest issues when operating a satellite formation is that unless orbital param­
eters are very carefully selected, the relative secular drift between satellites will cause the 
formation to break up.
The along-track differential secular term can clearly be seen as the last term in equation 
(4.63), demonstrating the advantage of this model in its ability to separate out constant, 
periodic and secular terms. Clearly, in order to keep the formation of satellites close together 
in the longer term it is necessary to remove this secular term. This may be achieved by 
making a suitable choice of the relative semi-major axis Ok- By choosing:
2
ak =  -a  («k +  cos 16^ (4.65)
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the differential drift can be eliminated. It is important to note that the terms k and 6 (defined 
in equations (A.l) in Appendix A) contain all even zonal harmonics and so it is possible to 
incorporate many terms in these expressions when determining the relative semi-major axis 
if desired. In this way, it is possible to eliminate the secular drift to much higher order than 
the description of the relative motion. These expressions show that the values of %  and 
&k are dependent on both and 4 -  However, consideration of the relative sizes of these 
terms shows that only the inclination term need be taken into account. Equation (4.65) may 
therefore be rewritten as:
4o (4.66)
However, I note that if I keep only keep the first order term in 4  when evaluating (4.66) 
then the resultant expression reduces to:
Ufc =  —2 a 4 ^ —^ sin2/4o  (4.67)
where R  is the equatorial radius of the Earth. In the limit that eccentricity is a first order 
quantity, this expression agrees with that derived by Schaub and Alfriend [61]. Wnuk and 
Golebiewska [78, 79] also note that the increase in separation between satelhtes may be 
reduced by choosing initial osculating elements such that when calculating mean elements, 
all the satellite orbits have the same semi-major axis. In [79], the authors also note the 
importance of an exact transformation between mean and osculating elements, a requirement 
I have been able to avoid by my choice of orbit model.
Prom this point onwards I shall make the assumption that it is always desirable to eliminate 
relative secular drift and so I shall exclude the secular term from the along-track motion 
expression.
4.6.2 Separating the solid body m otion
While the expressions in equations (4.62) to (4.64) are relatively simple in form, it is possible 
to break them down further. In the expressions I have derived there are some terms which 
are independent of k. This means that all the satellites within the formation will follow 
this motion. It describes the motion of the whole formation, as a solid body, moving with
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respect to the guiding centre. Separating out the terms independent of which satellite is 
being described gives:
zop = —ax sin r  — ArJ a cos 2r (4.68)
vp = -2% +  2% cos r  +  (AA| +  cos lA ü l )  sin 2r (4.69)
and
(f  =  A / 2  (1 — cos 2 r)  sin r  — sin lAQ ^  sin 2 r  cos r  (4.70)
I make the assumption at this point that only the 4  and 4  geopotential terms need be 
retained. This gives the following coefficients:
A r2  =  ^ 4  sin^/ (4.71)
A A ^+cos/A H | =  ^ 4 ^ ^ ^  sin^/ (4.72)
24 V « J
X3  =  7i ^  -  sin/o (4.73)
I also note that:
sin /A n^ =  - A 4  =  - | / 2  ( ^ )  sin^/  (4.74)
Substituting these expressions into (4.68) to (4.70) above leads to considerable simplification:
w p  =  — 2o% sin ^  cos ^  +  j 4  a sin^ I  cos 2r (4.75)
vp  =  -4% sin^ ^  +  g 4  sin^ /s in2 r (4.76)
and ^
Cf  =  - j 4  s in 2 /s in r  (4.77)
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These expressions show how the formation moves around the guiding centre on the sky. The 
motion is controlled by a combination of 4  and 4  terms. It can be seen that the cross track 
oscillation is dependent only upon 4  and therefore follows a simple oscillation over each 
orbital period. However, the in-plane motion is dependent on both 4  and 4 -  Consequently, 
it has terms with both orbital and twice orbital frequency, and will therefore have a more 
complex form, the exact shape of which will be dependent on the magnitudes of the terms. 
This will be discussed later.
4.6.3 Internal satellite m otions
Having removed the satellite independent solid body motion of the formation, the remaining 
terms in (4.62), (4.63) and (4.64) then represent the internal motion of the satellite inside 
the formation. These terms are:
w s = 'CJQ — ack cos [(1 — k)t — apk] (4.78)
=  uo 4- 2 efc sin [ ( 1  -  k) t -  apk] (4.79)
and
Cs =  4 osinT -  s in / (flko +  cosr (4.80)
where
G?o ==<%& 4- ap (4.81)
and
vq =  -CKe(l +  «) +  2ck sin(o!pfc -  ae) +  fijfco cos /  -  ^4 o%o sin I  (4.82)
which represent constant radial and along track offsets. If the epicycle elements were con­
verted to classical orbital elements and terms due to 4  were neglected, these results then 
agree with those presented for the near-circular orbit case by Schaub [60].
It may be observed that in the expression for (g there is a secularly growing amplitude. 
However, it should be noted that % is a second order term since it contains the product of 
4  and the difference in orbital inclination of the satellite and the guiding centre. Therefore 
although this term will eventually become large and invalidate the analysis since the formation
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will exceed the size for which the model is valid, the approximation is expected to be useful 
for several weeks. The terms in equation (4.80) can be combined to obtain:
(s  = Cm sin [r -  (4.83)
where
Cm =  ^ 0  +  sin^ I  (fiko +  (4.84)
is the maximum cross track excursion made by this satellite. $  is the phase of the cross-track 
oscillation which can be found from the relation:
4o  tan $  =  sin /  (flko +  (4.85)
Using equation (4.15) it can be determined that:
p = —0 sin Ilko (4.86)
which can then be substituted into (4.81) to give:
zuq = aft — 0a sin /4 o  (4.87)
Since this represents a constant offset, then dropping second order terms would provide a small 
bias in the model. I therefore recommend maintaining these terms to improve accuracy. For
the same reason we have kept a second order term in (4.82) as well, therefore only neglecting
second order terms if they are periodic and so have zero net effect.
4.6 .4  Inter-satellite separations
I have now completed the description of the location of the satellite over time with respect 
to the guiding centre. As a final section to this chapter, I consider the motion of one satellite 
with respect to another within the formation. This becomes particularly valuable later on 
when I investigate the risk of collision within formations. Clearly in this scenario, the position
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of satellites with respect to each other is far more important that the position of the individual 
satellites with respect to a virtual origin.
Since the formation is small, then to lowest order the separation between the and the 
k'*  ^ satellites are just the differences of the relative coordinates found in the previous section. 
The components constant over the whole formation will cancel out, so only the variation of 
equations (4.78), (4.79) and (4.83) need be considered. These expressions are easily computed 
as:
Sw — ÔZUQ — aSe cos [(1 — k ) t  — (4 .8 8 )
Sv =  +  2<5e sin [ ( 1  — k ) t  — (4.89)
and
SC = ( 4 o -  h'o) s in r
/  3  /  2  \  (4.90)
— sin 1 1 riko “  flfc'o “  OSae +  —4  f — j sin /  (4o ~  4'o)'^ I cost
where:
Se^ =  e | +  e|/ -  2ekek' cos{apk -  Oipk>) (4.91)
and
tan $  =  fk sü ia f*  -  ersinocp,,, ^
Cfc COS apk — Ok' cos apk>
and
Sae = n{tek -  tek') (4.93)
4.6.5 Estim ating formation lifetim e
If there is any inclination difference between the satellite and guiding centre orbital planes 
then there will be differential precession of the orbital planes around the equator due to the 
even zonal harmonics, primarily 4 -  This separation of the orbital planes causes a growth in 
fljt and hence will cause the amplitude of the cross-track motion to increase to a point where 
the formation loses its desired form. This cross-track growth is also noted by Wnuk and 
Golebiewska [79], along with the along-track growth already described due to a difference 
in inclination between the satellites. Equation (4.102) shows that the cross-track motion 
amplitude is dependent upon 4 o, ^ko and and so clearly the formation lifetime will vary
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for each combination of Iko and Qfco and will also depend on the allowable variation in cross­
track motion amplitude. However, it is possible to estimate a general formation lifetime. I 
make the assumption that ftko =  0  and that the lifetime will be defined by the time it takes 
for the secular term to grow as large as the inclination difference. In this case the lifetime 
can be estimated by:
Ti = (4.94)
sm Ic9k
where r/ is the formation lifetime measured in terms of orbital phase. On substitution for dk 
this gives:
^ ( I ) '
which is equivalent to a formation lifetime of approximately 16 days. I must note at this point 
that this lifetime is the time for which I expect a formation to remain in a useful configuration 
under the influence of only natural dynamics, not the lifetime for which the model remains 
valid.
4.6.6 Summ ary
The key equations from this section may be summarised as follows:
Solid body motions
(4.96)- 2 a x s in - c o s -  -f - J 2 a sin I  cos 2r
(4.97)sin I  sin 2r
(4.98)sin 21 sin r
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where
and
Internal satellite motions
= a k ~  6a sin Ilko — ack cos [(1 — k)t  — apk] (4.99)
vs  = -O e(l + 2efc sin(o;pfc -  Oe) +  ^ko cos I  -  sin I  (4.100)
+ 2 efc sin [ ( 1  -  k)t  -  apk]
Cs =  (m sin [T -  (4.101)
Cm =  f^cO +  s in '^ (n M  +  éfcT)" (4.102)
IkO tan #  =  sin 7 ffi/to +  (4.103)
Intersatellite motions
ÔW = 5wq — aSecos [(1 — k)t  — (4.104)
Sv = <5uo +  25e sin [ ( 1  — « )r — ^] (4.105)
SC = ( 4 o - 4 'o ) s i n r  (4.106)
— sin /  — fi/fc'o “  OSae +  —J2 ^ sin / (/^o ~  4 'o)T
where ta n ^  and Sae are defined as in (4.91), (4.92) and (4.93).
COST
4.7 M odel accuracy
I now aim to quantify the accuracy of the model, demonstrating the validity of the ordering 
scheme and more importantly, showing that the terms included and those neglected have 
been selected appropriately. The tests in this section fall into two categories - those that 
have been used in determining the terms included in the model and those that demonstrate
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the resulting model’s accuracy.
When demonstrating the model’s accuracy, it will make sense to verify each step of the model 
in the order that the model was developed. I therefore begin with the determination of the 
motion of the guiding centre.
4.7.1 G uiding centre m otion
I have defined the guiding centre such that it may only move on a circular orbit at constant 
velocity. This means that since only constant and secular terms need to be taken into account, 
the guiding centre motion can be tuned using the values of p, k and 6 (defined in equations 
(A.l)).
As described when these secular terms were defined, they consist of a summation of terms 
over the zonal harmonics. In this section I am aiming to determine how many terms should be 
kept in the summation. The actual formation used as an example in this analysis is irrelevant 
since only the guiding centre motion is considered.
I evaluated the motion of our guiding centre including all zonal terms up to J 3 0  to use as a 
reference ‘tru th’ model and then considered the error in locating the orbital plane containing 
the guiding centre around the equator, and its along track location.
The zonal harmonic terms that go into the secular terms summations are functions of both 
semi-major axis and inclination, and as such, their relative magnitude will be diflFerent for 
each orbit. Since I am limiting myself to formations in LEO, the effect of differing the semi­
major axis is minimal, however with no limit on inclination, varying this can have a far more 
significant effect. For this reason, the analysis is carried out for three orbits at inclinations 
of 40, 70 and 100 degrees.
I have set as a target that I wish to locate the guiding centre to within 10% of the formation 
size over a period of seven days. While this measurement is inevitably slightly arbitrary, it 
corresponds to an error significantly smaller than a first order formation over a period much 
longer than that for which the absolute position of a formation would be left unobserved. 
Although the actual satellite motions are not used anywhere in this analysis, I have chosen 
a 5km formation as an example as this scale is approximately in the centre of the formation 
sizes permitted in the model.
Figure 4.5(a) shows the length of time the model remains accurate to the 500 metre criterion 
due to the error in k, it being possible to draw a very similar plot for 9. Figure 4.5(b) shows
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the error in guiding centre orbital radius due to an error in p. An error in calculating the 
radius (equivalent to the semi-major axis since the orbit is circular) will lead to an along- 
track drift. This drift must be smaller than the drift I am aiming to cancel out by using 
the condition in equation (4.66). From these figures it can be seen that I will need to keep 
terms up to and including J 1 2  to maintain accuracy for one week. However, I also note here 
that some orbits, in particular polar and equatorial orbits, may require a different number 
of terms to remain accurate. Wnuk and Golebiewska [78] find comparable results, noting 
that terms up to order six are needed to maintain an accuracy of 1 0 0 m (though they do not 
account for any secularly growing error). They then consider a more accurate case, finding 
that terms up to order 70 must be included if the accuracy requirement is brought down to 
10cm. This level of accuracy is beyond that which I am aiming to achieve here.
4.7.2 Frequency m odelling
In equations (4.62) and (4.63) it can be seen that the eccentricity and long periodic terms 
have a slightly different frequency. This causes a precession of the eccentricity vector, a 
well recognised and documented effect. Clearly the model would be much simpler if these 
frequencies were the same. Figure 4.6, however, shows the errors that would result if I were 
to ignore this frequency shift. The error is periodic with the orbital frequency, but for ease 
of display I have chosen to show only the envelope of this error. The steady growth of this 
envelope is due to the drift in phase with the true motion. It can be seen that the error 
reaches a maximum amplitude in just 33 days, at which point the model is tt out from the 
correct phase and the error is therefore as large as the formation motion. An error of this size 
over this timescale is clearly unacceptable and so for this reason, the different frequencies for 
eccentricity and long periodic terms are retained.
4.7.3 M odel accuracy
With the additional details of the model confirmed, I am now in a position to verify the accu­
racy of the model described. This will be split into two main sections. Firstly, I shall present 
the results to demonstrate the accuracy of the final explicitly time-dependent expressions 
when compared to the unapproximated expressions {i.e. before expanding and truncating to 
include only first and second order terms). Secondly, I will present results to demonstrate this 
accuracy when compared to a model including further perturbations, principally the effect of
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Figure 4.5: (a) Time taken for secular drift error in guiding centre position to grow to 500m 
as a function of number of geopotential terms used in evaluating k (b) Error in guiding centre 
radius as a function of number of terms used in evaluating p
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Frequencies unaltered 
Long periodic frequency altered 
Eccentricity frequency altered
Time, days
Figure 4.6: Envelope of along-track errors caused by using single frequency for eccentricity 
and long periodic terms
atmospheric drag.
In these comparisons, where unapproximated motion is required, I shall use absolute motions 
generated by the EPISAT orbit propagator as the ‘tru th’ model. EPISAT is an analytical 
orbit propagator developed at the Surrey Space Centre, based on the epicycle orbit model, and 
which uses epicycle parameters as initial conditions. Its accuracy has been tested against the 
SPSAT symplectic numerical orbit propagator (also developed at the Surrey Space Centre) 
and it has been shown to be sufficiently accurate to be acceptable as a truth model for the 
timescales being modelled here. The advantage of using the EPISAT propagator is that no 
conversion of initial conditions is required from those needed for the relative orbit model I 
describe here (excepting the trivial addition of initial guiding centre epicycle parameters to 
relative epicycle coordinates to provide initial satellite orbital parameters), something which 
can be a significant source of error when carrying out comparisons of orbital motion.
4.7.3.1 A pproxim ation  accuracy
In the determination of the model accuracy, I shall present three experiments in which I will 
consider the secular terms for the formation, the rigid formation motion and the intersatellite 
motions separately. In these experiments I consider satellite formations which project onto
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Table 4.2: Relative orbit parameters used with respect to Guiding Centre. 
a k (km ) Ik  (deg) Qk (deg) «e (deg) ap (deg)
0.0031778 -0.0144694 -0.0204628 0.0001786 -0.0370882 -45.000
the sky as a circle. The physical size of the formation is inside a cube of side 5km. The 
relative orbital elements of one of these satellites in this formation are given in table 4.2.
4.7.3.2 Removal of differential secular drift
I begin by considering the level of success with which differential secular drift may be elim­
inated from the formation motion by careful choice of orbital parameters. In section 4.6.1, 
a simple technique for removing the differential secular drift was presented. To demonstrate 
the importance and success of this, the effect of applying this technique can be determined 
for one of the satellites from the 5km example formation described in the previous section. 
A 5km projected circle formation is used, the parameters of one of the satellites of which are 
given in table 4.2. If uncorrected, and therefore with the satellite semi-major axis matching 
that of the guiding centre, the drift of the satellite with respect to the guiding centre would 
be 445m/day. By applying equation (4.67), and hence using only the J2 term in the calcu­
lation to select the satellite semi-major axis, the drift is reduced to just 0.052m/day. This 
residual drift is third order. If a further reduction in differential drift is required, more zonal 
harmonics may be included in the formation, although other disturbances (especially some 
of the non-conservative effects such as atmospheric drag and solar radiation pressure) should 
also be accounted for if attempting to set up a satellite orbit at this level of accuracy.
4.7.3 3 Modelling solid-body motions
The second experiment considers the accuracy of the solid body motion of the formation. 
In this experiment I compare the analytic model using equations (4.96) to (4.98) with a 
propagation of epicycle orbits using the full epicycle description of the motion (equations 
(3.4)). To separate out the solid body motions I employ (a;ko, 4o, «e, cKp) =  0  in
the relative motion model and compute the initial conditions. These are then used in the 
epicycle evolution to calculate the exact motion and then the motion using the approximated 
expressions. All the inter-satellite motions in equations (4.99) to (4.101) then vanish leaving 
just the solid body effects. This comparison shows the significance of ignoring second order
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periodic effects due to J2 and J 3  in the relative motion model. Figure 4.7(a) shows the 
along-track and radial errors in metres as a function of time, measured in days. The along- 
track error is periodic at the orbital frequency and has a maximum amplitude of 0.52m.
The cross-track error is also periodic and has a maximum amplitude of 0.31m. This is the
expected magnitude associated with second order periodic terms. The radial error shows a 
much smaller amplitude, but there is a bias of 1.99 metres. This bias is due to a second order 
constant contribution from the term omitted in the model. To correct this bias, this term 
may be included and equation (4.96) rewritten as:
1  1  / R \ ^
=  2 %^  — ax sin r  -h -  J 2 f — j a sin^ I  cos 2r (4.107)
4.7.S.4 M odelling in te rn a l sa te llite  m otions
The final experiment tests the accuracy of the inter-satellite motions, possibly the most 
important test. I consider four satellites, each in a formation that projects a circle in the 
plane of the sky, with the diameter of this circle varied over 2.5km, 5.0km, 7.5km and 10.0km. 
In figure 4.8 I show the envelope of the along-track errors as they grow over time. The actual 
errors are periodic, but the amplitude grows due to combinations of first order periodic terms 
with secularly growing terms. Although the errors do grow over time, the growth is slow 
and so these figures may just be interpreted as the lifetime over which the model is valid. 
It can be seen from the figure that the error envelope becomes larger for larger formation 
sizes, behaviour that would be expected based on the small-angle approximations used in 
deriving the expressions. These results show that the model is valid over a long period of 
time (50 days) and incurs an along-track error of around 130m over this time. The errors 
in the cross-track and radial directions follow a very similar trend, reaching 130m and 60m 
respectively in 50 days. During this analysis, a small bias was noted in the radial error. This 
was traced to two constant second order terms omitted from the model. These terms may be 
added into equation (4.81) to give:
Wo = ak + ap+  iefc [e& -  2x sin (apk +  nr)] (4.108)
Wnuk and Golebiewska [78] carry out a comparison between a model including the J2 zonal 
harmonic and a model including zonal and tesseral harmonics up to degree and order 15.
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Figure 4.7: Position errors in solid body motion due to neglected second order terms, (a) 
Along-track errors (b) Radial errors
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Figure 4.8: Envelope of the along-track errors in satellite motion. Errors are periodic and 
grow due to neglected second order terms incorporating higher order secular terms.
They find a difference between the two of 150m over 10 days, which while on the same order 
as the error caused by this approximation of the zonal harmonic model, would mean that 
although my model accurately captures the effect of zonal harmonics for periods of up to 
several weeks, some tesseral harmonic terms would need to be included were the model being 
used for accurate mission planning over these timescales. This point is discussed further later.
4.7.3.5 Exclusion of a tm ospheric  d rag
While discussing the accuracy, it is important to note that there are several factors that will 
affect a satellite’s dynamics not included in this model. The effects of Earth’s gravity have 
already been covered, and terms either included or their exclusion justified. The terms so 
far excluded without reason are those effects from other sources, primarily lunar and solar 
gravity, solar radiation pressure and atmospheric drag. Wnuk and Golebiewska [79] analyse 
the effect of lunar and solar gravity, and find them to cause perturbations on absolute satellite 
motion on the order of tens and hundreds of metres respectively for satellites in LEO. These 
perturbations are approximately constant in magnitude and direction throughout the orbit, 
and importantly, are approximately three orders of magnitude larger than the differential 
perturbations between satellites due to the same effects (when considering formations of a
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similar size to those for which this model is valid). The effect of solar radiation pressure 
depends heavily on the shape of the spacecraft and its attitude as it moves along its orbit, 
and so is likely to be less constant than the lunar and solar gravitational effects. However, the 
effects are of similar size, and it may be assumed that for a formation consisting of identical 
satellites whose incidental cross-sectional area is reasonably independent of attitude, the 
differential effects are again small.
The same argument may be applied to atmospheric drag, and therefore having eliminated 
the need to consider these terms when modelling relative motions, their effect on absolute 
motion is considered.
Table 3.1 in chapter 3 shows that atmospheric drag is the most significant of these terms, 
and so I use it here as an indication of the long-term effect on formation geometry.
I am not aiming here to provide a complete analysis of the errors between this relative 
motion model and the ‘tru th’ model - such a task could fill a thesis on its own - but simply 
trying to quantify the effect of these non-conservative perturbations on formation motion. 
Consequently, the effect of atmospheric drag is used as a sample case.
Atmospheric drag is clearly dependent on the physical properties of the satellite itself, and 
so for my test case I have chosen a microsatellite with a drag coefficient of 2, a mass of 100kg 
and a forward facing cross-sectional area (assumed to be constant) of Im^. To carry out 
the comparison I have used a simple drag model that may be easily implemented within the 
framework of the EPISAT analytical propagator used in the previous comparisons, but that 
provides sufficient accuracy for the near-circular orbits and the timescales considered here.
Two main factors must be considered; the effect of drag on the absolute position of the 
formation in space, and the effect of drag on the positions of the satellites with respect to 
each other.
Figure 4.9 shows the error that is introduced to the determination of the along-track sepa­
ration of two satellites due to the exclusion of drag from the dynamical model. The errors 
shown are for pairs of satellites in the 5km and in the 10km projected circle formations. For 
the 5km projected circle, the increase in the along-track size of the formation due to drag 
is approximately 70m over 50 days, an increase of only 1.4%. For the 10km formation the 
increase in size rises to 140m over the same period, the percentage increase clearly remaining 
the same. This small increase is a result of the very small semi-major axis difference between 
the satellites in the formation, a difference of 6.4m for the 5km formation and double this for
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Figure 4.9: Error in intersatellite along-track separation due to exclusion of drag. Errors are 
shown for pairs of satellites in 5km and 10km diameter projected circle formations.
the 10km formation (I note that these semi-major axis differences were calculated to cancel 
out the secular drift caused by the difference in inclination). The error in the cross-track 
formation size due to drag is larger than the along-track variation, corresponding to 145m 
and 290m for the two formations, however this increase is small compared to the growth in 
the formation size due to the differential precession rates of the ascending nodes (something 
I discuss further in section 4.6.5). The variation in radial separation due to drag is minimal. 
These results show that the effect on formation internal motions due to drag is very small, 
and is comparable to the modelling error found in the previous section. Over the timescale 
of 50 days considered here, this is therefore of little cause for concern. Differential drag 
between satellites becomes a more important issue if the satellites are of different sizes and 
masses. If I were to increase the forward facing cross-sectional area of one satellite by 10% 
to l.lm ^, and then use this as a scale factor (assuming a cube shaped satellite) to give a 
satellite mass of 115kg, then I would expect the radial separation between the satellites to 
grow to 20m and the along-track separation to reach 23km in the 50 day time period. If I 
take this comparison to a more extreme situation and double the original cross-sectional area 
to 2m^, giving a satellite mass of 283kg, then these separations grow to 214m and 251km in 
the radial and along-track directions respectively in the 50 day time period. This indicates
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Figure 4.10: Error in absolute satellite position due to exclusion of drag.
the distinct advantage of using satellites with similar drag characteristics for formation flying 
missions.
If I assume that I am able to use identical satellites to make up the formation, then far more 
significant is the effect of drag on the absolute position of the formation. Figure 4.10 shows 
the V and w  (along-track and radial) coordinates of the satellites in the two formations under 
the influence of drag with respect to the guiding centre, where it is assumed that the motion of 
the guiding centre is not affected by drag. The figure shows that the along-track distance from 
the guiding centre to the satellites grows to just over 1400km over 50 days, while the semi­
major axis drops by approximately 400m. It should be noted that the size of the formation 
is irrelevant to this effect on absolute position, and so these figures correspond to both the 
5km and 1 0 km formations. Although these figures are very large, particularly the along-track 
drift, one of the strengths of the model I am presenting here may be seen in this application. 
Since I am able to separate the internal satellite motions from the solid body and guiding 
centre motions, it is possible to separate out the significant effects of atmospheric drag on 
absolute position from the relatively insignificant effects on the intersatellite motions. I am 
then left with two options: I can either include atmospheric drag in the solid body motion, 
adding extra terms into equations (4.96) to (4.98), or I may include the drag terms in the 
guiding centre motion. As one of my aims for the guiding centre is that it should represent
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the general position of the formation on the sky, then I would select the latter option. This 
does of course rely on all the satellites in the formation having the same drag characteristics, 
although any variation in this could then be absorbed using the satellite internal motions 
where the individual properties of each satellite could be included. The guiding centre was 
introduced as a point with simple predictable motion, and although the inclusion of a mean 
drag effect would make its motion slightly more complex, the improvement in accuracy gained 
from this makes this step necessary, especially when considering extended timescales such as 
those used here.
4.8 Conclusion
In this chapter I have defined a curvilinear coordinate system whose origin is placed on a 
‘virtual satellite’ called the guiding centre. The satellite must be virtual since its motion does 
not satisfy the orbital equations of motion.
I was then able to define a set of exact expressions for the position of a satellite in this 
coordinate system in terms of absolute epicycle coordinates. These expressions were then 
presented in a simplified form in terms of absolute and relative epicycle coordinates, retaining 
all terms up to second order.
The model was then presented in an explicitly time-dependent form. I demonstrated how the 
resulting expressions may be used to determine the orbital parameters required to minimise 
differential secular drift and to estimate formation lifetime. I then showed a key property 
of this model, the ability to separate the expressions into satellite dependent and satellite 
independent terms.
Having defined the model, I then considered the accuracy of the equations derived. Firstly 
I was able to determine how many zonal harmonic terms are required to locate the guiding 
centre to a required degree of accuracy. I was then able to compare the three components 
of the model against simulations of a ‘tru th’ model generated using an analytic absolute 
orbit propagator. This analysis showed that errors stay within acceptable levels for extended 
periods of time, and also identified additional terms that should be included in order to 
achieve the desired level of accuracy.
The advantage of my approach is that it separates out the different types of motion, especially 
the secularly growing motion. The analysis shows that I can best describe the relative motion
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as a combination of three components: the motion of a guiding centre that drifts secularly 
about the Earth; the periodic motion of the formation about this guiding centre and the 
motion of individual satellites with respect to the formation. By breaking down the motion 
into these components, the motion of each component is kept simple, but the combination of 
the motions can describe the complex relative motions observed in numerical propagations.
The results show that I am able to define a formation guiding centre that has very simple 
motion and can give us the absolute position of our formation to within 500m over a seven day 
period. It is noted that to first order, the differential effects of J 2  and J 3  between satellites 
can be ignored and the principle effect of these perturbations is to cause a periodic motion 
of the formation as a solid body, about the guiding centre. This motion may be modelled 
to a sub-metre level of accuracy. I then demonstrate that this model may be used over 
extended timescales, showing a modelling error in the internal satellite motion that grows 
to approximately 100m over a 50 day time period. From this accuracy analysis, additional 
terms have been identified that improve the accuracy of the model and that may be included 
with little increase in model complexity.
I have demonstrated the effect of the exclusion of atmospheric drag from our model, showing 
that the effect on formation configuration is minimal. Although the effect on absolute posi­
tion is very significant, the splitting of the motion into three components allows this to be 
accounted for without adding extra complexity to the intersatellite motion expressions.
This model is a generalisation of the Hill solution. If the solid body motion is neglected and 
if the formation is sufficiently small such that we can neglect differential J 2  terms then the 
model would then reduce to having no solid body motion of the formation with respect to 
the guiding centre. As in the Hill solution, the guiding centre is a reference point moving 
on a perfectly circular orbit. Hence this solution is a natural extension of the Hill solution, 
where the secular terms have been incorporated into the guiding centre motion and there is 
an additional motion of the whole formation with respect to this guiding centre due to the 
gravitational perturbations.
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Chapter 5
Formation Design and Possible 
Configurations
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter I describe the use of the relative motion model in formation design. I will show 
how I am able to exploit its simple form in order to assist mission designers and planners 
in determining what satellite configurations are achievable using natural dynamics and what 
satellite orbits are required to set up these desired relative motions.
5.2 Formation design
The relative motion expressions presented at the end of chapter 4 have a very simple form 
while maintaining a good degree of accuracy, and hence have a lot of value in formation 
design.
The aim of the formation design process that I present here is that it should provide a method 
of converting a geometric description of the relative motion of the satellite in a formation 
into the epicycle elements for each satellite, thereby describing the absolute motion of each 
satellite within the formation. The process is set up in this way since when planning a 
formation mission, the relative motions are of prime interest. However, the required absolute 
orbits must be known since these parameters are what would be usually be required for a 
controller.
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There are therefore two parts to the design process. Firstly the motion of each satellite
with respect to the guiding centre must be defined in a way that is easy to understand and
intuitive to the formation designer. Secondly, this description of the relative motion must be 
converted into absolute orbital parameters. This conversion is the subject of chapter 6  and 
so here I begin on the first step of the design process.
5.3 Describing relative m otions
Examination of the relative motion expressions in section 4.5.1 leads to a natural choice for 
description. Both the complete motion equations in (4.62) to (4.64) and the internal satellite 
motion expressions in (4.99) to (4.101) can be written in the general form:
zu = Wo + w m  sin(r +  <^ 7^) (5.1)
v = vq-\-vm  sin(r +  <^ ü) (5.2)
C =  Cm sin(r +  <^ () (5.3)
where xm  and are the magnitude and phase of the three components and xq the initial 
offsets.
For this analysis, only projected formations will be considered, that is formations where 
the desired motion is defined in two dimensions on a plane containing two of the relative 
coordinate axes.
A combination of any two of the components in (5.1) to (5.3) describe an ellipse on that plane 
and hence the projection of the satellite motion on any of the w  — v ,v  — ( o r ^  — w  planes will 
be an ellipse. The majority of this section will consider motion projected on the v-^ plane,
i.e. the motion of the formation seen if one were to look from outside the formation orbits 
directly down to the Earth surface, since this is the plane of most interest when considering 
satellite formations in earth observation applications, probably one of the expected prime 
uses of formations.
Also, since the model is restricted to near circular orbits, the radial separation of the satellites 
will always be relatively limited. The most extreme case allowed by the model would be two
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satellites with the maximum permitted eccentricity of 0 .0 0 1 , and with their arguments of 
perigee exactly out of phase. This would lead to a maximum radial separation between these 
satellites of just 14km. As I have noted that the semi-major axis difference between the 
satellites and the guiding centre must be second order (a few metres) in order to prevent 
zeroth order along-track drift between satellites, this constant radial separation is very small 
compared to that periodically varying separation due to the eccentricity term and so there is 
little need to consider it as an addition to this maximum separation.
5.3.1 Summ ary
Generalised elliptic motion expression
w  = Wo + Wm  sin(r +  0t^) (5.4)
V = Vo + vm  sin(r + <f>v) (5.5)
C = Cm sin(r-h <^c) (5.6)
5.4 Defining a set o f ellipse parameters
Having determined that projected motion will always take the form of an ellipse, 1 begin my 
formation design process by defining a set of formation design parameters that have simple 
geometric meaning and describe the elliptic motion of the satellite. These parameters are 
shown in figure 5.1.
Firstly, the ellipse itself is described by four parameters: the semi-major and semi-minor axes, 
a and b, the position of the ellipse centre, c, and the angle, or orientation, of the ellipse, <j, 
being the angle between the v  axis and the semi-major axis, defined in the range ( 0  < cr < tt). 
It is noted from equation (5.6) that the ellipse is symmetric in the C direction, and therefore 
the centre of the ellipse must lie along the v  axis. Hence, only the distance c of the centre of 
the ellipse from the origin along the v  axis need be defined. If all the satellite motions in a 
formation have the same centre, then the use of the parameter c becomes unnecessary. Since 
the guiding centre is a virtual reference point and hence the freedom exists to place it at any 
point along the orbit, the value c may be set to zero and the guiding centre placed at the
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Figure 5.1: Ellipse parameters that can be selected to define a relative motion.
centre of the relative motion. Parameter c is really only required for formations where the 
satellite relative motion ellipses are centred at two or more different points along the v  axis.
Two further parameters are then defined that describe the motion of a satellite along the 
ellipse: the initial phase (p, measured from the v axis, and the direction of motion d, which 
may take the values 1 for clockwise motion and -1 for anti-clockwise motion (figure 5.1).
Before moving onto the inversion problem of moving from these formation design parameters 
to a set of epicycle elements (the subject of chapter 6 ), I consider the process of designing 
a formation. In this chapter, my aim is to try and demonstrate some of the formation 
geometries that are achievable while remaining within the limits of natural dynamics.
The expression for relative motion firom which the general form in (5.4) to (5.6) is derived 
show that the relative motion ellipse may have any size (within the limit that the model is 
valid), any orientation, any eccentricity, and that a satellite may have any initial position 
(the initial position being the position on the ellipse at equator crossing) and move in either 
direction around the ellipse. These factors define the level of freedom that exists in designing 
our satellite formation. I will now consider the design of these formations in terms of the 
formation design parameters: a, b, c, d, a and ip.
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Table 5.1: Formation design parameters for leader-follower formation with no cross-track 
motion
Satellite a (km) b (km) c (km) d a (deg) <p (deg)
1 ai 0.000 Cl 1 0.0 0.0
2 U2 0.000 C2 1 0.0 0.0
5.5 Satellite configurations
5.5.1 Single ellipse
The simplest formation designs consist of all satellites moving on one ellipse. For this forma­
tion group, the values of a, 6 , c and a are the same for all satellites in the formation. The 
satellites are spaced around the ellipse using initial phase and may move in either direction 
d. It should be noted that those formations that have satellites moving in opposite directions 
on the same ellipse may pose a high risk of collision (chapter 8 ).
I now move on to consider formation designs that consist of satellites moving on more than 
one ellipse.
5.5.2 Leader-follower formation
This configuration may perhaps be considered as the simplest formation that may be designed 
using satellites on different ellipses. It consists of two satellites that follow each other along 
the orbital path, at either a fixed or varying distance.
If it is desired that the satellites follow the orbital path of the guiding centre with no cross­
track motion at all then the sets of formation design parameters given in table 5.1 must be 
used.
I note that the cross-track motion is removed by setting the ellipse semi-minor axis b and 
orientation a to zero - hence the ellipse has now become a line. The parameters a and c then 
determine the along-track separation of the satellites. If a fixed distance is required between 
satellites then a\ must be set equal to 0 2  and then the two ellipse centres ci and C2  set the 
desired distance apart. If ai =  0 2  ^  0 then the two satellites will have identical periodic 
motions about their respective motion centres, although their spacing will remain constant. 
If I set ai — U2 = 0, then the relative motion ellipse has been reduced to a point and each
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V
Figure 5.2: Along-track linear formation
satellite therefore has no motion about its ellipse centre. By setting ai ^  0 2  then the spacing 
between satellites will vary periodically with orbital frequency. If the desired behaviour is 
that the distance between the satellites varies between and Imax then the first satellite 
should be set up so that oi =  ci =  0  and then the parameters for the second satellite chosen 
such that:
Imax Imin  / e  rrNÛ2  =   n  (5.7)
Imax  " h  Imin  / c  o \C2  =  ------    (5.8)
This configuration is shown in figure 5.2. Satellite 1 with c =  0 remains at the origin of the 
reference frame while satellite 2  moves back and fore along the dashed path following the v 
axis giving the required minimum and maximum intersatellite ranges.
It is also possible to design a configuration where the satellites are again spread out in the 
along-track direction to give a linear formation, but where the formation is then allowed 
to have some cross-track motion. To ensure that the formation remains parallel to the 
along-track axis at all times (linear formations that do not remain parallel to the v-aods 
are considered in chapter 7), the cross-track motion must be the same for all satellites. 
The formation design parameters for these satellites are therefore selected so that all the 
parameters are identical apart from the formation centre c. The satellites are therefore 
moving on identical ellipses at identical phases, but separated along the along-track axis by 
different ellipse centres c.
5.5.3 Fixed configuration rotating formation
The generalised ellipse equations in (5.4) to (5.6) imply that satellites moving on a projected 
circle move at a constant velocity around that circle. In addition to this, the period of rotation
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Figure 5.3: Rotating grid formation
of the satellite around the projected circle is the same as the orbital period. Therefore, if 
a number of satellites are placed on circles of varying radii but with a shared centre, and a 
restriction imposed that all the satellites must move in the same direction, the configuration 
will remain fixed and rotate about the centre once per orbit. In terms of the formation design 
parameters, this implies that a = bfor each satellite but may vary between satellites, whereas 
c and d are the same for all satellites. The ellipse orientation cr has no geometric meaning 
for a circular relative motion and so is set to zero in all circular cases. Initial phase is used 
along with the value of a to place the satellites in the desired configuration.
Using this concept, very regular formations such as the grid in figure 5.3 may be designed, 
but satellites may also be configured into more imaginative shapes (figure 5.4). In these 
figures, the dashed black lines represent the projected motion paths followed by the satellites 
while the blue lines simply demonstrate the formation construction. It may be imagined 
that this type of fixed distribution will have an application in setting up distributed aperture 
formations.
Although I shall not provide numerical examples for all of the formations exemplified in this 
section, the formation design parameters of these two formations are given in tables 5.2 and 
5.3.
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Table 5.2: Formation design parameters for rotating grid formation
Satellite a (km) b (km) c (km) d a (deg) ip (deg)
1 6.364 6.364 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 135.0
2 4.743 4.743 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 108.4
3 4.743 4.743 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 71.6
4 6.364 6.364 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 45.0
5 4.743 4.743 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 161.6
6 2 . 1 2 1 2 . 1 2 1 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 135.0
7 2 . 1 2 1 2 . 1 2 1 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 45.0
8 4.743 4.743 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 18.4
9 4.743 4.743 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 198.4
1 0 2 . 1 2 1 2 . 1 2 1 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 225.0
1 1 2 . 1 2 1 2 . 1 2 1 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 315.0
1 2 4.743 4.743 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 341.6
13 6.364 6.364 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 225.0
14 4.743 4.743 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 251.6
15 4.743 4.743 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 288.4
16 6.364 6.364 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 315.0
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Table 5.3: Formation design parameters for rotating five-pointed star formation
Satellite a (km) b (km) c (km) d a (deg) p  (deg)
1 5.506 5.506 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 90.0
2 3.656 3.656 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 99.6
3 3.656 3.656 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 80.4
4 5.506 5.506 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 162.0
5 3.656 3.656 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 152.4
6 2.103 2.103 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 126.0
7 2.103 2.103 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 54.0
8 3.656 3.656 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 27.6
9 5.506 5.506 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 18.0
1 0 3.656 3.656 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 171.6
1 1 3.656 3.656 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 8.4
1 2 2.103 2.103 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 198.0
13 2.103 2.103 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 342.0
14 2.103 2.103 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 270.0
15 3.656 3.656 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 224.4
16 3.656 3.656 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 315.6
17 3.656 3.656 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 243.6
18 3.656 3.656 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 296.4
19 5.506 5.506 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 234.0
2 0 5.506 5.506 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 306.0
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Figure 5.4: This five-pointed star formation is just one example of the fixed configuration 
rotating formations that may be designed
5.5.4 The varying radius projected circle formation
I now move on to a formation that extends the use of the projected circle formation frequently 
described in the literature [58, 60]. Rather than simply placing a set of satellites on a projected 
circular path, this formation uses satellites on a set of elliptic orbits to give a projected circle 
formation where the circle radius varies with orbital frequency.
To set up this formation I use a number of ellipses with the same semi-major and semi-minor 
axes, given by the formation design parameters a and b. The ellipses share a centre, c, but may 
have different orientations. The number of ellipses that make up the formation is determined 
by the number of satellites that are required on the resultant projected circle and whether or 
not all satellites are required to travel in the same direction around the circle. If it is desired 
that all satellites move in the same direction around the projected circle, then the satellites 
must all be moving in the same direction around their respective ellipses, and therefore have 
the same value for d. This also therefore imposes a maximum limit of two satellites per 
ellipse. This layout is demonstrated in figure 5.5. This figure shows the use of three ellipses 
with equally spaced orientations around a common centre to produce a six-satellite projected 
circle formation. In order for the formation to remain circular at all time, the ellipses must
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Figure 5.5: Monodirectional varying radius projected circle formation
Table 5.4: Formation design parameters for six-satellite varying radius projected circle for­
mation
Satellite a (km) b (km) c (km) d a (deg) (f (deg)
1 1 0 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0  1 45.0 42.0
2 1 0 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0  1 45.0 2 2 2 . 0
3 1 0 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0  1 105.0 1 0 2 . 0
4 1 0 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0  1 105.0 282.0
5 1 0 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0  1 165.0 162.0
6 1 0 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0  1 165.0 342.0
be identical and the satellites must start at identical positions on their respective ellipses.
The formation design parameters for the satellites in figure 5.5 are given in table 5.4. Since the 
semi-major and semi-minor axes of the ellipses will be the maximum and minimum projected 
circle radius respectively, it can be seen that these formation design parameters will lead to 
a projected circle formation with a radius that varies between 2km and 10km. The direction 
parameter d with value 1 denotes that the satellites are all moving clockwise on their ellipses 
and that the satellites will therefore move clockwise on the projected circle. It can also be 
noted that the evenly spaced values of a and ip give rise to the rotational symmetry of this 
formation.
If the satellites are permitted to move in both directions around the resultant projected circle 
then satellites may move in either direction around their elliptic paths. This means that the 
maximum number of satellites on each ellipse may be increased to four. This formation type 
is demonstrated in figure 5.6. The formation design parameters for this formation are given
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Figure 5.6: Bidirectional varying radius projected circle formation
Table 5.5: Formation design parameters for eight-satellite varying radius projected circle 
formation
mtellite a (km) b (km) c (km) d a (deg) ifi (deg)
1 8 . 0 0 0 4.000 0 . 0 0 0 - 1 6 6 . 0 72.0
2 8 . 0 0 0 4.000 0 . 0 0 0 1 6 6 . 0 60.0
3 8 . 0 0 0 4.000 0 . 0 0 0 1 156.0 342.0
4 8 . 0 0 0 4.000 0 . 0 0 0 - 1 156.0 330.0
5 8 . 0 0 0 4.000 0 . 0 0 0 - 1 6 6 . 0 252.0
6 8 . 0 0 0 4.000 0 . 0 0 0 1 6 6 . 0 240.0
7 8 . 0 0 0 4.000 0 . 0 0 0 1 156.0 162.0
8 8 . 0 0 0 4.000 0 . 0 0 0 - 1 156.0 150.0
in table 5.5.
The high degree of symmetry that is required in the values of a and to produce this 
formation is again seen. In both examples given here the ellipses have been equally spaced 
in orientation and therefore produce the formation with the maximum order of rotational 
symmetry in the monodirectional case or with the maximum number of axes of symmetry in 
the bidirectional case. There is however no reason why this need be the case, and unevenly 
spaced values of the orientation cr may be chosen to give unequal distances between satellites 
on the projected circle.
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5.6 Conclusion
This chapter has demonstrated how a simple set of formation design parameters can be used 
to define various satellite formations. This shows the value in using a set of intuitive geometric 
parameters for describing relative motions. Although I have only been able to scratch the 
surface of the configurations that are achievable, some of the key concepts of producing 
static and varying configurations have been covered. A further section on formation design 
is included after the presentation of the inversion process which considers more complex 
formation designs. The designs in this section all use simple assumptions as the basis for the 
designs. The later section will also use the dynamics of the individual satellites in the design 
process.
At this point, I move on to the inversion process used to turn these formation design param­
eters into the required set of orbital parameters.
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Chapter 6
Translation from Formation Design 
Parameters to Epicycle Elements
6.1 Introduction
The previous chapter showed how formations may be described using the formation design 
parameters a, b, c, d, a and (p and how combining similar elliptic motions for several satellites 
allowed the design of formations whose projected motions follow useful periodic patterns. 
I must now consider the conversion of these design parameters into the epicycle elements 
required. It is the ability to carry out this inversion that provides the basis of the formation 
design process and which demonstrates the value of describing relative motions using this 
model.
6.2 Inversion process
This inversion consists of two steps; the calculation of the generalised elliptic motion parame­
ters in equations (5.4) to (5.6) from the formation design parameters, and then the conversion 
of these generalised motion parameters into epicycle elements.
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6.2.1 D eterm ining generalised elliptic m otion param eters
I begin by writing down the cartesian equation of an ellipse on the v  — ^ plane using the 
ellipse parameters shown in figure 5.1:
^ (i; — c) cos cr +  (  sin  ^^  —c) sin o-+  Ceos cr^^ _  ^
This may be expanded and written as:
where
f l ( « - c ) 2  +  2 S (w -c )C  +  TC  ^=  l  (6.2)
S  =  sin (T COS (T ( - n  -  TÔ ) (6.4)
6.2.1.1 Finding component magnitudes, v m  and Cm
As the simpler of the tasks required in completing the inversion, I first look at finding periodic 
motion amplitudes in the generalised ellipse equations; vm  and Cm* The maximum values of 
V and C occur when ^  =  0 and ^  =  0 respectively. Therefore, by differentiating equation 
(6 .2 ) to find the condition linking the values of v  and C at these maxima and then using this 
condition back in equation (6 .2 ), it may be determined that:
and
Cm =
8 1
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It can be shown from equations (6.3) to (6.5) that R T  — and hence
'OM =  cos  ^(T +  b^ sin  ^a )   ^ (6.8)
Cm =  sin^ cr +  6  ^cos^ cr) ^  (6.9)
6 .2.1.2 F ind ing  com ponent phases
Determining the phases of the periodic motions in the generalised ellipse equations is a more 
complex task than finding the motion amplitudes since the direction of motion must also be 
taken into account.
To aid in this part of the inversion, I will introduce two further parameters, Va and vp 
These parameters are simply functions of the formation design parameters, but that also have 
geometric meaning in their own right, and are chosen as they play a useful role in determining 
the motion phases required. Va is defined as the distance between the intersection points of 
the ellipse with the v  axis and is positive for clockwise motion and negative for anti-clockwise 
motion. vi is defined as the difference between the v  values at the minimum and maximum 
values of C along the ellipse and is positive when cr is in the interval [O, | ]  and negative when 
(T is in the interval [ f , 7r]. These parameters are shown on figure 6.1. For these parameters 
Va and VI to be of use in the inversion, it must be possible to find expressions for these 
parameters in terms of both formation design parameters and in terms of generalised ellipse 
parameters.
F ind ing  vi and  Va in te rm s of generalised ellipse pziram eters Using the value of v  
at points A, B, C and D  in figure 6.1, simple expressions for Va and vi that obey the sign 
requirement may be written for the clockwise and anti-clockwise motion cases.
Clockwise cases:
= V A  —  ' ^ c  (6 .10)
ya = y B -  VD (6.11)
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cw
ACW
Figure 6.1: Intermediate parameters and key points on ellipse for calculating orbital param­
eters
Anti-clockwise cases:
(6 .12)
=  VD -  VB (6.13)
The cross-track phase at each of these four points is easily determined. Remembering that 
this phase is the sum of the time variable r  and the initial cross-track phase 0 ,^ an expression 
for r  at each of these points may also be easily derived. The expressions for r  at the four 
lettered points are recorded in table 6 .1 .
The values in table 6.1 are then used to eliminate r  from the expressions for v at the lettered 
points. I note that the reversal of the terms in equations (6.11) and (6.13) to account for the 
different directions cancel out the reversal of the r  values at these points in the table to give 
a single set of expressions for vi and Va covering both direction cases:
V I =  2 v m  c o s { ( j ) y  -  0 ( ) (6.14)
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Table 6.1: ^ phase at numbered ellipse points 
Point C phase (CW) (  phase (ACW) r  (CW) r  (ACW)
A f
TT
2
B TT 0 T T - ( j ) ^ - f i> c
C — K  2 - I - f  -
D 0 TT 7r-(/)ç
V a  =  - 2 v m  sin(0„ -  0() (6.15)
F ind ing  vi an d  Va in  te rm s o f form ation  design p aram ete rs  To find an expression 
for Va in terms of the formation design parameters, the values of (v — c) at the points where 
the ellipse crosses the v  axis are determined from equation (6 .2 ):
-  c)(=o =  ±  j  (6.16)
Prom this, an expression may be found in terms of known values that ensures the correct sign 
for Va'.
. (6.17)
(a^ sin cr +  6  ^cos^ cr) ^
To find an expression for vi, equation (6.2) is differentiated as when finding the value of Çm  
but the result of the differentiation is then used to eliminate Ç from equation (6.2). This 
gives an expression for the value of (ti — c) at the minimum and maximum values of ^ of:
(Ü -  c),,=o = ±  ( ^ ( ^ y _ g 2 ) )  ' (6.18)
Using the definitions of R  and S  in (6.3) and (6.4), the expression for vi may therefore be 
written including the described sign convention as:
^ (6.19)
(a  ^sin  ^cr +  6^  cos  ^cr) ^
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Having determined expressions for these two useful parameters Va and vi, I now return to 
the determination of the phases 0^ and 0(. If the initial satellite position in the relative 
coordinate frame is then by definition:
t a n < ^ = —^  (6 .2 0 )Vi - c
Using this expression to eliminate either u or from equation (6.2) gives expressions for the 
initial along-track and cross-track positions:
(vi - c f  = Q (6 .2 1 )
and
=  Q tan^ ip (6 .2 2 )
where
^  = R-1-2S tan p  + T  tan^ p  (6.23)
Since Q exists for all ellipses, equation (6.22) implies that Q must always be positive.
Using equations (5.5) and (5.6), vi and Q may be replaced with the generalised ellipse pa­
rameters. The position of the ellipse centre has to correspond with the centre of the periodic 
along-track motion and so vq = c. This therefore gives expressions of:
The challenge now, as with many expressions that involve taking inverse trigonometric func­
tions, is to ensure that the values of 0 t, and 0  ^ are returned in the correct quadrant.
Quadrant determination will be a simpler task for the initial cross-track phase 0(, since the 
cross-track motion is symmetric about the v  axis. I will therefore start with this value.
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The first part of the determination is straightforward since it is simply to determine whether 
the initial cross-track coordinate is positive or negative, and hence limiting 0  ^ to two quad­
rants. This is found from the sign of the initial phase formation design parameter p  and may 
be written as a sign determination factor:
=  p  (G.26)
which clearly always takes a value 1 or -1 . While on its own this appears trivial, this factor 
is then used in the second step. This step is slightly more complex and is used to determine 
whether the satellite is moving towards or away from the relevant cross-track turning point; in 
quadrants 1  and 2  this is the maximum excursion in the positive (  direction and in quadrants 
3 and 4 this is the maximum excursion in the negative C direction. This is determined by 
comparing the initial phase p  to the angle from the positive v  direction to the maximum or 
minimum cross-track point, defined as JCmax ICmin- The angle is found from Cm and 
the value of (v — c) at this point already found in the determination of vi (equations (6.7) 
and (6.18)) and following simplification may be written as:
=  I  (6.27)
where must be found in the interval [0 , 7t]. From this, a value for may be found 
since =  'YCmax ~  and hence a general expression for the angle required may be written 
as:
7C =  nfCmax “  I  (1 “  ^ i)  (6.28)
which automatically selects 7 (^^^ or 7 ^^.„ depending on the sign of p. This is incorpo­
rated along with the direction of motion formation design parameter into the second sign 
determination factor F2 to give a final expression for 0  ^ of:
7T . / 'Q ta n ^ p \
2 —
(6.29)
where
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To find an expression for 0^) I will take a different approach to avoid the use of the slightly 
inelegant sign determination factors needed to find 0^. This approach will use the value of 
0 ( already determined and so would not be a viable alternative for the method used to find 
0 .^
Dividing equations (6.14) and (6.15) gives the expression:
— — — tan(0t, — 0^) (6.31)
and hence:
0u — 0^ — arctan ^ ^  (6.32)
Provided care is taken in evaluating the inverse tangent by ensuring that the signs of Va and 
vi are taken into account, this expression returns the value for 0 ,^ in the correct quadrant.
Finally, and the most straightforward of the generalised elliptic motion parameters to find, 
the constant along-track offset term, v q , must represent the position of the ellipse centre and 
so:
Vo = c (6.33)
I have now shown that it is possible to design formations using a set of intuitive formation 
design parameters with obvious geometric meaning, and then to find expressions for a set 
of generalised elliptic motion parameters in terms of these formation design parameters. 
The final step in the inversion process is now to use these generalised ellipse parameters to 
calculate the relative epicycle parameters for each satellite, from which the absolute epicycle 
coordinates may be straightforwardly found.
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6.2.1.3 Summary
Determining generalised elliptic motion parameters from formation design
parameters
V q  = c ( 6 . 3 4 )
VM  =  {cL^  c o s ^  (T +  6 ^  s i n ^  c r )  ^ ( 6 . 3 5 )
C m  =  ( a ^  s i n ^  <7 +  6 ^  c o s ^  c r )  2 ( 6 . 3 6 )
NOTE: The process earlier in this section must be used for determining the correct sign 
of all parameters.
6.3 Converting generalised elliptic m otion parameters to  rel­
ative epicycle parameters
As discussed in section 4.5.1, it is possible to write the relative expressions in two forms; 
a complete form, where all motion of the satellite relative to a guiding centre moving with 
uniform motion is included; and a component form, where the common motion of all satellites 
in the formation is taken as a separate solid body motion, and the relative motion is simply 
given as the internal motion of the satellites within the formation, relative to this solid body 
motion. Both of these sets of expressions may be written in the generalised elliptic motion 
form given in equations (5.4) to (5.6). I will therefore consider designing formations using 
these two sets of expressions separately, although the techniques in the two cases are similar.
6.3.1 Formations designed using internal satellite  m otions
In this first case I will use the internal satellite motions to generate the desired relative motion. 
This means that although the satellites will have the desired motion within the formation,
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the formation will move with solid body motion about the guiding centre, and will therefore 
not follow a simple path across the sky. The internal satellite motions are given in equations 
(4.99) to (4.101) in chapter 4.
Writing these equations in the generalised form given in equations (5.4) to (5.6) means the 
generalised elliptic motion parameters may be written in terms of the orbital parameters as:
Vq — —o îe ( l  - ! - « )  +  2ef~ sin(Q:pfc — (He) +  fiko COS I  — —Iko^ko sin I  (6.39)
VM =  2sk (6.40)
0u =  -a p k  (6.41)
Cm  —  C m  —  d "  s i n ^  ( 6 . 4 2 )
0( =  =  — arctan j  (6.43)
Since I know the generalised elliptic motion parameters may be determined for any elliptic 
relative motion, I may now begin to determine the orbital parameters. Immediately, the 
values of and apk may be found:
^  ( 6 . 4 4 )
and
oipk — -0Ü (6.45)
Finding orbital parameters for the cross-track C component is not quite as simple. Firstly,
an expression for Iko is found from equation (6.42):
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This is then used to eliminate Iko from equation (6.41) to leave an expression for Qko of:
The value of Iko is then found by substitution of the expression for flko back into equation 
(6.46), finally simplifying to:
Iko = Cm cos (6.48)
I have now been able to determine four of the six satellite parameters, leaving just ak and ae 
remaining. It may be assumed that the value of ak will be used to control the along-track 
drift of the formation and will be calculated accordingly as described in section 4.6.1; it has 
no other effect on the projection of the satellite motion on the v  — C plane.
The value of cxe will control the along-track offset of the satellite. In the situation considered 
here, the internal satellite motions are being used to generate the desired formation motion 
and so the whole formation will have a periodic motion about the guiding centre due to 
the solid body component of the satellite motion. The ae term is found in the along-track 
constant term vq, which represents a further constant offset in the along-track direction, on 
top of the solid body motion, and may be determined using:
—Vo +  2ek sin apk +  fl&o cos I  — hikoDko sin I
«e = ---------------- — n ; -------------    (6.49)
1  K + 2ek cos apk
where small angle approximations are used to remove trigonometric terms in ag. I note at 
this point that all the values on the right hand side of equation (6.49) have already been 
determined by satisfying the expressions governing other desired properties of the motion 
and so the calculation of «g completes the required set of satellite parameters. I now consider 
one special case. This special case is not very obvious when considering the internal satellite 
motions only and requires inspection of the solid body motion expressions as well. Prom the 
solid body motion shown in equation (4.69), it can be seen that there is a constant offset of 
—2% in the along-track direction. This offset means that although the elliptic motion of the 
satellite may be centred on the point defined by the solid body motion, this solid body motion 
is not centred on the guiding centre. I am therefore able to use the value of ae to compensate 
for this, cancel out the constant offset in the solid body motion, and therefore have the elliptic
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motion moving on a path defined by the solid body motion, but now centred on the guiding 
centre. This is done simply by setting vq = 2% and therefore giving an expression for a e  of:
-2% +  2ek sin apk +  fljto cos I  -  IhoDko sin I
— 1 I I o (6.50)1 +  /c +  2cfc COS a p k
One more factor now needs to be taken into account. It can be seen from equation (4.19) that 
to work out the absolute value for the satellite’s RAAN I must remove the small term due to 
the even zonal harmonics that was included in the expression for Dko using the expression:
flfeO — fIcO 4" f^eO 4” (6.51)
6.3.1.1 Summary
Relative epicycle parameters from generalised elliptic motion parameters
(internal satellite motions)
Cfc =  ^  (6.52)
a p k  =  ~4>v  (6.53)
<“ <>
4 o  =  Cm  cos (j)^  (6.55)
-î;o 4- 2e& sin apk 4- fî/to cos I  -  hlko^ko sin I
ae =  ---------------- — -----— -------------    (6.56)
1  + K + 2ek cos apk
6.3.2 Formations designed using com plete relative m otions
In this case, 1 demonstrate how formations may be designed that remain approximately static 
with respect to the guiding centre. This is done by using a combination of the solid body 
and internal motions to produce the desired relative motion - part of the internal motion is 
used to cancel out the solid body motion and so there is no periodic motion of the formation 
about the guiding centre. 1 will show later that the disadvantage of this method is that the 
ellipse approximation is less accurate and so satellites will not follow the designed motion 
exactly.
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When considering the full relative motion of the satellite, the generalised ellipse parameters of 
the motion are given by the expressions in equations (4,62) to (4.64). I have omitted secular 
terms from these expressions as these will be accounted for later.
Vq — —Ae(l +  /v) — 2% +  2cfc sin(o;pfc — ae) +  fiko cos I  — —Ikof^ko sin I  (6.57)
V M  = 2 (e | + X ^~  2 x c k  sin apk)  ^ (6.58)
tan (l>^ =  X eksm apk  (6.59)
ejt cos apk
Cm  = ( t -i-Iko^ +  ^fîfcosin/^ (6.60)
tan<^( — — (6. 61) 
r  +  Iko
where:
( a )
and
r  =  - 5 j 2 ( ^ )  sin 2 / (6.63)
Examination of equations (6.57) to (6.59) shows that the J2 short periodic term has been 
omitted from the along-track expression. The reason for this is that since the J2 term 
has twice the frequency of the J 3  and eccentricity terms, it does not fit readily into this 
description where motion is approximated as an ellipse. However, figure 6 . 2  shows the relative 
magnitude of the J2 and J 3  terms as a function of inclination and shows that it is a reasonable 
assumption that the J 2 term be omitted when designing a formation and simply considered as 
a disturbance when modelling the motion following the design. The J 3  long periodic term is 
always at least twenty times larger than the J2 short periodic term and so always dominates 
the solid body motion. Formations that use the twice orbital frequency J 2  term to create a 
figure-of-eight motion will be discussed later.
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Figure 6.2: Comparison of amplitude of J 3  and J 2 periodic terms. Amplitude of J 3  term over 
amplitude of J 2  term is plotted
Due to the combination of terms in the along-track motion, it is not easy to isolate the orbital 
parameters required. Consequently, these expression are less easily solved than in the case 
where only internal motions are used, and so I take a slightly different approach to that used 
in the internal motions case. Using the values for r  given in table 6.1 directly in equation 
(4.63), expressions for the values of va- d may be found in terms of the orbital parameters 
and the cross-track phase generalised elliptic motion parameter (a known value), and then 
used to find expressions for vi and Va'.
vi = VA -  VC = 4efc cos (0^ -t- apk) +  4% sin (6.64)
Va = d {vb -  vd) = 4efc sin (0^ -f apk) -  4% cos 0^ (6.65)
These two expressions may then be combined to eliminate the unknown value o:pfc, allowing 
the eccentricity to be determined:
+  16%2 -  8% {vi s in  0 (  -  U oC O S0()
16
(6 .66)
The distinct advantage in calculating first is that it may only be positive and so no sign 
determination is required. Similarly, the eccentricity may be eliminated from equations (6.64)
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and (6.65) so that apk may be found:
apk =  - 0 ( +  arctan f  cos 0  ^\  (6.67)
 ^ \  Uf -  4%sm0( y
which, providing the inverse tangent is evaluated correctly, returns a solution in the correct 
quadrant.
To find the cross-track parameters, I take the same approach to the previous case where only 
internal motions were used. An expression for Iko is found from equation (6.61):
This is used to eliminate Iko from equation (6.60) so that may be found. I note that this 
expression is identical to that given in equation (6.54):
fÎM =  (6.69)
S in  7
The value of Iko is then found by substitution of the expression for ftko back into equation 
(6 .6 8 ), finally simplifying to:
ho  — Cm  c o s  0 ( — r  (6.70)
Again, it is assumed that the value of %  will be found by satisfying the condition required 
to remove differential secular drift of the satellites within the formation and so therefore, 
the last parameter that must be found is the value of oig. This is found by rearranging the 
expression for vq in equation (6.57):
-VQ -2%  +  2ck sin oipk +  flfeo cos I  -  ih o ^ko  sin I  
n ig  —  1 I I o  ( f i " 7 1 )
1  +  K +  2 efcCosapfc
Finally, again now that the value of ae is known, equation (6.51) should be used to correct 
the value of flko to give flko — f^ co-
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6.3.2.1 Sum m ary
R elative  epicycle p a ram ete rs  from  generalised elliptic m otion  p a ram ete rs
(com plete re la tive m otions)
OiPk
h o  —
Oie =
+  16%^  -  8 % {vi sin 0 ( -  Vq cos
16
=  + a rc tan \  Uf -  4%sin0( /
_  Cm sin 0 ^
sin I  
=  Cm cos 0( —r
-uo  - 2 % +  2 efc sin op* +  ^ko cos /  -  Iho^ko  sin 7
1  +  AC +  2 cfe cos apk
where F is as defined in (6.63).
(6.72)
(6.73)
(6.74)
(6.75)
(6.76)
6.4 Exam ple formation design process
6.4.1 D esigning a varying radius projected circle form ation
In order to now demonstrate the design process, I shall take an example satellite formation 
and, using the method described above, generate the sets of relative epicycle coordinates for 
the satellites in the formation. I will then use these epicycle coordinates as initial conditions 
to propagate the satellite orbits. The formation I have chosen is the varying radius projected 
circle formation shown in figure 5.5. The formation design parameters are therefore given in 
table 5.4.
D eterm in ing  generalised elliptic m otion p aram ete rs  The first step in determining 
the orbital parameters is to convert from formation design parameters to generalised ellip­
tic motion parameters. Following the steps in section 6.2.1, these parameters have been 
determined and are given in table 6 .2 .
The epicycle parameters may now be calculated from the generalised elliptic motion parame­
ters. At this point, the decision must be taken on whether the formation will be formed using
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Table 6.2: Generalised elliptic motion parameters for six-satellite varying radius projected 
circle formation
Satellite vm  (km) Cm (km) Va (km) VI (km) 0 Ï, (deg) (deg)
I 7.2II 7.2II 5.547 13.313 93.37 115.99
2 7.2II 7.2II 5.547 13.313 -86.63 -64.01
3 3.230 9.673 4.135 -4.962 -38.58 101.61
4 3.230 9.673 4.135 -4.962 141.42 -78.38
5 9.673 3.230 12.385 -14.862 -72.25 67.95
6 9.673 3.230 12.385 -14.862 107.75 -112.05
Table 6.3: Relative epicycle parameters for six-satellite varying radius projected <
mation using internal satellite motions only
Satellite ak (m) h  (deg) Dk (deg) 6k (km) apk (deg) oce (deg)
I 5.6813 -0.0259 -0.0750 0.000515 -93.3737 -0 . 1 1 2 1
2 -5.6813 0.0259 0.0750 0.000515 86.6263 0 . 1 1 2 1
3 3.5013 -0.0159 -0.1097 0.000231 38.5784 -0.0612
4 -3.5013 0.0159 0.1097 0.000231 -I4I.42I6 0.0611
5 -2.1800 0.0099 -0.0346 0.000691 72.2489 0.0510
6 2.1800 -0.0099 0.0346 0.000691 -107.7511 -0.0509
complete satellite relative motions or whether only the internal satellite motions will be used. 
Although the formation itself will look the same in both cases, in the complete motion case 
the formation will have no motion with respect to the guiding centre, whereas in the internal 
motions case, the formation as a whole will have a periodic motion about the guiding centre 
due to the geopotential terms that at this order are the same for each satellite.
In this example, both cases will be provided so that some comparison may then be drawn 
between the two. The processes in sections 6.3.1 and 6.3.2 were then followed to generate 
the epicycle elements. These two sets of orbital parameters are given in tables 6.3 and 6.4. 
These orbital parameters have been calculated based on a guiding centre reference orbit with 
inclination of 45 degrees, semi-major axis of 7000km and right ascension of ascending node 
of 0  degrees.
Using these relative orbital parameters, I then propagated the satellite orbits using the
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Table 6.4: Relative epicycle parameters for six-satellite varying radius projected circle for­
mation using complete relative motions
tellite ak (m) h  (deg) Dk (deg) ek (km) o^ Pk (deg) ote (deg)
1 -2.8014 0.0128 -0.0750 0.001268 -91.3698 -0.1119
2 -14.1639 0.0645 0.0750 0.000241 -82.7803 0.1118
3 -4.9814 0.0227 -0.1097 0.000636 -73.5198 -0.0610
4 -11.9839 0.0546 0.1097 0.000915 -101.3640 0.0610
5 -10.6627 0.0485 -0.0346 0.000231 -24.3689 0.0508
6 -6.3027 0.0287 0.0346 0.001427 261.5117 -0.0509
EPISAT analytic epicycle orbit propagator. Using these absolute orbit propagations, I was 
able to find the along-track and cross-track relative coordinates v  and (  using the exact 
transformation from the absolute epicycle coordinates presented in section 4.5. Figure 6.3 
shows the relative orbit paths of the six satellites in the formation where internal motions 
only are used to generate the desired configuration. As this figure shows, the complete paths 
bear little resemblance to the desired formation. This demonstrates the value of the pre­
sented formation design process in turning a configuration designed using intuitive geometric 
parameters into orbital parameters. In order to see the behaviour of the formation, the solid 
body motion - that part of the motion that is the same for all satellites - must be subtracted 
from these relative motions. The solid body motion may be found by propagating an orbit 
where the relative epicycle parameters are zero (i.e. an orbit similar to that of the guiding 
centre but where periodic terms are also retained). The results of this subtraction are the 
internal satellite motions and are shown in figure 6.4. It should be noted that the origin in 
this figure is no longer the guiding centre but is the centre of the formation. In this figure it 
may clearly be seen that the desired configuration has been achieved.
The orbits have been propagated for one day in this figure and it may be seen that the 
satellite trajectories are beginning to drift from the desired path. This deviation is quantified 
in figure 6.5 which shows the distance between each satellite’s true position and its desired 
position. The desired position is calculated on the assumption that each satellite remains on 
the designed elliptic path, moving with an orbital period equal to the guiding centre orbital 
period. This deviation is periodic, depending on position on the ellipse, and for the satellite 
with the largest deviation, grows to approximately 900m in one day. It should be noted here 
that this deviation is not an error in the model as such, but simply a deviation from the
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Figure 6.3: Relative orbit paths for satellite formation designed using internal satellite mo­
tions only
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Figure 6.4: Relative orbit paths around formation centre for satellite formation designed 
using internal satellite motions only
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Figure 6.5: Distance between satellite true position and ideal position for satellite formation 
designed using internal satellite motions only
desired path due to real dynamics when no control is applied. The size of this deviation gives 
an indication of the level of control that may be needed to maintain a desired configuration.
The relative motion paths when designing a formation using complete relative motions are 
shown in figure 6 .6 . As this figure shows, the ellipse approximation is less accurate in this 
case than when using internal satellite motions. This is due to the neglection of the twice 
orbital frequency J2 periodic terms when making the ellipse approximation. However this 
formation does have the advantage that it moves smoothly across the sky - it does not have 
the extra solid body component of motion causing a periodic motion of the whole formation 
about the guiding centre.
Figure 6 . 6  also shows a more rapid deviation from the desired path than in the internal 
motions only case. This deviation for all six satellites is shown in figure 6.7 and can be seen 
to reach approximately 2 0 0 0 m in one day in the worst case, slightly more than double the 
figure in the internal satellite motions only case. This deviation occurs due to the slight 
frequency mismatch between the eccentricity and J 3  periodic terms. Initially these terms are 
aligned to give the desired motion, but as time increases, the phase diflFerence between the 
terms varies causing the resulting formation shape to distort. Again however, this simply 
represents the effect of real dynamics on an ideal formation, and gives a good indication on
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Figure 6.7: Distance between satellite true position and ideal position for satellite formation 
designed using complete relative motions
the behaviour of a formation if left unattended and uncontrolled.
6.4.2 D esigning a projected circle formation
As the most prevalent formation design referenced in the literature, I have included here the 
formation design process applied to the example of the projected circle formation, by way 
of a reference example. I will show use of the process to create two formations, both a 5km 
diameter projected circle design consisting of four equally spaced satellites, but in the first 
case using the satellite internal motions only and in the second using the complete satellite 
motions. In the internal motions only case, the formation will have a periodic motion about 
the guiding centre due to the solid body formation motions. In the complete motions case, 
the formation will be centred on the guiding centre and will remain approximately static 
with respect to the guiding centre. The standard ellipse parameters for the satellites in 
the formation are given in table 6.5 (note that only initial phase (p varies from satellite to 
satellite). The guiding centre orbit will have a semi-major axis of 7000km, inclination of 
63.43 deg, and RAAN of 0.0 deg.
From these ellipse parameters, the intermediate parameters Va and vi are found and the set of 
generalised parameters are then calculated using equations (6.35) and (6.36) for magnitudes.
1 0 1
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Table 6.5: Standard ellipse parameters for example formations 
Ellipse Parameter CASE 1 CASE 2
a 0.000357 0.000357
h 0.000357 0.000357
c 2 % 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
d 1 1
a 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0
45.000 45.000
(f2 135.000 135.000
<^3 225.000 225.000
V?4 315.000 315.000
Table 6 .6 : Intermediate and generalised ellipse parameters 
Parameter Sat 1 Sat 2 Sat 3 Sat 4
Va 0.000714 0.000714 0.000714 0.000714
V I  0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
VM 0.000357 0.000357 0.000357 0.000357
(f)y 0.785398 5.497787 3.926990 2.356194
Cm 0.000357 0.000357 0.000357 0.000357
(/)ç 2.356194 0.785398 5.497787 3.926990
equations (6.29) and (6.32) for phases, and (6.34) for initial along-track position. Since the 
intermediate and generalised parameters are independent of c, they are the same for both 
cases and are given in table 6 .6 .
Using these intermediate and generalised parameters, the orbital parameters may now be 
found for both cases. Note that in finding values for the special case equation (6.50) was 
used. The orbital parameters for both cases are given in tables 6.7 and 6 .8 .
Some interesting comparisons may now be drawn between the two sets of orbital parameters. 
Considering the cross-track parameters first, it can be seen that in case 1, both the satellites’ 
RAAN and inclination values fall in pairs, either side of the guiding centre values, and simply 
using different combinations of signs to produce the four different phases. In case 2, the
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Table 6.7: Orbital parameters for formation designed using internal satellite motions
Parameter Sat 1 Sat 2 Sat 3 Sat 4
Ofc, km 7000.00254 6999.99745 6999.99745 7000.00254
fko, deg 63.41553 63.44446 63.44446 63.41553
^ko, deg -0.01622 -0.01624 0.01609 0.01611
ek 0.000179 0.000179 0.000179 0.000179
oiek, deg 0.08748 0.11641 0.13094 0 . 1 0 2 0 0
oiPk, deg -45.00000 -315.00000 -225.00000 -135.00000
Table 6 .8 : Orbital parameters for formation designed using complete satellite motions
Parameter Sat 1 Sat 2 Sat 3 Sat 4
ak, km 6999.99711 6999.99202 6999.99202 6999.99711
4 o, deg 63.44643 63.47537 63.47537 63.44643
deg -0.01616 -0.01618 0.01616 0.01618
ek 0.001087 0.000836 0.000836 0.001087
«ek, deg -0.02169 0.00723 0.02170 -0.00723
oipk, deg -83.32783 -81.31754 -98.68245 -96.67216
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RAAN values are much as in case 1, however all four satellite inclinations are higher than 
the guiding centre inclination. This is due to the fact that the effect of J 2 , which is in phase 
with the oscillation due to inclination, needs to be accounted for. This J 2  periodic motion 
has more than twice the amplitude of the oscillation due to the difference in RAAN and so 
the inclination difference is actually being used to cancel out part of this effect to ensure the 
projected motion remains circular.
Considering the along-track parameters, it can firstly be seen that in case 1 the eccentricities 
are the same for all satellites. This occurs since the eccentricity provides the along-track size 
of the circle and it must be identical for all satellites. In case 2, the eccentricities are several 
times larger and form two pairs, rather than all being identical. In case 2, the eccentricity 
is used to balance out the effect of J3 , hence the need for it be substantially larger. The 
eccentricities are not all identical since in some cases the eccentricity must slightly over­
compensate and in some cases slightly under-compensate for the J 3  long periodic term in 
order to generate the desired circular motion. Similarly, it can be seen that the values of 
apk in case 1 are equally spaced and represent very obviously the initial phases. In case 2, 
the values of apk are clustered symmetrically around apk = 90 deg since that is the value at 
which the eccentricity would be exactly out of phase with the J 3  term and so cancel it out 
completely.
A simple use of one of these formations may be to give a varying baseline for a bistatic radar 
application. By placing two satellites on the same relative motion ellipse but with their initial 
phases (p differing by tt, the maximum and minimum baselines correspond to the major and 
minor axes of the ellipse. The baseline will of course rotate as the satellites move around 
the ellipse, but the desired orientation of the maximum or minimum baseline at a given time 
may be selected by choosing the correct ellipse orientation a.
6.5 Effect of secular terms on formation configuration
6.5.1 Formations designed using internal satellite m otions
Figures 6.3 and 6 . 6  show the the effect of secular terms on the satellites’ motion. These 
secular effects may be captured from the relative motion expressions. When the expressions 
for the satellite internal along-track and cross-track motions are written with all secular terms
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included, the generalised parameters become:
Vq — —0 !e(l +  «:) +  sin(û!pfc — ae) +  flko cos I  — —Iko^ko sin I  (6.77)
Vm  = 2ek (6.78)
<^v = -(oipk +  k.t ) (6.79)
Cm — ^ 0  +  sin^ I  (6.80)
sin I  (üko + ôr)
tan = ---------^ --------   (6.81)
4o
From these expressions it can be seen that the phase of the along-track oscillation and both the 
amplitude and phase of the cross-track oscillation contain secular terms. The ellipse bounding 
box may therefore vary in size in the cross-track direction and the difference in component 
phases may vary, causing the ellipse to change shape within this bounding box. In order to 
compare the significance of these effects, expressions may be found for the normalised rates: 
^  and For convenience, derivatives are taken with respect to r  rather than with 
respect to time and so the notation is used such that ± From equations (6.77) to (6.81) 
it may be shown that to lowest order:
T  = (6.82)Çv Çv
Cm _  sin^ IflkoOk
0 7  -  a
and
A  =  (6.84)
</>c4o
All three normalised rates are first order quantities and will therefore be of similar importance 
when considering the resulting variation of the elliptic motion.
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6.5.2 Formations designed using complete motions
When the combination of solid body and internal motions are used to design a satellite 
formation, the generalised parameters (including all secular terms) become:
Vq =  —Q!e(l +  /() — 2% +  2cfc sin(apk — oie) +  Dfeo cos I  — —IkoDko sin I  (6.85)
«M =  2  [e| + X^ -  2 %et sm{apk + kt)] (6.86)
(j)v =  arctan X -efc sin{apk + kt)
6k cos{apk +  kt)
(6.87)
Cm  = +  ^sin I  (^ko +  ^kT
2 l  2
=  arctan
sin I  (Sfco +
(6.88)
(6.89)
r  +  4o
where F is again defined as in equation (6.63).
In this situation, both the amplitude and phase of the along-track and cross-track components 
have a time dependence, and hence the bounding box may vary in both dimensions as well 
as the ellipse changing shape within the box. The expressions for the rates of change of the 
four components are found as for the internal satellite motions:
VM ^  -2%ek cos{oipk)K 
Vm  v '"M
(6.90)
^  _  cos  ^(j)v{x^inapk -  ek)^
(f>i, (pifCk COS^ OLpk
(6.91)
C m  ^  s i n ^  ID kpO k  
Cm  Cm
(6.92)
(6.93)_  cos^ (f)^  sin I 6 k 
^ ( ( r  +  4 o)
Again, these rates are all first order and therefore must all be accounted for when determining 
variation in the relative motion ellipse.
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6.6 Design software
Having demonstrated that orbital parameters may be determined for the satellites in a for­
mation designed using a simple set of geometric parameters, it is a very straightforward task 
to design a piece of software to carry out the calculations necessary for the inversion process. 
I present an overview of this software here. As well as carrying out the necessary inversion 
calculations, the software presented here goes a step further than this, simplifying the process 
even further. This ‘simplification’ falls into two parts. Firstly, the addition of a graphical 
user-interface to the software. Since the formations may be designed from a set of easily 
visualised parameters, full advantage is taken of this and the designer is given a work area 
on which the formation may be drawn out. The second simplification is in the automation 
of the process of finding the formation design parameters. This automation is possible for 
formations with a high degree of symmetry or formations where the configuration may be 
described by just a few parameters.
Once the interface has been used to design the formation, two text files are generated, one 
containing the formation design parameters and one the relative epicycle parameters for all 
the satellites in the formation. Both files also contain the guiding centre orbital parameters 
(flc) 4  and etc) which define the absolute orbit that the formation motion is defined relative 
to. The orbital parameter text file is written in the file format required for the relative orbit 
propagator written for this model. Later versions of this software interface have included 
the option to start the orbit propagator (with its own movie output) on completion of the 
formation design.
The outcome of this research is not intended to be a piece of software, and so the software 
presented here represents just a small part of what may be achieved. It is designed only as 
a demonstration of how this design process may be usefully applied to mission planning.
Four parts of the software are presented here; a general window where formations are designed 
a satellite at a time, and then three special cases where shortcuts may be taken in designing 
the formation. The three special cases included are:
•  Projected circle;
•  Matrix or grid formation;
• Freeform static configuration rotating formation.
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Cursor to se lec t box 
CTRL-U to clear old value 
ENTER to  acce p t new value 
Click to se lect direction
Enter output file name and click 
FORMATION FINISHED to end
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GC inc 
GC RAAN:
45.00
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Position of centre: 4.00000
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Zeta max:] 7.5Zetamin: -7.5Rotation direction:! c w  ] ACW
Output file name: regpol out
FORMATION FINISHED
DRAW NO OUTPUT FILE WRITTEN
Figure 6 .8 : Screen capture from projected circle formation design window
P ro jec te d  circle design This part of the software provides an interface for designing pro­
jected circle formations with evenly spaced satellites. Figure 6 . 8  shows a screen capture from 
this part of the software, showing the work area where the designed formation is displayed. 
Rather than the user having to provide six formation design parameters for each satellite, 
the user is simply required to provide five parameters that describe the formation; forma­
tion diameter, position of formation centre, number of satellites, initial rotation angle of one 
satellite and motion direction.
M atrix  or g rid  form ation A window similar to that in 6 . 8  allows the user to design a 
formation consisting of an evenly spaced grid of satellites. The seven parameters required 
here are the dimensions of the grid (in terms of numbers of satellites), the spacing between 
satellites, the initial rotation of the grid centre from the v  axis, the position of the centre 
of rotation (which need not coincide with the grid centre), the initial orientation of the grid 
with respect to the axes, and finally the direction of rotation of the grid around the rotation
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centre. It may be noted here that only these seven parameters are required, whatever the 
grid size.
S ta tic  configuration ro ta tin g  form ation  This window is designed as an initial stage in 
the design of a static configuration, described in section 5.5.3. The interface is designed with 
a point and click work area where satellites may be added and removed simply by a click of 
the mouse. This simply allows the formation designer to quickly map out or ‘prototype’ a 
formation before beginning a more detailed design using another part of the designer.
G enera l ellip tic  m otion  design This part of the interface does not automate the calcu­
lation of the formation design parameters in any way, it simply provides an environment in 
which the designer is able to combine many elliptic motions to view the resultant formation 
in the work area. It can be seen that the six parameters that are entered for each satellite in 
the screen captured in figure 6.9 are the formation design parameters described in the earlier 
chapter, the only difference being that the interface uses the major and minor axes instead 
of the semi-major and semi-minor axes.
6.7 Conclusion
In summary, it has now been shown that six formation design parameters (a, 6 , c, d, o’, 0) 
which have clear geometric meaning and form an intuitive way to describe an elliptic rel­
ative motion may be used to calculate a set of five generalised elliptic motion parameters 
The required orbital parameters may then be determined from these 
generalised parameters, with the final orbital parameter, a, being found by satisfying the no 
secular drift condition.
I have also presented an overview of a piece of software designed to provide a user interface 
for formation designers to develop configurations, and to automate the design of a series of 
special cases.
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Figure 6.9: Screen capture from general elliptic motion designer
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Chapter 7
Advanced Designs
7.1 Introduction
When introducing formation design and configuration in chapter 5, little consideration had 
to be taken of the dynamics of the satellites as they moved around their elliptic paths. 
Formations were designed either on the assumption that a satellite whose relative motion 
path is circular moves with uniform angular velocity about that circle centre, or that the 
motion of a satellite on an ellipse is dependent only upon the ellipse size and eccentricity, 
not its orientation. It is this assumption that permitted the design of the varying radius 
projected circle formation. While these assumptions are correct and the formation designs 
valid, it may not always be possible to design formations on this basis - on occasion, the 
required configuration may need the dynamics of the satellites to be taken into account as 
well. This chapter considers other formations that may be achieved, this time relying on the 
motion of the satellite around the ellipse, rather than simple placement of the ellipse itself.
7.2 Accounting for dynamics
The generalised elliptic motion parameters defined as part of the inversion process provide a 
useful way of writing down the relative motion for these dynamics to be taken into account. 
As an example of this, I will take the rotating linear configuration.
I l l
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7.3 Linear configuration
Clearly one of the formations that may be included in the previously discussed group of fixed 
configuration rotating formations is a linear formation. The satellites would all be placed on 
the same diameter of the circle and in terms of the formation design parameters, would all 
have the same values of c, d and a. The satellites would be spaced along the Une by varying 
the value of a(= b) and dependent on which side of the circle centre they are placed on, would 
have an initial phase of either ^  or ^  +  tt . Since our satellites are moving on circles, we know 
that they will move with constant angular velocity about the circle centre and so will remain 
in a straight line at all times.
However, when this situation is extended to allow the satellites to move on elliptic paths, 
the conditions necessary for the satellites to remain in a straight line at all times become 
less intuitive. Clearly, if satellites are moving on elliptic paths then their distance from the 
formation centre will vary and so the length of the linear formation will vary with orbital 
frequency.
Although this analysis will be carried out as a discussion of linear formations, it should be 
noted that a formation may consist of any number of lines of satellites, either as separated 
lines, as a cross, or any other shape that may be made up of straight lines.
It is a simple task to select sets of formation design parameters such that when the group of 
satellites are in their initial configuration they form a straight line. However, for the satellites 
to remain in a straight line as they move around their elliptic relative motion paths, a stricter 
set of rules governing the formation design parameters must be adhered to.
To determine these conditions, I consider the formation in terms of the generalised elliptic 
motion equations (equations (5.4) to (5.6)). These equations will provide the dynamical infor­
mation required to construct a set of conditions in terms of the generalised ellipse parameters 
fo, Vm , Cm  and These conditions may then be translated back into formation design 
parameters such that they may be understood geometrically.
7.3.1 Special cases
Before embarking on the general case, I will cover two straightforward yet potentially valuable 
‘special’ cases. These are cases where the line of the formation is perpendicular or parallel 
to the direction of orbital motion. Both cases have Earth observation applications. The first
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Figure 7.1: Identical along-track motions give a linear configuration parallel to the (  axis
may be used where a wider field of view is required than that which may be provided by 
a single satellite. Two satellites may be used ‘side-by-side’ to produce an extended swath 
width. The second case where the formation is directed along the direction of motion may 
be used for cases where there is a desire to observe a single point on the Earth’s surface from 
slightly different angles, for example to derive ground height information.
P erp en d icu la r to  o rb ita l m otion A linear configuration perpendicular to the orbital 
path is achieved by having identical along-track motions on all satellites. An example of this 
is shown in figure 7.1. The cross-track motions are then set to give the required cross-track 
spacing at given points in the orbit. Since the cross-track motions of all satellites must be 
symmetric about the along-track axis, i.e. there can be no constant cross-track offset, clearly 
at some point the orbits of two satellites in this formation must cross. However, this cross­
over point may be targeted to a point in the orbit where loss of formation width is not an 
issue.
P ara lle l to  o rb ita l m otion In a corresponding way to the perpendicular formation, this 
configuration is achieved by using satellites with identical cross-track motions, the along-track 
motion this time being used to achieve the desired intersatellite separation (figure 7.2). The 
key difference with this formation is that satellites may be set up to have constant separations, 
there is no need for satellite paths to cross as must happen in the perpendicular case.
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Figure 7.2: Identical cross-track motions give a linear configuration parallel to the v axis 
7.3.2 General case
To develop the required conditions, I first assume that our satellites lie on a line which at 
any time r  crosses the v axis at point vjr. It should be noted that while considering this as 
a general case, it must be assumed that the crossing point may move along the v axis as the 
formation rotates, and hence that vji' = I then define the angle made between this
line and the v  axis as /3, where again (3 = (3{t ). (3 must therefore be given by:
tan/? = c
V — Vf
(7.1)
From the definition of the formation, all satellites must lie on the same line, and therefore 
share a value oîvf  and tan (3. For any two satellites in the formation, I may then use equation 
(7 .1 ) to write down the relationship that must link the generalised ellipse parameters of the 
two satellites:
foi +  VMi sin (r (j)vx) ~ vp  sin (r + (f)v2 ) ~ '^F (7.2)
Cmi sin (r +  0 ^^  ) Cms sin (r +  )
This expression must be true for all r  if the formation is to remain in a linear configuration. 
I therefore expand the expression and equate the coefficients of the different terms in r  to 
give five equations that must be satisfied:
'^MiCm2 COS {4>vi +  0 ( g )  =  VM2 CM1 COS ( 0 t;2 4 - 0 ( 1) (7.3)
vmiCm2 sin (0 U1 +  0 (2 ) — sin (02^2 +  0 ( 1  ) (7.4)
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VMi Cm2 sin (f>vi sin =  % Cmi sin sin 0 ^^  (7.5)
( î ; f  (r) -  vo  ^)  Cm2 c o s  0(g =  ( î ; f  (r) -  vq^ ) C m i c o s  0(^ (7.6)
(T) -  î^ Oi ) Cm2 sin 0 ( 2  =  {vp (r) -  vq  ^) Cmi sin 0(^ (7.7)
In this analysis I make the assumption that both v m  and Cm are greater than zero i.e. that 
the relative motion is not restricted to a single line along the v  axis or parallel to the C axis. 
From this it may be seen that the first three equations can be used in all cases, but that the 
last two can only be applied when (vp (r) — î;q) 7  ^0, and so where equations (7.6) and (7.7) 
are not indeterminate, (vp ( r )  — v q ) = 0  corresponds to the case where the formation line 
passes through the centre of the relative motion ellipse. It may also be noted from equations 
(7.6) and (7.7), that if (vp (r) — v q ) = 0 for one satellite, the same must also be true for the 
other, and so the ellipses must share a centre.
I now consider the two separate cases.
7.3.2.1 (vp (r) — vo)ÿ^O and is defined
Combining equations (7.6) and (7.7) gives tan 0(  ^ =  tan 0(g and therefore 0(j =  0(g or 
0(i +  7T =  0 (2 . From equations (7.3) and (7.4), it may then be determined that 0 ^ 1  =  (j>v2 
when 0(j =  0 ( 2  and 0 ^ 1  +  tt =  0 t,2 when 0 ( 1  +  7r =  0 (2 . Satisfying equations (7.6) and (7.7) 
individually means that the first case is true when the bracketed terms take the same sign 
on both sides of the equations, i.e. both ellipse centres are on the same side of the crossing 
point. The second case is true when the bracketed terms take different signs, i.e. the ellipse 
centres are on opposite sides of the crossing point.
Some simple manipulation then gives conditions on the ellipse dimensions and positions:
^Mi ^  C ^  ^  ^ V F ( r ) - V Q i  p  g\
^Mz Cm2 (t ) -  V02
Equation (7.8) may then be used to find two expressions that determine the position of the 
crossing point, noting that both will be satisfied provided the derived conditions are adhered
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to:
and
(7.10)
sMi d: Cm2
Ignoring the cases where vp  is undefined, it may be seen that vp  is a function of constant 
values and therefore has no time dependence for this scenario.
A set of conditions has therefore been determined in terms of the generalised ellipse param­
eters that maintains the required formation. In order to give the conditions a geometric 
and more insightful meaning, I may now translate these conditions into my formation design 
parameters.
I first consider the initial phase (p. This may be written in terms of generalised ellipse 
parameters as:
(7.11)
Equation (7.8) shows that the ratio of magnitudes ^  is also equal for all satellites, and 
substitution of the permissible conditions on 0( and 0^ lead to the conclusion that (pi = (p2 
when 0(i =  0 ( 2  and =  0 U2 , and -f vr =  when 0(i +  7r =  0(g and 0uj -h tt =  (j)v2 - 
This means that satellites on ellipses on the same side of the crossing point share an initial
phase, while for ellipses on the opposite side of the crossing point, the satellites’ initial phase
is diametrically opposite.
To determine conditions on a, b and <7, the expressions for the magnitudes of the along-track 
and cross-track motions, vm  and Cm? in equations (6.35) and (6.36) may be used, combined 
with the condition in (7.8). This leads to the following expression which must be satisfied for 
any pair of satellites in the formation:
a f  c o s^  (71 -h h i  s in ^  a i  _  c o s^  <72 +  s in ^  <72 .
<%2 sin  ^<7i + cos  ^<71 <%2 sin  ^<72 + b^  cos^  <72
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where the subscripts represent the two satellites. By introducing the ratio of the semi-major 
to semi-minor axes i î  =  | ,  and the difference in ellipse orientations, 7 =  <T2  —cri, this equation 
may be written as:
[(i?i 4- 1 ) (j%2 — 1 ) sin  ^7 -h — i^i] cos2<7i (iîf +  l) — l)  sin7 cos7 sin 2cri =  0
(7.13)
While this expression is too general to give much insight into the conditions on a, b and <7, it 
may now be used to determine conditions for a set of special cases.
Sam e ellipse o rien ta tion  for all sate llites If the ellipse orientation <7 is the same for
both satellites, then 7 =  0  and equation (7.13) reduces to:
(iî5-iî^)cos2<Ti = 0  (7.14)
This therefore points to two sets of circumstances under which satellites may remain in a 
straight line. The first case is where R\ = R 2 and the second where <7i =  0 or However, 
setting <7i =  <72 =  0 or tt/2 in equation (7.12) leads back to the same condition of Ri = R 2 . 
This condition implies that if the ellipses have the same orientation then they must also have 
the same eccentricity - the ellipses are simply scalings of one another.
In order to locate these ellipses along the v  axis, and hence determine the ellipse centre 
formation design parameter, c, equation (7.8) must again be used. It was established in 
chapter 6 that the formation design parameter c is equal to the generalised ellipse parameter 
i>o. Therefore, once the crossing point vp  and the value of ci have been selected, the positions
of the other ellipse centres may then be found:
(af cos^ <71 4- bi sin^ <7i — Ug cos  ^<72 — b^  sin^ <7 2 ) vp  4- (a^ cos  ^<72 4- 6g sin^ <7 2 ) ci 
C2 =  n 5  r “ 2  (7.15)af cos^ <71 4- b( sm^ <7i
Sam e ellipse eccentric ity  for all sate llites In this case where Ri = R 2 , equation (7.13) 
reduces to:
(R^ 4- 1 ) [R^ — 1 ) sin7 (sin7 cos 2<7i 4- cos 7 sin 2<7i) =  0 (7.16)
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This gives three situations from which conditions may be derived:
-  1  =  0 (7.17)
sin 7  =  0 (7.18)
sin 7  cos 2g\ +  cos 7  sin 2<ji =  0 (7.19)
Equation (7.17) is the case where all satellites are on circular paths, the positions of the circle 
centres then being found from equation (7.12). Equation (7.18) is the case already described 
where the satellites have a shared orientation. Equation (7.19) is satisfied when <72 =  vr —<7 i, 
however this condition can not be reconciled with the condition that =  ^ 2  and the position 
of the crossing points with respect to the ellipse centres given by equation (7 .8 ), apart from 
in one special case which will be discussed at the end of this section.
Ellipses sep a ra ted  by a rb itra ry  o rien ta tio n  7  I now develop a rule that will be valid 
for all values of the ellipse orientation difference 7 . For equation (7.13) to be valid for all 7 , 
the following conditions must be satisfied:
(JÎ? + 1 ) ( i^  -  1 ) cos 2<ti =  0 (7.20)
( i î ? - J7^ )cos2<ti = 0  (7.21)
(il? + 1 ) (iîi -  1) sin 2 <7 i =  0 (7.22)
To satisfy ail three conditions simuitaneousfy, it can therefore he concluded that il? =  il? =  1, 
i.e. that all satellites are moving on circles, a condition already found when considering the 
case above when ellipse eccentricities were equal. This demonstrates that it is not possible 
to place satellites on arbitrary ellipses such that they will maintain a linear configuration for 
all T.
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Figure 7.3: Linear configuration using satellites on non-concentric elliptic paths
Table 7.1: Formation design parameters for linear configuration using satellites on non- 
concentric elliptic paths
Satellite a (km) b (km) c (km) d a (deg) 4> (deg)
1 0.938 0.313 4.086 1 50.0 55.0
2 1.288 0.429 5.269 1 50.0 55.0
3 1.685 0.562 6.613 1 50.0 55.0
4 2.226 0.742 8.441 1 50.0 55.0
5 2.957 0.986 10.914 1 50.0 55.0
I have now covered all possibilities for the case when ( v j r  ( r )  — v q )  ^  0. An example of this 
formation type is shown in figure 7.3. The formation design parameters corresponding to 
these satellites are given in table 7.1.
I now therefore move on to the situation when ( v f '  ( r )  — v q ) = 0 (for all r).
7.3.2.2 ( v j r  ( r )  — v q )  =  0
This condition tells us that the formation line crosses the v axis in the centre of the ellipses. 
The ellipses must obviously therefore share a centre.
With this condition in place, equations (7.6) and (7.7) may no longer be used and so equations 
(7.3) to (7.5) must be used to determine the conditions under which a linear formation may 
be configured.
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Table 7.2: Formation design parameters for linear configuration using satellites on concentric 
elliptic paths
Satellite a (km) b (km) c (km) d a (deg) (!) (deg^
1 3.863 1.288 8.871 - 1 50.0 55.0
2 5.055 1.685 8.871 - 1 50.0 55.0
3 6.677 2.226 8.871 - 1 50.0 55.0
4 8.871 2.957 8.871 - 1 50.0 55.0
From (7.3) and (7.4) it may be determined that tan (^^^ +  ^C2 ) =  tan (<^ t,2 +  ^Ci) hence 
that:
(j>vi "b 0 ^ 2  — “b ^Ci (7.23)
or
^vi +  (f>C2 — ^V2 +  0Ci +  ^  (7.24)
In order to satisfy equations (7.3) and (7.4) individually, this must be limited to the first 
case. Since equations (7.6) and (7.7) may no longer be applied, the conditions 
^vi = 0 i»2 c&ii no longer be used. Satisfying equation (7.5) therefore gives us two conditions on 
the along-track and cross-track phases, either (f)Q^ = (f)^  ^ &nd =  0 2^ ) or +  tt =  nnd 
(f)^  ^ 7T =  (f)v2 • These conditions show us that the initial phase formation design parameter 
must either be the same or vary by tt for all satellites.
A similar condition may then be found to that in equation (7.8), but without the term linked 
to the position of the crossing point:
^  ^  (7.25)
^M2 CM2
This means that the same conditions will apply as in the previous analysis, i.e. the ellipses 
must share an orientation and eccentricity. An example of this formation type is shown in 
figure 7.4. The formation design parameters corresponding to these satellites are given in 
table 7.2.
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T,
Figure 7.4: Linear configuration using satellites on concentric elliptic paths
7.4 Conclusion
This chapter has shown how it is possible to combine knowledge of satellite configurations 
and satellite dynamics to impose conditions on satellite formation motion. There are an 
endless number of formations that could be explored in this way, and while it is obviously 
not possible to include them all here, the example given demonstrates the process and shows 
how conditions that must be imposed on orbital parameters to achieve a specified formation 
may be imposed.
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Chapter 8
Collision Risk Detection and 
M itigation
8.1 Introduction
In this chapter I turn to consider the risk of collision between satellites in the formations 
described earlier and present some techniques for mitigating any risks found.
8.2 Determ ining the risk o f collision
The most straightforward method for doing this would be to use an orbit propagator to 
calculate the locations of the satellites in the formation for the required time period and 
then simply check for any collisions. This would require an exhaustive list of simulations to 
check over the space of all possible initial conditions. Here however, an analytical method is 
proposed such that a simple check may be carried out using just the orbital parameters of 
each satellite in the formation.
I note here that this method is intended as a simple tool to aid formation designers. It is not 
intended to provide a highly accurate view of satellite proximities during a formation flying 
mission. Following the analytic formation design, any high risk scenarios should be examined 
further using numerical analysis. The collision risk mitigation techniques given later in this 
chapter are designed to give an indication of the changes that may be necessary to a designed 
formation configuration in order to prevent collision.
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The relative motion model developed in this thesis describes the position of satellites relative 
to a guiding centre and the formation design process described also uses this approach. Since 
the guiding centre is a virtual point, a collision between a satellite and the guiding centre 
is of little consequence; it is the motion of one satellite with respect to another that is of 
importance when evaluating collision risks. Expressions for the separations between satellites 
have already been determined and were presented in equations (4.104) to (4.106).
To keep this collision analysis simple, the second order terms are omitted. The implication 
of this is that this analysis is not designed to be used when the separations between satellites 
are required to be sufficiently small such that they are comparable with these second order 
terms. In the case where expected intersatellite separations are of a similar magnitude to the 
omitted second order terms, a more detailed collision analysis must be undertaken.
I assume that initially there is no variation of the secular motion in the formation. The effects 
of inclusion of the secular terms in the collision risk analysis will then be covered in section 
8.4. The first order intersatellite motion expressions with secular effects omitted are:
Sw =  —aAecos (r — # ) (8.1)
where
and
Sv = Svq +  2 Ae sin (r  — ^ )  (8 .2 )
S(^  = SI sinr — 50, sin I  COST (8.3)
Ae^ =  Gfc +  — 2efcCit/ cos(o;pjt — apk') (8.4)
tan $  =  ^ k s m a p . - e ^ s m a p ^  (gg)
6 k cos apk — Ck' cos otpk^
SI = Iko — Ik'o (8 .6 )
SO =  Oko — fîfc'o (8.7)
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S a e  =  n { te k  -  te k ')  ( 8 . 8 )
In order for collision to occur, all three components of the inter-satellite separation must 
go to zero simultaneously. At first glance this appears to be a very specific condition and 
unlikely to be satisfied. However in reality, the definition of a collision must be extended 
to include any time when the satellites come with a given minimum separation. This may 
be considered as replacing the scenario of two colliding points with a situation where each 
satellite is represented by a sphere and any overlap of two spheres may be considered as 
a collision. The size of the sphere would be determined by the accuracy with which the 
satellite’s position may be determined and by the permissible level of risk, these two being 
combined to give a minimum allowable separation. This means that it is not just the orbital 
parameters that exactly satisfy the collision conditions that are of interest, but a range of 
values surrounding these for which the minimum allowable separation condition would be 
broken. I introduce a minimum safe separation Ss between satellites which gives a condition 
to be satisfied for all r  of:
Szu'  ^-I- Sv^ -{- > Ss^ (8.9)
The dependence of Ss on all three directional components means that describing the condi­
tions under which the separation in a single direction is zero in terms of Ss has little meaning 
and I therefore give exact expressions at this stage, i.e. conditions under which the separation 
in all three coordinate directions is simultaneously zero.
From equation (8.1), two conditions may be found under which the radial separation of the 
satellites goes to zero. Firstly, Ae =  0. Applying this condition to the along-track separation 
in equation (8 .2 ) means that Svq must also equal zero. Setting these two conditions means 
that the satellites never have any radial or along-track separation, and will therefore collide 
whenever the cross-track separation is zero. From equation (8.3), this means that collisions 
will occur at times Tc where Tc is given by:
<5f2sin/
tan Tc =  — ——  (8 .1 0 )
Due to the periodic property of this condition, collisions would occur twice per orbit. Al­
though this appears to be a very restrictive set of conditions, this could well occur in a highly 
symmetric formation.
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The second condition is:
Tc - =  (2 n + 1 ) ^  (8 .1 1 )
where Tc is again the time at which collision occurs. Substituting this expression for 7  ^— ^  
into the along-track motion expression in equation (8 .2 ) gives:
Sv = Svo + 2 A e ( - l ) ^  (8 .1 2 )
From this, the conditions for the along-track and radial separations to simultaneously go 
to zero may be found, and so, by then substituting the expression for Tc in (8 .1 1 ) into the 
cross-track separation expression in equation (8.3), the two conditions required for all three 
components of the intersatellite separation to be simultaneously zero can be found:
\6 vo\ =  2|Ae| (8.14)
The only conditions under which two satellites in a formation may collide have now been 
determined.
8.3 Collision risk m itigation
In this section I shall consider mitigation methods to reduce the collision risk. This is to be 
achieved by making small changes to the orbital elements that it has been determined are 
required for the satellites to create the desired formation.
Each satellite has six orbital parameters that may be varied, and so due to this large number 
of variables, some of these parameters must be fixed in order to generate a simple usable 
solution. Two techniques are now presented for collision risk mitigation; the first aims to 
avoid the collision condition in equation (8.13) and the second avoids collision by ensuring 
that the condition in equation (8.14) is never met.
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8.3.1 Technique 1: variation o f SO and SI ,  avoidance o f condition (8.13)
Equation (8.13) contains the three parameters SO and SI. I will therefore split this 
technique into two further methods, the first method varies the parameters SO and SI that 
define the intersatellite cross-track separation, and the second method varies the parameter 
defining the along-track motion.
V arying cross-track  p a ram ete rs  I shall assume that the value ^  is fixed and that the 
condition (8.14) is satisfied at all times.
Equation (8.13) gives the relationship between SI and SO sin I  for a collision to occur. For 
satellites with a known value of the collision conditions may be represented by a line on 
a plot of SI against SO sin I, with gradient — ta n ^ . I will refer to this as the collision line. 
Figure 8.1 shows the collision line for a range of values o f# .  If the desired values of SI and 
give a point that falls on the collision line, then to avoid collision, the orbital parameters must 
be altered to move the point off the collision line. It is also possible to rotate the line away 
from the point, but this would involve a change in # , already fixed here, and so is covered 
in the next subsection. Having already stated that any changes in orbital parameters will 
lead to a move away from the desired formation, I will ensure that collision is avoided with 
minimum overall change to the orbital parameters by choosing the new orbital parameters 
such that the point moves away from the collision line in a perpendicular direction.
I define a pair of satellites with differenced orbital parameters of (SOcSinI,SIc). These 
coordinates fall on the collision line and so must be altered to new values (<5D„ sin /. Sin) to 
avoid collision. The differences in these coordinates are So and Si where:
SOn sin I  = SOc sin I-j-So (8.15)
and
Sin = ^Ic +  (8.16)
These sets of orbital parameters are shown in figure 8.2, the new point lies in a direction 
perpendicular to the collision line at the original point.
All separation between satellites will be achieved by varying cross-track parameters and so
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Figure 8.1: SI — 50, relationships at collision for varying #
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Figure 8.2: Moving satellites off collision line
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(8.9) becomes:
|(5i sin Tc — JocosTcl > Ss (8.17)
or:
(Si^ +  So^) 2 sin Tc +  arctan > Ss (8.18)
The relationship between Si and So is determined from the gradient of the collision line to 
be:
and therefore (8.18) and (8.19) may be combined to give:
(Si^ +  So^) 2 sin (tc — ^ )  > (8 .2 0 )
The sine term may be substituted using (8.11) and this shows that the minimum safe distance 
Ss corresponds exactly to the distance moved on figure 8 . 2  (indicated on the figure).
It may therefore be straightforwardly determined that:
So =  —Ss sin ^  (8.21)
Si = Ss cos ^  (8 .2 2 )
These expressions allow calculation of the change in orbital parameters necessary to give 
the required minimum distance between satellites while keeping the overall change in orbital 
parameters to a minimum. Due to the periodic nature of these functions some care must be 
taken to ensure that the sign of So and Si is determined correctly. I consider this at the end 
of the next section.
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V arying along-track  p a ram ete rs  If the exact properties of the cross-track motion are 
important to the application of the formation, for example to maintain a cross-track baseline, 
it may be desirable to vary the along-track motion rather than the cross-track motion. If 
this is the case then the magnitude and/or phase of the along-track motion may be varied; 
changing the value ^  so that the condition in equation (8.13) is not satisfied. This would 
be represented by a rotation of the collision line shown in figure 8.2 about the origin. In 
the mitigation steps above, the point defined by the cross-track parameters on figure 8 . 2  was 
moved off the collision line, in this method the collision line is rotated away from the point.
As before, I assume the target is to achieve a minimum safe separation between satellites at all 
times. I have already shown that on figure 8.2, the perpendicular distance from the collision 
line to the point determined by the cross-track parameters is the same as the minimum safe 
separation Ss. Since this second method uses rotation of a line rather than translation of a 
point, Ss will be defined as the arc length subtended by the point initially on the collision 
line where the collision conditions are satisfied, (^Hc sin 7,^7c), as the line rotates about the 
origin through an angle S ^  to its new position. Since is a small angle, the difference 
between this arc length and a perpendicular distance is higher order and can be neglected.
The required rotation angle S ^  may therefore be found from:
6 $  = -----------— r  (8.23)
((5^2 sin^ I  +  SI^) 2
The definition of ^  in equation (8.5) shows that a change in e^, e&/, apk, otpy or some 
combination of these parameters will cause a variation in If the collision conditions are 
satisfied when ^  then ^  must be changed to a new value 4 - S ^  such that the
collision condition in equation (8.13) is no longer satisfied. If S ^  is small then the variation 
may be written as:
S^  =  S^M  +  (8.24)
where
^ — Sck' (8.25)ock dek>
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and
d ^
^ -----^0(pk +  -% Sapk> (8.26)dapk oapk'
Expressions for 5 ^ m  and S ^p  may be determined from equation (8.5):
=  — ^ k ^ k ' sin (ap& — apfcO ( —~  H---- —^\  efc Cfc/ J
(8.27)
=  (cfe — Cfc/) cos {apk — OLpk>) {ekSapk — eySapk') (8.28)
These expressions show that with the required value of <5^  known, there are then many 
ways in which this value may be achieved. This may involve a change in the along-track 
amplitudes, phases or both and these changes may be applied to one or both satellites. The 
choice of how the value of is achieved will be largely mission dependent.
I have now considered the variation of both cross-track and along-track parameters in order 
to avoid the collision condition in (8.13). However, one of these methods need not be used 
exclusively; a fraction of the desired safe separation may be achieved by varying the cross­
track parameters and the remainder by varying the along-track parameters. If a combination 
of along-track and cross-track parameter variations are being used then it must be ensured 
that any combinations are cumulative in increasing minimum satellite separation and not 
counteractive; the cross-track parameter point must be translated in an opposite direction to 
the direction in which the collision line is rotated.
To consider this more general case, the collision line on figure 8.2 may have any orientation 
and the point defined by the cross-track parameters on the same figure may appear in any 
of the four quadrants. Consequently, an intersection of the point and the collision line may 
occur anywhere on the figure. Table 8.1 summarises the possible combinations of signs of 
SO sin I, SI and ^  that would exist for collisions in the four quadrants of figure 8.2. The 
necessary changes to each parameter in order to avoid collision are then summarised, given 
as the sign of the required change. Since it is possible to avoid collision by moving in either 
direction from the collision line, the direction column refers to the direction of rotation to 
get from the initial collision point to the new collision-avoided point.
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Table 8.1: Parameter changes for collision avoidance
Quadrant SO sin I SI ^  Range Direction So Si S ^
1 + + - f  < ^  < 0 CW + - -
1 + + — ^  ^  0 ACW - + 4-
2 - + —7T < ^  < — 1 CW + 4- -
2 - + —T < # < —^ ACW - - +
3 - - § < ^  < TT CW - 4~ -
3 - - § < ^  < TT ACW + - +
4 + - 0  < ^  < I CW - - -
4 + - 0 <  ^  < § ACW 4* + 4~
8.3.2 Technique 2: variation o f ôvq and Ae, avoidance o f condition (8.14)
Since any change in orbital parameters for collision risk mitigation will result in a small 
change to the formation configuration, it is advantageous to the formation designer to have 
as many options as possible open to them for removing collision risks. This allows relative 
effects to be compared and the method chosen that aligns best with the mission objective. As 
a result, I now consider collision avoidance by ensuring that equation (8.14) is not satisfied.
To represent this option, I introduce a third axis to the collision condition plot shown in 
figure 8 .2 . This third axis gives the value of |<5uo| — 2|Ae| and so represents the along-track 
separation when the radial separation is zero. The use of this extra axis will be valuable 
when it is not possible to meet the required minimum intersatellite separation by altering SI, 
SO and ^  alone. The effect of moving the collision point along this axis will be to move the 
two satellites apart in the along-track direction. This third axis is shown in figure 8.3.
This figure may now be used in a similar way to figure 8.2 in technique 1 to determine 
the changes in orbital parameters required for collision avoidance. The only change is that 
when moving the point in this orbital parameter space away from the collision line, it is 
now possible to move it in an out-of-plane direction as well as in the cross-track parameter 
plane. The distance moved in the new three dimensional space also corresponds to the safe 
distance Ss, and should again be perpendicular to the collision line in order to achieve the 
required separation with the minimum change to the orbital parameters. The sets of orbital 
parameters that may therefore be used to achieve collision mitigation all lie on a circle of 
radius Ss, centred on the collision line and in a plane perpendicular to it. This circle is shown
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Figure 8.3: Inclusion of third axis in collision plot. The circle represents the sets of orbital 
parameters which provide the required collision mitigation
on figure 8.3.
The safe distance is now made up of a cross-track and along-track separation. If a move in 
the ( S Q s i n I ,  6 1 )  plane is considered as an in-plane change, Ssi, and a move perpendicular to 
this is an out-of-plane change, Ssq then the safe distance S s  may be calculated from:
6s^ =  S s f  - h  6s" (8.29)
where Ss^ = So  ^ 4 - 6 i^.
If a limitation is placed on the distance that may be moved in one of the three directions, 
then the distance that must be moved in the other two directions to still give the required 
safe distance may be calculated. Equation (8.19) gives the relationship So  = tan ^ ^ i. If I 
choose to limit So  or Si,  then the other is calculated using this relationship. Equation (8.29) 
is then used to find Ssq.
If the limitation is placed on Ssq then the value of Ssi is found from equation (8.36). Si  is 
then found using:
Si  = cos "^ /Ssi (8.30)
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after which So is easily calculated. Table 8.1 should be used to ensure the correct sign is 
given for So and Si,
Using this method, collision avoidance may be carried out by altering one or several of the 
formation parameters to ensure that the collision risk is reduced with minimum disruption 
to the desired formation configuration.
8.3.3 R etaining relative m otion properties
I have now shown how it is possible to determine the required change in orbital parameters in 
order for collision to be avoided. However, altering the orbital parameters will also change the 
resultant relative motion. While this change may be small, it may still have an adverse effect 
on the formation, dependent on the application. Using the technique I have described for 
determining the required change in orbital parameters to avoid collision ensures the smallest 
overall change in orbital parameters, but imposes no condition on the change to the form 
of the relative motion. If a property of the relative motion is crucial to the formation’s 
performance then it would be useful to retain that property while also satisfying the collision 
avoidance conditions.
The effect of changing orbital parameters on a satellite’s motion relative to the guiding centre 
may be understood by considering figures 8.4 and 8.5. These figures are similar to figure 8.2, 
except that they show the relative epicycle parameters of the two satellites separately rather 
than combined as SI and sin ISO,,
Equations (4.102) and (4.103) are repeated here without secular terms for clarity, and show 
that cross-track magnitude and phase are calculated from Cl and I  if secular terms are ignored:
Cm =  Jfco +  (sin /Hfco) (8.31)
Jfco tan $  =  sin ICtko (8.32)
It therefore becomes clear that a point in the (sin ICI — I) space used in figures 8.4 and 8.5 
will uniquely define the magnitude and phase of a satellite’s cross-track motion relative to 
the guiding centre. The amplitude of the cross-track motion is found from the distance of the
point from the origin of the plot. The angle of the point about the origin defines the initial
cross-track phase.
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Q s i n I
COLLISION' 
LINE \
Figure 8.4: Cross-track parameters before and after collision risk mitigation, maintaining 
cross-track motion phase
Clearly, when the orbital parameters of a satellite are changed to remove a collision risk, the 
point representing the satellite will move on these plots. Therefore by carefully selecting the 
direction in which the point moves, changes in phase and magnitude can be controlled; radial 
motion means a change in cross-track motion amplitude while retaining the initial phase 
(figure 8.4), and circular movement about the origin implies a change in initial phase at fixed 
amplitude (figure 8.5).
M ain tain ing  cross-track m otion phases If the phase of the cross-track motion is par­
ticularly important, for example the satellite must reach its maximum cross-track excursion 
at a given time or must cross the reference orbit at a given point, then ideally the collision 
avoidance conditions will be met without affecting the cross-track phase. This shift in orbital 
parameters is demonstrated by the radial movement of the kth  and k'th  satellite points shown 
on figure 8.4.
When the collision conditions are met, the difference in the orbital parameters of the kth  and
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k'th  satellite are defined as:
SDc = ^ko — (8.33)
and
Sic =  ho  -  h 'o  (8.34)
Since these differenced orbital parameters place the satellite at risk of collision then they 
must be changed to new values, SQn and where:
=  Dkn — ^k'n (8.35)
and
Sin =  h n  -  h 'n  (8.36)
The technique for finding the values of So and Si has already been discussed and so Sfi„ and 
Sin may be considered known values. The requirement now is to determine the values for 
and Dn for each satellite.
By considering the gradient of the line joining the kth  satellite point to the origin on figure 
8.4, I may determine that:
(8.37)
Dkn f^cO
and similarly for the A:'th satellite. Using the expressions in equations (8.35) and (8.36), I 
then eliminate the new orbital parameters from the expression for the k'th  satellite:
h n  Sin h'o
Dkn SDn
(8.38)
Qk>n may then be eliminated from (8.37) and (8.38) to give an expression for h n  m terms of 
only known quantities:
Ÿ  _  Ÿ  (  ^ ^ n h 'O  -  S ln ^ k 'O  I /o
Ik n  — 7^0 1 ^ 9 '  t' I (o .o9)
\  ^holk'o — Iko^ho J
Using this value of h n ^  h ' n  may be found from equation (8.36), then D kn  found from (8.37) 
and finally equation (8.35) used to find Vtyn to complete the required set of parameters.
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Q s i n I
COLLISION' 
LINE '
Figure 8.5: Cross-track parameters before and after collision risk mitigation, maintaining 
cross-track motion magnitude
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M ain tain ing  cross-track  m otion  am plitudes A similar technique may be applied for 
maintaining cross-track amplitudes, this time by moving the satellite points in a circular 
fashion in the (ci sin 1,1^ space. If the safe distance required is small compared to the 
formation size then the phase change required to mitigate the collision risk will be small, and 
hence the motion around the circle may be approximated as motion along the tangent to 
the circle at the collision point, as shown on figure 8.5. This removes the need for multiple 
squares and square roots in the calculation and so eliminates the need for determining the 
correct signs during the calculation.
Therefore, in a similar way to when maintaining cross-track phases, an expression may be 
found that links the original and new orbital parameters using the gradient of the tangent to 
the circle:
h n  — Ik o  sin/%0 (8 40)
s i n l  ( Ù k n - ^ k o )  4o
Using (8.40), the equivalent expression for the A;'th satellite and the expressions for Sin and 
SDn  ^ an expression may be found for Ikn in terms of known values only:
^kn — sin I  iSDn +  Dk'o — ) H----------—----------- , J  ,  4o^fc'o + 4o
4 o ^ k m  — 4 m ^ f c o  
(8.41)
Using this value of Ik>n may be found from equation (8.36), then found from (8.40) 
and finally equation (8.35) used to find thereby completing the required set of param­
eters.
8.4 Inclusion of secular term s in collision analysis
In this section, I now include the secular terms in the relative motion expressions. This is 
important since satellites that are not initially on collision trajectories may drift on to them 
under the influence of these terms. The intersatellite separation expressions with secular 
effects included are:
SvD — —aAecos [ ( 1  — n)r — (8.42)
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Sv = Svo +  2 Ae sin [ ( 1  — k ) t  — (8.43)
SC =  SI sin r  — sin 7 (SQ +  ASIr) cos r  (8.44)
where
- m
2
sin 7 (8.45)
and where again I restrict the expressions to first order terms only. Now ignoring the initial 
trivial case where Ae =  0 , a new set of conditions for collision may be developed. From 
equation (8.43), I may find an expression for the times at which the radial separation is zero, 
and hence the first expression that describes the collision time 7 :^
Tc =  ((2n +  1)^ +  (1 +  /c) (8.46)
where n is an integer and where I have made the assumption that k «  1. Clearly this 
collision time Tc is not continuous for a given value of ’F, and so I rewrite it as:
Tc =  Trf(l +  «) (8.47)
where Td is a discretised value of time given by:
Td — (2n +  1)—+ ’3? (8.48)
For the along-track separation to go to zero simultaneously, the same condition must be 
satisfied as in the no secular drift case:
\Svo\ =  2|Ae| (8.49)
I note here that since both sides of this expression are constant values then this condition is 
independent of time. Applying the condition for Tc from equation (8.47) to the cross-track 
separation expression in (8.44) gives the cross-track separation at the points where the radial 
and along-track separations are simultaneously zero, defined as SCc-
SCc = +  B  (8.50)
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where
A  =  SI A  sin I  tan ^  — SIk tan ^  +  SQk sin I  (8.51)
and
B =  ^7 -I- Jn  sin 7 tan #  (8.52)
This shows that there exists a linear relationship between SCc and Td where collision will 
occur if SCc goes to zero. To determine if and when this may occur, I assume momentarily 
that n is a continuous variable and note that since Td may only increase, the same applies 
to n. Therefore, if A  is positive, B  must be negative for SCc to move towards zero as Td
increases, and conversely, if A  is negative, then B  must be positive for the satellites to be
moving towards a collision risk. A simple check may therefore be carried out; if A B  < 0 then 
the pair of satellites are moving towards a collision possibility.
It is important to consider at this point what this analysis is telling us in terms of real space. 
I have already determined the conditions for which the along-track and radial separations 
are simultaneously zero and am now considering the cross-track separation at each of these 
discrete time steps. If the value of SCc is moving away from zero, then the satellites will be 
slightly further apart at each step and the collision risk is decreasing. Opposed to this is the 
situation where SCc is moving towards zero and the satellites are moving closer to a collision 
risk. Assuming that the satellites are moving towards collision risk, the value of Td required 
for SCc to equal zero is calculated from:
Td =  —^  (8.53)
However, since Td is a discrete variable, then the corresponding value of n (found using equa­
tion (8.48)) must be an integer for a collision to occur. A non-integer value of n  means that 
the satellites will pass the timestep where they approach closest without collision. Assuming 
that an integer value of n is found, the value of Tc should then be compared to the formation 
lifetime or the time for which the formation will be left uncontrolled, to determine whether 
the collision risk will pose a danger to the mission. Following any change in orbital param­
eters, due to reconfiguration or station-keeping, the collision conditions will then need to 
be recalculated. Since equation (8.50) is only an approximation, where third order secular 
terms have been omitted, high values of r  are likely to be inaccurate. This should not how­
ever prove a problem, since a formation is unlikely to be left uncontrolled over the sort of 
timescale where third order secular effects become significant.
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It is clearly unlikely that when n is calculated it will be found to have an exact integer value, 
but I may then use the value of n in two ways to determine whether or not a collision risk 
exists. Firstly, the value of S(c at the integer values of n either side of the non-integer solution 
may be calculated using the Td value associated with these n values in equation (8.44). These 
values denote the times when the cross-track separation is at its smallest while the along-track 
and radial separations are simultaneously zero. If the intersatellite separation at either of 
these points is less than the minimum permitted separation then collision avoidance measures 
must be taken. Secondly, it is possible to express the minimum safe separation 5s in terms 
of a range of n values within an interval defined by n ±  An, such that if the calculated value 
of n when 5(c =  0 is within this range, there can be deemed to be a collision risk. From 
equations (8.48) and (8.50), the value of An may be found as:
An =  ^  (8.54)
where Ss is again the minimum allowable separation between satellites and A  is defined as in 
(8.52). If it is determined that there is a collision risk using either of the methods above, the 
same techniques to avoid collision as described previously may be used; a slightly modified set 
of orbital parameters are chosen such that the orbital parameter point moves off the collision 
line.
The efiects of secular terms on the collision risk may also be interpreted in terms of figure 
8.2. By setting the cross-track separation expression given in equation (8.50) to zero, the 
variation of the collision condition with time may be determined. Writing this expression 
such it may easily be applied to figure 8 . 2  gives:
SI = - -J-— -— —— . „  ;— si n/  (8.55)
( 1  — tan ^  tan KTd +  sm /Ard tan ^ )
This shows that the line that appears in figure 8.2, referred to as the collision line, has a time- 
varying gradient and so will rotate about the origin. If the line rotates towards the point 
(5Q sin J, 5Ï) then a collision may occur. However, since the line will rotate in discrete steps, 
it may coincide with the point, or may pass it without coincidence. This corresponds to the 
integer and non-integer values of n. Near-integer values of n will correspond to a situation 
where the line falls very close to the collision point {5Ù sin I, SI). This visualisation leads to 
three potential methods for collision avoidance. In order to describe these methods, I first 
define some useful terms. The ‘leading side’ of the collision line refers to the space ahead of
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the line as it moves, the ‘trailing side’ refers to the space behind the line. Since the line rotates 
about the origin, the leading side is on different sides of the line in opposing quadrants. I 
therefore set the condition that our leading and trailing sides refer to the quadrant occupied 
by the collision point.
M eth o d  1  Once the direction of rotation of the line is known, the orbital parameters may 
be changed such that the collision point is on the trailing side of the line. In this way, as the 
lines rotates, it will move further from the collision point, decreasing the collision risk. This 
method would be suitable for when the collision point is very close to the collision line such 
that the move may be achieved with a small change in orbital parameters.
M eth o d  2 This method makes use of the discrete nature of the rotation of the line. There 
will be ‘safe’ regions between consecutive positions of the collision line. The orbital parameters 
may be altered such that the collision point falls in this safe region, the collision line will 
then pass the collision point without coincidence. This method relies on the space between 
consecutive positions of the collision line being sufficiently wide such that a point may be 
placed in it and remain at least a distance 6s from the collision line. This method may be 
useful if moving the collision point to the trailing side of the line in one step (method 1 ) 
would mean too large a change in the orbital parameters. The final result of method 2 is the 
same as for method 1 , i.e. the collision point ends up on the trailing side of the line with the 
collision line moving away from it.
M eth o d  3 The third method could be used if for some reason a change in the orbital 
parameters so that the collision point ended up on the trailing side of the collision line 
was not permissible. This method would therefore use a series of changes in the orbital 
parameters to ensure that the collision point always stays ahead of the leading side of the 
line. This would mean that the orbital parameters could change by a large amount over time 
and so this method is probably the least desirable of the three.
I have summarised these three methods in figure 8 .6 . The initial position of the collision line 
is marked as Lq, with subsequent positions marked as Li (note the spacings of the lines are 
greatly exaggerated for the purposes of this figure). The initial point in (sin ISÜ, SI) space 
where the collision conditions are met is marked as Pg. When the orbital parameters are 
changed to avoid collision, this point moves a distance of Ss to a new position P„.
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Figure 8 .6 : Methods for moving satellites away from rotating collision line
8.5 Conclusion
In this chapter I have demonstrated how the relative motion model presented in chapter 4 
may be used to determine whether a pair of satellites in a formation are at risk of colliding. I 
have also then been able to show how the orbital parameters selected for these satellites may 
be altered in order to mitigate this collision risk while minimising the effect on the formation 
configuration. This method was then extended to cover formations influenced by secular 
effects where the likelihood of collision varies with time.
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Chapter 9
Conclusion
9.1 Introduction
In this thesis I have presented the development of a dynamical model for formation flying, 
shown how this model may be applied to the process of formation design, and then demon­
strated how this model may be used to develop techniques for formation collision analysis 
and mitigation. While I have drawn conclusions from individual chapters throughout this 
thesis, in this chapter I now draw some overall conclusions from this work, re-iterating the 
key points. I will then summarise the novelty of this research before outlining possibilities 
for development of the work in this area in the future.
9.2 Summary
I began by deflning a curvilinear coordinate system on which the relative motion would be 
based, immediately eliminating position errors resulting from coordinate linearity.
Then, in order to have a point to deflne relative motion with respect to, and to provide 
an origin for the curvilinear coordinate system, I introduced the concept of the formation 
guiding centre. This guiding centre is a ‘virtual’ satellite with very simple motion and so 
whose position is always easily found. By incorporating principle secular terms into the 
guiding centre motion, the formation satellites do not drift away from the guiding centre.
I was then able to determine a set of expressions that could exactly describe the position of 
a satellite with respect to the guiding centre in terms of absolute epicycle coordinates. These
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expressions were simplified and presented as a combination of absolute and relative epicycle 
coordinates, a clear ordering scheme being defined to govern the retention and discarding of 
terms.
These expressions have the advantage of being presented as a sum of terms, therefore allowing 
separation by term type. This provides insight into formation dynamics from empirical 
analysis, rather than by being reliant on propagations to exemplify relative motion.
Having written the relative motion expressions in a simple form, I then used the absolute 
epicycle coordinate equations to write these new relative equations in an explicitly time- 
dependent form. With these expressions to hand, I continued this work by starting to present 
applications of this model.
I began by considering properties that affected the formation as a whole. I demonstrated how 
the model could be used to minimise secular drift within the formation, showing agreement 
with other authors and therefore adding weight to the validity of this model. I also showed how 
the model could be used to determine the useful lifetime of a formation before secular effects 
that cannot be removed without trivialising the relative motion cause the satellites to drift 
an unreasonable distance apart. This lifetime analysis also showed that the useful lifetimes of 
formations designed using this technique were likely to be substantially less than the periods 
for which in the previous chapter I was able to show the model could accurately represent 
relative motion. The ability to determine these properties allows the formation designer to 
determine quickly and easily whether a satellite configuration is viable, and therefore worthy 
of more detailed analysis, or whether station-keeping and formation maintenance will impose 
a control cost on the formation that cannot be sustained.
As a key step in presenting a simplified model of formation motion, the relative motion 
expressions were then divided into satellite independent and dependent terms. This provided 
the advantage of allowing simplification of the expressions that actually define the motion 
between two satellites, by removing terms with no net effect when differencing the relative 
motion of two satellites each with respect to the same guiding centre. Significantly, I was able 
to make this simplification without adding the complexity into the guiding centre motion.
Having developed the model to this point, I then moved on to show how this dynamical 
model could be used in formation design. I began by demonstrating how a variety of configu­
rations could be achieved by combining elliptic motions and then went on to show how these 
elliptic motions could be linked back to the relative motion equations such that a geometric
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description of a formation could be used to calculate the actual orbital parameters required 
for each satellite within the formation. Some of the configurations have been presented by 
other authors as example formations, although only in simple cases has the calculation of 
orbital parameters from the geometric design been shown [14, 60].
As well as providing a technique for determining orbital parameters to achieve desired relative 
motions, this description of relative motion clearly shows which satellite configurations are, 
and are not, achievable using natural dynamics, by showing that formations are limited to 
those that may be formed solely from elliptic motions.
As a small addition to this area of design, I was able to produce some design software, that for 
a select number of specialised cases, used the static or rotational symmetry of the formation 
to determine formation design parameters and hence orbital parameters.
To conclude my work on formation design in this thesis, I considered those more complex 
cases where simple assumptions are insufficient to plan the desired formation. I showed that 
in these situations it is possible to combine use of the formation design parameters with 
knowledge of the dynamics of the relative motion to configure a formation whose motion 
follows a set of rules over the full orbital period, not just for a single point in time.
Moving on from formation design, I considered collision between members of a formation. 
While seemingly unlikely, I showed that that there may be significant collision risk between 
satellite in highly symmetric formations, and also that satellites may move towards a state 
of collision due to orbital secular effects even if they begin in a safe configuration.
I was able to show that collision risks may be identified from a set of straightforward ex­
pressions based on the orbital parameters. Having determined that a given configuration 
did give rise to a collision risk, I then showed that it was possible to mitigate this risk and 
calculate new sets of orbital parameters such that a specified safe separation was maintained. 
Taking this one step further, I used the expression already determined that related orbital 
parameters to relative motion amplitude and phase to show that orbital parameters could be 
recalculated to mitigate collisions while maintaining a given aspect of the relative motion.
Finally, I was able to view the collision analysis in a geometric fashion, using a space that 
represented orbital parameters and showing that co-location of lines and points were represen­
tative of collision. This had the advantage of making collision analysis in a secularly changing 
environment very straightforward. This approach allowed me to show that the collision mit­
igation methods already demonstrated for non-secularly varying formations could be re-used
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very easily, simply by implementing additional rules governing the ‘direction’ parameters 
should be changed in.
9.3 Research novelty
In this thesis I have made several contributions to the state of the art, making a number 
of significant additions to the existing work in the field of satellite formation flying. The 
achievements made here and their significance are as follows:
•  Inclusion of the J 3  gravitational harmonic in the relative motion model. For constant 
and periodic terms, these two terms are approximately equally significant (dependent 
on orbital inclination), and thereby a far more accurate view of the position of the 
formation as a whole may be achieved. This model therefore shows its value by mod­
elling all parts of formation motion, not sacrificing knowledge of absolute position for 
improvement in relation motion modelling.
•  Separation of the satellite independent ‘solid body’ relative motion terms and the satel­
lite dependent ‘internal motion’ terms. This splitting method allows the formation 
designer to easily study or discard components of the motion as required. The expres­
sions are also easily extended as further terms are added to achieve a greater level of 
accuracy. The likely result of this is addition of terms to the internal motion compo­
nents, for example to account for the differential J2 periodic eflfects as well as the 1 st 
order effect felt equally by both satellites.
• Derivation of an equation for determining formation useful lifetime under the influ­
ence of natural dynamics. On specification of one simple condition, this equation may 
determine the lifetime for which a formation remains within adequate proximity.
•  Presentation of a generalised technique for determining the orbital parameters required 
for a specified shape of relative motion. This model is able to show the range of 
formation shapes that may be achieved, as well as providing a method for converting 
a geometric description to a set of orbital parameters. Since the relative motion model 
is concise, I was able to show that motions relative to a uniformly moving point are 
limited to ellipses.
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• Presentation of a set of easily calculable conditions to determine whether satellites in a 
formation are at risk of collision. This calculation has great value as an initial feasibility 
check when considering formations with larger numbers of satellites and hence where 
using empirical analysis for a first estimate may not be possible.
•  Derivation of conditions for determining whether a formation changing with secular 
effects is moving towards or away from a collision risk.
9.4 Future work
The future development of this work falls into two sections; extension to the relative motion 
model and further application of the model in mission design and execution.
9.4.1 Improvem ent o f relative m otion m odel
Inclusion o f tessera l harm onics The obvious first extension to the relative motion model 
is to increase the gravitational harmonic terms included. It is important that terms are 
included in the order of their relative significance, i.e. there is little benefit in including large 
numbers of zonal harmonic terms if tesseral harmonic terms that have a more significant 
effect have been ignored.
Consequently, the first step in moving to a more complex gravitational model should be to 
include the principal tesseral harmonics, J 2 2 .
Inclusion o f non-conservative te rm s The next extension to the model should be in 
inclusion of the non-conservative effects mentioned in chapter 3. While the effect of these 
terms on the relative between satellites can be shown to be minimal for identical satellites 
on close orbits, they will provide very significant improvements in locating the formation as 
a whole by giving a much more accurate position of the formation guiding centre.
Inclusion of these terms will provide significant improvements when applying this relative 
motion model to formations consisting of non-identical satellites, and hence when the relative 
non-conservative terms begin to have effects comparable in magnitude to the terms already 
included in the model.
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9.4.2 A pplication in m ission design
D evelopm ent o f technique for m easurem ent o f configuration quality  A natural 
follow on from this work will be to design an analytical technique by which the quality of the 
formation configuration could be judged. By quality, I mean a combination of a short term 
measure of how well the actual configuration matches the desired formation and a longer 
term measure of how well the formation maintains its desired parameters.
E x tension  o f th e  m odel in to  con tro l In the application of this model, one of the key
areas not covered in this thesis, and a subject very popular in current literature, is control. 
Control algorithms based on this model may be developed, allowing designers to determine 
the control requirement for maintaining a desired configuration, using the natural dynamics 
as a ‘best guess’. As a by-product of this, more detailed optimisation may be carried out 
surrounding the cases where the model cannot exactly represent the desired formation and 
so where the natural dynamics are used as the closest representation on top which control 
will then be applied.
F orm ation  reconfiguration  This may then be extended to cover reconfiguration of the 
formation, where there is a desire to alter the configuration part-way through a mission. 
In this situation, the orbital elements in both the initial and final configuration may be 
calculated using the design process, and the transitory path then determined.
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Appendix A
Epicycle Coefficients
This appendix gives the coehScients for the significant terms in the epicycle expressions in 
equations (3.4) in chapter 3. The expressions provided here are by no means exhaustive, 
but rather provide the significant terms used in the derivation and application of the relative 
motion model presented in this thesis. The coefficients given here allow use of the secular 
and periodic terms resulting from the J2 and J 3  zonal harmonics up to first order periodic 
terms and second order constant and secular terms.
A .l  J2 Coefficients: secular term s
P2 = - i j 2
62 = - p 2
K,2 =
2
I cos To
( 4 - 5  s i n ^  I q)  ( A . l )
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A .2  J2 Coefficients: periodic terms
Arl =
A li = - p 2
ACI2 =
AA2 =
2
I cos I q
(A.2)
A 3 J3 Coefficients: periodic terms
Js ^ ^ ^ s in /o  (A.3)
Note that this expression makes the assumption that only terms up to J2 are used in the 
derivation of «2 -
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